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Abstract 

Systems exhibiting the glass transition can be classified by the rapidity of the increase in 
viscosity on approach of the glass transition temperature; the more dramatic the increase, the 
more fragile the system. In the work at hand, structural and dynamical aspects of CIOH Is-De
cahydronaphthalene (Decalin), one of the most fragile molecular liquids, were studied with 
regards to influences from isomeric composition. 

Trans Decalin is locked into a pseudo-flat centrosymmetric conformation, while the cis 
isomer interchanges dynamically between two chiral, pseudo-spherical ground state confor
mations. On investigation of the phase behaviour of pure and mixed compounds, trans Decalin 
was found to crystallise rapidly and cleanly; its space group, P 2I/n, and crystal structure 
could be determined in this work. From the crystal structure, the dynamics of crystalline 
trans Decalin could be calculated using ab-initio lattice energy calculations and the results 
be compared to measurements. Using neutron diffraction and force field molecular dynam
ics simulations, the amorphous structure of Decalin was investigated. While little structural 
difference is found within the various isomeric compositions of Decalin, the difference to the 
common molecular liquid Cumene is significant. The features of the amorphous structure of 
sphere-like cis Decalin show resemblance to the ones of Argon and metallic glasses. On cool
ing of cis Decalin a feature appears in the pair correlation function, which would be coherent 
with an arrangement of the system into locally favoured structures. 

In the supercooled liquid range, the dynamics of Decalin was investigated for seve raI 
isomeric compositions. Using neutron scattering techniques, data was collected for a wide 
spectral range and several temperatures in the slightly supercooled range, complemented by 
measurements using the optical Kerr effect. Highly fragile character was suggested for the 
1: 1 cis-trans Decalin mix by the collected relaxation time data, which is in agreement with 
previous results. By contrast to previous estimations, an extrapolation of our relaxation time 
data indicates cis Decalin to be only slightly less fragile than the 1: 1 cis-trans mixture. Prob
ing exclusively rotational relaxation via the optical Kerr effect, cis Decalin seems even more 
fragile than the generic mixture. Finally a lower bound to the four point susceptibility func
tion X4 could be calculated from fits to relaxation data and the number of correlated molecules 
Ncorr be determined. The evolution of this value as a function of T g/T and relaxation time is 
in agreement with values reported elsewhere. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In July 2008 an article entitled 'The Nature of Glass Remains Anything but Clear' appeared 
in the New York Times. In this article the author Kenneth Chang attempts to give an overview 
on the phenomenon and on the latest models proposed to describe it. The article provides an 
easy to read introduction to the field and gives quoted opinions of involved scientists, who lay 
out the current situation in research on glasses. Two messages in the article stand out from the 
rest: The importance of the problem to physics as weil as everyday life and the fact that a full 
description of the phenomenon is provided by none of the available theories. 

The phenomenon 'glass' and its consequences are indeed highly pertinent to science and 
industry, omnipresent and a topic with a long history. Many high profile scientists work on 
ail aspects ofthe problem, from the description of structural properties to studies of dynamics 
related to vitrification. In industry, every advance in the field can be of very high monetary 
value. A profound understanding of the processes can bring enormous economical benefits 
from improved manufacturing of goods, prevention of rejects and conception of new and 
improved materials. The omnipresence of the phenomenon is illustrated by the many glassy 
objects we encounter in daily Iife: window glass, polymeric products ranging from drink 
bottles to automotive parts or pharmaceutical products. The historically first uses of glass 
date back to the stone age, where mainly sharp cutting tools and weapons were made from 
naturally occurring glass Iike obsidian. Craftsmanship in the production of glass developed 
from about 3500 BC in Egypt and Eastern Mesopotamia 111. 

A system becomes a glass by not managing to crystallise. The crystal represents the lowest 
energy configuration for the solid state, but many systems are unable to find this configuration 
and vitrify on fast cooling. 'Good' glass formers bypass the melting temperature easily and 
form a glass even for moderate cooling rates, but any substance is expected to vitrify on 
sufficiently fast cooling l . Sorne systems like metallic glasses need relatively high cooling 
rates, often 106 K / s, to attain the glassy state, but if the cooling rate is high enough they 
do. Independently of the nature of the constituents or interactions in the system, the glass 
represents a metastable fourth state of matter. It is this universality, present in ail aspects 
of the phenomenon, that drives research in the field, despite the significant obstacles that 
continuously need to be surmounted. 

1 An exception is 4HeIium, which under atmospheric pressure remains liquid at absolute zero temperature 121. 
The question of the existence of an amorphous 4Helium state in confined media under pressure is, however, a 
topic of CUITent research. 
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the relaxation time dependence of a glass former on temperature. 

As outlined, supercooling of substances past the melting temperature will eventually lead 
to a viscosity, sufficiently high (or equivalently a relaxation time sufficiently long) for the 
system to become strongly restricted in its possibilities of sampling configuration space. The 
system can therefore not reach the crystalline state on a given experimental time scale. A very 
illustrative model for this process is the energy landscape model (see also figure 1.2). In the 
absence of sufficient thermal activation, energy local maxima prevent the system from find
ing the energetically lowest configuration. The point at which this transition from ergodicity 
to non-ergodicity takes place on the given experimentally accessible time scale corresponds 
to the glass temperature, Tg. The glass temperature is no absolute temperature, it is defined 
to correspond to a viscosity of 1012 Pa s, a relaxation time scale of sorne 100 s. This def
inition was chosen arbitrarily in order to yield a convenient observable. Its dependence on 
experimental parameters, however, is relatively weak, which makes it a useful quantity. 

The glass temperature depends on the cooling rate and is therefore sample history depen
dent. Tg is the lower, the more slowly one cools. What if one now hypothetically took a 'very 
good' glass former and supercooled it to absolute zero? The heat capacity of a liquid is higher 
than the heat capacity of a crystal, therefore in this hypothetic case the entropy of the super
cooled liquid would become identicai to the entropy of the crystal at a non-zero temperature. 
For the entropy not to go negative, the transition to the ideal glass, representing the lowest 
possi ble energy configuration for the glass, could intervene at the Kauzmann temperature T K, 

at which the entropy of the glass and the crystal are identical 131. However, the validity of such 
a scenario and ail of its conclusions are disputed. It is also doubted that there is a thermody
namic basis to the glass transition at aIl in favour of the description as a dynamic transition. 
T K is nevertheless a useful parameter in the characterisation of the glass transition and still 
frequently used. 

Interesting features are observed on the approach of the glass transition. When cooling a 
system towards the glass transition temperature, while monitoring the relaxation behaviour, 
seve rai relaxation processes can be observed. Oielectric loss measurements found that on 
continued supercooling a single observable relaxation process splits up into two relaxation 
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processes with different temperature dependecies 14,51. The slow a relaxation can have a non
Arrhenian temperature dependence and, on the experimentally accessible time scale, freezes 
in at Tg. It corresponds to the structural relaxation and therefore to viscosity. The secondary 
{3 relaxation shows Arrhenius behaviour and remains visible at temperatures lower than the 
glass temperature. 

A classification based on the way this slow structural relaxation depends on temperature 
was proposed by Angell 16] and has been exploited extensively since (see figure 1.5). A sys
tem with exponential viscosity dependence on liT close to Tg would be a prototype 'strong' 
glass former; the further the viscosity dependence deviates from exponential behaviour, the 
more 'fragile' the system is considered. This quantity best illustrates the magnitude of the 
glass transition phenomenon. When approaching Tg, the viscosity of fragile systems changes 
by several orders of magnitude in a very narrow temperature range. The total change in vis
cosity is close to 15 orders of magnitude, representing a dynamical range that is covered by 
hardly any other observable. 

The notion of fragility has been explained in the very accessible picture of energy land
scapes. In this picture strong behaviour is often compared with a corrugated funnellandscape, 
a 'megabasin', where the height of local maxima is about constant; fragile glasses are pictured 
to have a rugged, but, on average, fiat landscape (see also figure 1.2). The strong systems 
would see energy barri ers of constant height for ail temperatures and therefore also an acti
vation energy that is constant with temperature. Thermally activated fragile systems would 
hover above the landscape's maxima until tempe rature decreases sufficiently for them to drop 
into one of the local minima, get trapped and show abrupt increase in viscosity. 

Apart from the energy landscape approach many models have been conceived. An im
portant early work, describing the dynamics of the viscous slowing down was developed by 
lenckel in the 1940s 171. He created a model for the relaxation of supercooled systems, based 
on the assumption that spatial domains of cooperatively relaxing particles increase in size with 
decrease of temperature. This drove the search for a dynamic correlation length, which would 
correspond to the cooperative regions that increase in size on approach of the glass transi
tion temperature. This idea was taken a step further by Adam, Gibbs and Di Marzio between 
1956 and 1965, who managed to connect the increase in correlation length to the decrease 
in configurational entropy 18-10]. Many dynamical theories of the glass transition have been 
derived since. One of which is the mode coupling theory (MCT), allowing a description of 
the glass transition based on a hydrodynamic basis with an inherent critical temperature Tc 
> Tg LI1-131. There also is the random first order transition (RFOf) or mosaic theory, which 
applies insights from spin glasses to the problem 114-17] and finally, the frustration limited 
domain (FLD) theory, describing the glass transition as a frustration problem, also with a 
critical temperature T* above Tm LI8-271. 

The structural aspects of the glass transition are as intriguing as the dynamical aspects. 
There is the need to explain why the system can maintain a disordered structure that is stable 
enough not to crystallise in the supercooled range. This problem was addressed as one of the 
earliest in the field. A widely accepted idea favours local organisation of particles to clusters, 
which represent a local energy minimum, but are geometrically incompatible with assembly 
to a long range ordered structure. A problem with the verification of this hypothesis is that 
most experimental means probe the average structure of a sample, rather than the local micro
scopic structure. A possible way of getting around this problem is the study of mesoscopic 
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Figure 1.2: Schematic energy landscape 
picture for strong and fragile substances 
(from 121). The vertical axis is the poten
tial energy, the horizontal axis configura
tion coordinates. 

individually observable particles , which behave like microscopie systems. 

The FLD theory makes the connection between the dynamical and statical aspects of the 
glass transition. It describes the supercooled liquid in terms of locally preferred structures, 
frustrated for they are not compatible with long range order and therefore not crystallisable. At 
the reference temperature T*, the system would, if was not for frustration, crystallise . Instead, 
the system avoids the phase transition by breaking up into frustration-limited domains. Below 
this critical point two length scales , which are big compared to molecular dimensions , emerge: 
The critical correlation length for density fluctuations in the absence of frustration and the 
size of the frustration limited domains. The temperature T* can therefore also be interpreted 
as a crossover temperature: The nature of relaxation processes changes from individual to 
collective. A similar change in regimes has been proposed by Stillinger, who explains locally 
stable structures on the basis of energy topology considerations 128]. 

The concept of spatial heterogeneity of dynamical processes is c10sely related to the con
cept of a growing length scale on approach of the glass transition. Such increases in length 
scale have been observed in experiments on various kinds of systems, using a wide variety of 
methods 129-351, including simulations 136--38J. The experimental scale, on which these het
erogeneous dynamics have been observed, were macro- and mesoscopic . By using computer 
simulations, the gap to the molecular scale could be c1osed. Direct experimental observation 
of such processes on the molecular scale, however, is still missing. Aiso in order to test the 
available theories concerned with dynamical heterogeneities more stringently,experiments on 
a system as fragile as possible were stipulated 127J. 

However, this quest for an increasing length scale is not the only challenge in the field . 
One big hurdle in the investigation of dynamical theories of the glass transition is a much 
less abstract one. In the range of the supercooled liquid between the melting temperature 
Tm and the glass temperature Tg sorne systems are more prone to crystallisation than others. 
Systems that vitrify for relatively low cooling rates are commonly called good glass formers . 
The characteristics, that make a good glass former, however, have not yet been described 
comprehensively. It is not possible to give accurate predictions of how good a glass former is 
by looking at its microscopie properties. 
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To gain new insights into the mechanisms goveming the viscous slowing down, the re
quirements to the potential key system are therefore set: It should be as fragile as possible, 
while it should stay as simple a molecule as possible. 

More fragile systems than ortho-Terphenyl, the default molecular liquid for high fragility 
requirements, have been reported and sorne of them have been found to surpass the fragility of 
ortho-terphenyl substantially L39-421. Among these, there is one system that stands out for its 
simplicity. It is a non saturated bicyclic hydrocarbon, called Decahydronaphthalene (Decalin), 
which is extensively used in research and industry. Conveniently this isomeric substance, also 
sits right at the top of the fragility scale for molecular liquids. 

In this work we study static and dynamic aspects of the highly fragile glass former Decalin. 
Decalin seems to provide a microscopie control parameter for fragility, as different fragilities 
have been proposed for different isomeric compositions [43,441. 

By its high fragility Decalin stands out from other molecular liquids. We therefore want 
to identify and study features that distinguish Decalin from ordinary systems. In the study of 
the se features, their dependence on isomeric composition will be a special focus of attention. 
The structure of this document is as follows: 

Immediately to follow is a short introduction to the glass transition phenomenon. Then 
a brief overview on the substance Decalin and its two isomeric forrns will be given, before 
we focus on a study of the phases of the system, for which DSC and neutron backscattering 
techniques are employed. Subsequently the solution of the cis and trans Decalin crystal struc
tures is considered, in order to be able to study the lattice dynamics of the crystal by use of 
calculations. 

A comparative study of the amorphous structure of Decalin by means of neutron diffrac
tion experiments and molecular dynamics calculations is carried out to find features, that 
distinguish the system. In addition to comparison of the structure of different isomeric com
positions of Decalin, its structure is also compared to the one of an 'ordinary' molecular 
liquid. The Voronoi tessellation method is used on the simulation trajectories to enhance the 
analysis to neighbour environments and local coordination. 

In the second chapter we will focus on the dynamics of the system, again minding the 
influences of the isomers on the behaviour. The study is to a large extent based on relaxation 
data from inelastic neutron scattering, an optical technique using the Kerr effect and molecu
lar dynamics simulations. Relaxation times are extracted from the data to give estimations of 
fragilities and to find out about dependence on isomeric composition. By modelling the re
laxation functions as a function of temperature it will be possible to extract a lower bound for 
four point correlation functions and therewith connected numbers of dynamically correlated 
molecules. 



Glass and its consequences 

It is not the aim of this introduction to be comprehensive. Unfortunately, covering aIl inter
esting and intriguing aspects of this field would go far beyond what can be done here. This 
part is therefore to give a brief introduction to aspects of the glass transition of importance, 
interest and relevance to this work. 

General aspects of the glass transition 

Glasses are an every day phenomenon that everybody can put a picture to. Thinking of win
dow glass and having a doser look at its properties gives a good impression of a typical 
structural glass. In late efforts, other families of glasses with different types of disorder have 
been found, for which spin glasses would be an example. In this work however the scope is 
on structural glasses and the related glass transition. 

The most illustrative, but not the most universal, definition of a glass sets the following 
requirements: A substance cooled from the liquid state, quickly enough to bypass crystallisa
tion, into a metastable state, an amorphous solid. During the fast cooling process the system 
can only explore a small portion of phase space and therefore does settle in a local minimum 
rather than in the global one, which would be the crystal. At a non zero temperature there is a 
finite probability for the system to adopt the global minimum, which makes the vitreous state 
a metastable state. A commonly accepted fact is that every substance can be vitrified, if only 
the cooling rate is high enough. For silicate glass a cooling rate between one and ten Kelvin 
per second is sufficient to reach the glassy state, but for many alloys quench rates of up to 106 

Kelvin per second are needed in order to bypass crystallisation. 
An interesting aspect of amorphous systems is the transition from the liquid to the solid 

state. The most cited definition of the glass transition was given by the National Research 
Council Ad Hoc Committee on Infrared Transmitting Materials 1461, which defines it as "that 
phenomenon in which a solid amorphous phase exhibits with changing tempe rature a more or 
less sudden change in the derivative therrnodynamic properties, such as the heat capacity and 
expansion coefficient, from crystal-like to liquid-like values. The tempe rature of the transi
tion is called the glass (transition) temperature and denoted Tg." The term 'glass' was defined 
by the same organism as "an x-ray amorphous solid that exhibits the glass transition". This 
definition has the advantage over the one mentioned earlier, that it does not reduce glasses 
to the generation through bypass of crystallisation on fast cooling, as this would inappropri
ately exdude sorne systems. The liquid state above the glass transition point is referred to 
as the supercooled liquid state. It covers the temperature range between the glass transition 
temperature and the melting temperature of the system. Sometimes the differences between 
the therrnodynamic properties of the supercooled liquid and glassy state are very small and 

7 
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Figure 1.3: Bail and spoke model of Bernai 's 
"close random packing of hard spheres" mode!. 
The data for the model was collected by hand 
From a model of bail bearings. 

measurements depend on the experimentally accessible timescale. The glass transition is of
ten also called an 'ergodicity breaking ' event, because on the experimental time scale the 
system is brought from an ergodic state, in which it can theoretically explore ail possible 
configurations , to a non-ergodic state, in which the system is limited to locall y accessible 
configurations. 

The structure of glass 

Research on glasses had not started seriously until about a hundred years ago . From the sec
ond half of the 20th century efforts intensified increasingly. The main reasons for the interest 
in the field was the growing importance as materials in industry, in parallel improved prepa
ration techniques and wider availability facilitated research. An importance of describing the 
structure arose and X-ray measurements of the glass structure were therefore some of the 
first investigations undertaken. This led to insight into short range order, which can often be 
similar to the short range order of crystals. While there is no long range order, intermediate 
range order was reckoned to be a key to describing and differentiating glass structures, but 
measurements trying to prove the existence of intermediate range order turned out to be diffi
cult 1471. The sa me is true for theoretical predictions on the subject. Modelling of the structure 
of glasses became successful with Zachariasen 1481, who reduced the problem to randomly 
arranged atoms in a continuous network. The network needs to satisfy the same coordination 
conditions as the crystal ; amorphicity is introduced by modification of bond lengths, angles 
and dihedral angles. 

ln the 1960s, an intense investigation of randomly close packing hard spheres was con
ducted. It was aimed at finding out more about short range order and geometrical arrangement 
in amorphous materials. The driving forces of this kind of study were Bernai 149,501 and 
Scott 151,521. Later their work was refined and extended by Finney l53J. In their approach , 
amorphous structures were obtained through a macroscopic arrangement of a large number of 
hard spheres , put together in a randomly close packed arrangement. In practice , bail bearings 
of equal radius served as hard spheres, the amorphous arrangement was achieved by choosing 
a receptacle of which the walls would not induce crystallisation. Attention was brought to the 
compactness of the assembly; gaps were not to be big enough for an additional bail to fit in. 
Evaluation of the experiments was tedious and done mostly manually. Precise determination 
of the positions of the bail bearings was essential. For easier evaluation and additional contact 
information, the assembly was poured over with paint that gave stability on drying. From the 
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resulting data a famous baIl and spoke model of one of the experiments was reconstructed 
to visualise the arrangement and analyse structural details (see figure 1.3). Using the central 
University computers of the time, Voronoi tessellation (see also section A.2.7) was performed 
on the previously determined coordinates 1541. From the obtained data the packing densities, 
statistics on numbers of neighbours, number of Voronoi cell face edges and cell volume distri
bution as weIl as pair and angular correlation functions were extracted. Analysis of the work 
focused on determination of universally valid quantities for randomly close packed systems 
and on similarities to liquids of low thermal energies. Oespite the simplicity of the model and 
the limited size, the resulting data described amorphous systems remarkably weIl. 

These studies were pursued by Cargill in the seventies, in the context of an examination 
of metallic glass structures 1551. His models used mainly the 'dense random packing of hard 
spheres' approaches elaborated by Scott and BernaI. In the 1980s the concept of an energet
ically favourable local structure environment with five fold symmetry, which was originally 
proposed by Frank 30 years earlier [561, came back as an important aspect in the research on 
liquid structures 157,581 and has since been much investigated. The context was atomic liq
uids and especially metallic glasses 159-611. The main aim was experimental determination 
of the type of close range order in the liquid and supercooled liquid states. Still today many 
descriptions of the structure of glasses have energetically favourable non crystallisable local 
coordination environments like the one proposed by Frank as a central point. 

Measuring Tg 

The glass transition is a kinetic transition and therefore influenced by cooling rate and cool
ing history. It is therefore difficult to define a precise glass transition temperature for a given 
system. When using appropriate measurement routines, however, results for the glass transi
tion temperature are weIl reproducible. The classical definition for the glass temperature is 
the temperature, at which the viscosity of the material attains 1012 Pa s. Another more easily 
accessible definition uses the heat capacity of the system as a reference. In a differential scan
ning calorimeter (OSC) the system is cooled below and subsequently heated past the glass 
transition point, without delay, at the rate of 10 K / min. Monitoring the tempe rature depen
dent change of the heat capacity, the intercept of the slopes before and after the glass transition 
is then called glass transition temperature Tg or T g,EM with EM for "ergodicity making". By 
using this convention, the glass transition temperature becomes associated to an experimen
tally accessible time scale. However, this small drawback is outweighed by the robustness 
and good reproducibility of results. It is worth noting that there exist several definitions of 
Tg leading to different values. In this work the formerly described thermodynamic method 
yi el ding T g,EM is used if not stated otherwise. 

The temperature range, that is roughly defined by the temperatures corresponding to the 
different methods, is called "transformation range" and describes the range, in which the tran
sition from an - on the experimental time scale - ergodic to a non-ergodic state takes place. 
The glass temperature Tg is typically measured using OSC machines, which therewith intro
duce their characteristic experimental time scale of about 100 s to the quantity. This char
acteristic relaxation time of 100 s roughly corresponds to the viscosity of 1012 Pa s, often 
employed to define the glass transition. The measurements of transition temperatures depend 
on the experimental time scale of the measurement: The longer the time scale, the lower is the 
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Figure 1.4: Schematic diagram of a glass transition, as typically measured on DSe instruments. The 
"ergodicity making" glass tempe rature T g,EM is measured on heating and the most commonly used 
definition. The "ergodicity breaking" glass temperature Tg,EB is defined by measurements on cooling 
and shown for illustrative purposes. The temperature range in which the system changes from the 
ergodic liquid state to the non-ergodic glassy state is called "transformation range" 

measured value. It has been mentioned that the heat capacity performs a jump in the trans
formation range, but the heat capacity is not the only thermodynamic property to exhibit this 
behaviour. Landau and Lifshitz [62] de mon strate that the heat capacity at constant pressure 
cp, as weil as the other quantities that perform this jump, namely the heat capacity at con
stant volume Cv and the compressibility Kt relate to fluctuations of entropy, temperature and 
volume. The jump behaviour of these quantities suggests that the rules applying to Ehrenfest 
phase transitions of second order might be applicable to the glass transition. 

Bypassing crystallisation 

In the supercooled range between Tg and Tm, the energetically most favourable state is the 
crystal. It is therefore of interest to con si der mechanisms that allow a glass former to bypass 
crystallisation. One idea in this context is the study of nucleation and aggregation processes. 
The mobility of particles in the slightly supercooled range is comparatively high, which would 
allow them to aggregate to nucleation centres. The rate at which these nucleation centres form 
has been shown to increase rapidly with increasing level of supercooling 163 J. The rate at 
which particles aggregate to these centres on the other hand decreases at the same time due 
to decreased mobility at lower temperatures. In glass forming liquids the nucleation rate is 
typically small throughout ail the supercooled range and therefore allows vitrification of the 
system. In general the growth process is slower than the formation of nucleation centres and 
at a sufficiently undercooled state the system can crystallise almost exclusively by formation 
of centres, while the effect of aggregation to existing centres becomes insignificant. Therefore 
one can find a critical cooling rate at which neither of the two mechanisms can crystallise the 
system to a sufficient extent. 
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Nucleation and aggregation of crystallites are not the only factors that deserve considera
tion in the vitrification process. As mentioned earlier, a local environment that was proposed 
in the 1950s by Frank can explain the possibility of supercooling a system down to Tg. Frank 
showed that for an arrangement of 13 particles, which interact through a Lennard Jones po
tential, icosahedral short range order (lSRO) is energetically preferential to face-centred cubic 
and hexagonal-close packed arrangements [56]. This kind of arrangement is non crystallisable 
due to its five fold symmetry, which is inherently incompatible with long range translational 
order. ISRO therefore represents a locally ordered, close packed structure of low energy, 
which at the same time is incompatible with long range order. The presence of this kind of 
arrangement in glass formers has been extensively investigated and discussed since, while it 
has proven difficult to provide unambiguous evidence for its presence, as most techniques 
that measure local structures average over many configurations. In order to be able to study 
individual particles and their environments, one can use particles that are of sufficient size to 
allow optical identification. Studies of colloids at various temperatures and various viscosities 
have been able to focus on individual particles in a glass transition-like scenario l64l. Apart 
from icosahedral coordination, severallocal environments with varying coordination numbers 
were identified as non crystallisable low energy configurations. 

Viscosity increase at the glass transition 

For liquids, data on shear viscosity can be collected by various means and is quite readily 
available from literature for a variety of substances. These data sets give an idea of the enor
mous scale, the glass transition takes place on. As can be seen from figure 1.5, the viscous 
slowing down, i.e. the increase of viscosity or relaxation time from the liquid to the glass, 
takes place over more than 15 orders of magnitude. For sorne systems a span of 10 orders 
of magnitude is covered in the range of sorne tens of degrees above Tg. It is this enormous 
dynamic range of the phenomenon that makes the glass transition fascinating. Arrhenius plots 
of the logarithm of the viscosity against inverse temperature, normalised to the glass temper
ature, allow good comparison of the behaviour of glass formers in the supercooled regime. 
We discussed earlier that due to experimental time scales, the glass transition temperature can 
correspond to different viscosities. In this context it is important to consider glass transition 
temperatures that are associated with the same characteristic time scale. 

Despite this fact, general differences of relaxation behaviour in the supercooled range 
can clearly be observed. Certain systems like Si02 tend to the glass transition point in the 
Arrhenius graph by describing a straight line, while other systems, like ortho-terphenyl keep 
a relatively low viscosity, up to a tuming point at about 0.75 Tg / T, at which their viscosity 
then increases strongly up to the glass transition. This characteristic difference in behaviour 
allows classification of the systems into strong, as the former, and fragile, as the latter, glass 
formers. The nomenclature of this classification was inspired by the behaviour reproducing 
in sorne way the stability of the short and medium range order with respect to temperature 
driven degradation. 

Viscosity data is what fragility classification depends on. It can be collected by measure
ments of macroscopic observables on rheometers or similar instruments, or by measurements 
of microscopic quantities like dielectric susceptibility, inelastic neutron diffraction or optical 
spectroscopy. The connection between relaxation times and viscosity is made through the 
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Figure 1.5: Arrhenius plot of the viscosity of selected systems after Angell [61. The inset illustrates 
rnodelling of the viscosity curves by an adapted VTF function. A corn mon definition of fragility, as 
used in this work, is the rn-value, which is deterrnined by the gradient of the viscosity curve at T=T g' 

shear relaxation time 't = fl/Goo, where Goo is the solid-like elastic shear modulus, measured 
at high frequency [65]. The viscosity curves in Arrhenius plots are often modeled by the 
Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher (VTF) equation fl = flaexp[DTa/(T - Ta)], where fla, D and Ta are 
fit parameters. The fragility of a system can be measured by the parameter D, but more often 
a fragility index m, defined by the slope of the viscosity curve at Tg, is used. Considering 
the above relation, relaxation times can be used in connection with viscosity measurements to 
determine fragilities. By fitting relaxation curves with the stretched exponential function or 
Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) function 166,67], relaxation times can be extracted from 
the resulting fit parameters. The KWW function handles the non-exponential relaxation be
haviour in the supercooled range by introducing a stretching exponent f3 < 1 in exp[ - (t / 't )tJ]. 
Apart from KWW there are other functions that can be used for fitting relaxation data, of 
which sorne will be described in more detaillater. 

An alternative determination of fragility by thermodynamic measurements was proposed 
by Ito et al. 168]. They found that the width of the transformation region at Tg (see also 
figure 1.4) is system dependent, showing a strong correlation to the fragility of the system. 

Theories on the glass transition 

As has been mentioned earlier, the microscopical mechanisms leading to the glass transition 
are currently under intensive investigation. Many theories have attempted a description of the 
viscous slowing down on the microscopic scale, but none of these theories is widely accepted 
yet. An early theory of the glass transition, driven by consideration of thermodynamical 
aspects was given by Adam, Gibbs and Di Marzio 18-10]. Based on papers predicting negative 
entropy of supercooled liquids at a finite tempe rature by Kauzmann 13] and Hory 169] they 
derived a theory that associates a phase transition of second order, the glass transition, with 
the temperature of vanishing entropy. In order to explain the strongly increasing relaxation 
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time going along with the decreasing number of accessible states, they introduced the concept 
of cooperatively rearranging regions (CRR). They assume that a CRR commonly occupies a 
state and that the number of states available for a CRR depends neither on temperature nor on 
the size of the CRR. From the determination of the configurational entropy and an expression 
based on these assumptions, they obtain an increase in correlation length with decrease of 
entropy. Also they can derive a formula of VTF type for the dependence of relaxation time on 
temperature. 

In the 1980s the modecoupIing theory (MCT) was proposed [12,70,711. Itallowsdescrip
tion of the glass transition on a dynamical basis and predicts structural arrest at the critical 
tempe rature Tc. By making sorne simplifying approximations it develops a set of equations 
describing the density correlation function. The MCT has the capability of describing a two 
step relaxation process, as for example the early, fast f3-process and the slow a-process, quan
titatively. The fact that the transition to nonergodicity is also contained in the theory makes the 
MCT very useful. The critical tempe rature Tc sits between Tm and Tg and although it does 
not describe the transition to a glass, it could still give the transition temperature between 
nonactivated and activated dynamics. The prediction of a divergence of structural relaxation 
time at the critical temperature Tc is believed to result from its inability to describe activated 
processes. When determined from fits, Tc is unfortunately not independent of the tempe rature 
range the data is fitted to. Nevertheless, the MCT gives a good description of the relaxation 
behaviour of the intermediate scattering function in a short temperature interval in the moder
ately supercooled range, as will be shown later. 

A central work in the field is the random first order transition (RFOT) or mosaic the
ory 114-171. The underlying motivation to this theory was the study of the connection be
tween supercooled liquids and the p-spin c1ass of mean-field spin-glasses. Having studied the 
dynamic and thermodynamic properties of the p-spin model, it was implemented in a descrip
tion of supercooled liquids. Inspired by nucleation theory, the size of the CRRs in RFOT is 
determined from balancing a generalised surface tension with configurational entropy. This 
results in an increasing correlation length with decreasing entropy. The increase is found 
sharper than in the Adam-Gibbs picture and the assumptions that are proposed to obtain the 
VTF law from this theory are disputed. 

In agreement with other theories, the frustration limited domain theory (FLDT) 118-271 
connects the super-Arrhenius behaviour of fragile liquids to the presence of growing struc
turaI entities. By contrast to other approaches it looks for the origin of this correlation length 
in structural frustration. In the FLDT picture molecules arrange to c1usters, representing lo
cal energy minima, so-called locally preferred structures (LPS). These LPS would exhibit a 
second order phase transition at T* > Tm, which is avoided due to the fact that they are not 
compatible with periodic three dimensional arrangement and therefore cannot exhibit long 
range order. For this incompatibility the LPS organise into frustration limited domains of a 
given size. There are two correlation lengths in this model: One is the correlation length 
in absence of frustration, which decreases with temperature, and the other is the frustration 
limited domain size, which increases with decreasing temperature and is more relevant to 
fragility. The FLDT links geometric frustration with fragility and can explain the temperature 
dependence of a and f3 relaxation, as weil as observation of other exotic phases 1721. 

The two outlined theories are among man y others, which shall be only briefly mentioned 
here. For instance, there also is the energy landscape approach 12,73-751. a model that is 
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characterised by trivial thermodynamics but nontrivial dynamics 176-79] and the entropie 
barrier hopping theory 1801. 

A new way of measuring cooperativity 

Many theories dealing with the dynamical aspect of the glass transition have a point in com
mon: The concept of domains of cooperatively relaxing particles. On the basis ofthis concept, 
dynamical heterogeneities in relaxation processes have been looked for and found in various 
experiments 129,31,341. However, what was still missing was a way to obtain information 
about such cooperatively rearranging regions from standard experiments. Recently a novel 
method to study cooperatively rearranging regions, using standard relaxation measurements, 
has been established [81-831 and shaH briefly be sketched hereafter. For a different access to 
this formalism the reader is also referred to L84]. 

In the mentioned references, Berthier et al. document a way of accessing multipoint space
time correlation functions by studying the response of a system to a change in a control pa
rameter. For example by monitoring the relaxation behaviour as a response to induced energy 
fluctuations. A lower bound to the four point space-time correlation function X4(t) can there
fore be determined from time dependent density correlation functions, typically measured in 
dielectrie or neutron scattering experiments. The function X4(t) gives the extent of spatial cor
relation between dynamical events at different times, at two points in the system. The function 
X4(t) has not yet been measurable directly in liquids, however from the function xr a lower 
bound to X4(t) can be computed. The function xr can be obtained by taking the derivative 
of the relaxation function with respect to temperature. It has been shown that the terms con
tributing to X4(t) apart from the one involving xr are small [81-83] and therefore the latter 
should give a close lower bound to X4(t). The exact relations between density correlation 
curves from experiments, xr and X4(t) are given in section 3.3.7 

It is furthermore reported that the four point correlation function X4(t) exhibits a maximum 
at the structural relaxation time Ta of the system. This maximum is a measure of a correlation 
volume, or better, of a number of molecules that are dynamieally correlated over a time span of 
the order of Ta. These tools make it possible to extract a measure for the number of correlated 
molecules from relaxation experiments. These numbers will be extracted for several systems 
in the second experimental part of this work. 

References 

References [6,46,47,65,81,82,84,85,85-891 have been consulted and provided useful infor
mation for the introductory part of this work. 



Chapter 2 

From the Decalin Molecule to its 
Amorphous Structure 

Made up of ten carbon and eighteen hydrogen atoms, Oecalin is a relatively si mple molecule 
in terms of composition and interactions. Two stable isomers exist at room temperature; trans 
Decalin with a flat overall shape and only one conformation 1981 and cis Decalin , which can 
adopt several possible conformations and has a chirally split ground state 1901. In research 
and industry Oecalin is a quite commonly used chemical. A generic isomeric mi xture of the 
system can be obtained in large quantities at comparatively low cost and has good solvent 
qualities . It is therefore popular as an apolar solvent or dilution medium , which is also due to 
its high refractive index of n = 1.47, making it suitable for index matching in optical studies of 
colloids and polymers. But Oecalin has equally been investigated for more distinguished uses, 
as for example jet f uel for high mach aircraft 1911 or as a hydrogen storage medium for fuel 
cells 1921. It has also been studied as a model system to learn about the effect of isomerism 
on thermodynamic properties 1931. 

(a) ci s Decali n (b) trans Decalin 

F igure 2.1: Three dimensional illustrations of the two isomers of the organic compound CloH I8 De
calin . While cis Decalin is estimated to be of intermediate fragility 144i, the commerciall y sold generic 
cis trans mixture was measured to a fragility of ln = 147 142,43 1. 

15 
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= 2 
1a 1b 

Figure 2.2: Structure of the cis (la, 1 b) and trans Decalin (2) isomers. Cis Decalin has chi rail y split 
ground states, between which it can alternate, thereby passing through several intermediate states. This 
alternation occurs down below the melting temperature. 

Fragility 

Many highly fragile molecular Iiquids have been found to be cyclic organic systems with non
directional bonds 1861. Decalin was found to be among the most fragile molecular liquids of 
ail. Measurements of the temperature dependent relaxation time were undertaken by Duvvuri 
1421 using dielectric spectroscopy and by Wang 1431 using calorimetric methods. For a generic 
Decalin mixture very high fragilities of m = 147 resulted from measurements by Duvvuri 
and of m = 145 from measurements by Wang. Based on the thermodynamic values from 
Ahmed 194], the fragility of pure cis Decalin was later on estimated to be in the intermediate 
range with a value of m = 60 - 70 by Wang 144J. Concluding from these results, Decalin 
qualifies as a highly, maybe the most fragile, molecular Iiquid, for which fragility could be 
inftuenced by isomeric composition. 

Chirality 

Chirality is a fascinating concept. The dependence of the functionality of sorne pharmaceu
tical drugs on their chiral forms is often cited in textbooks to demonstrate the relevance of 
chirality to everyday life. Most cases of chirality are of static structural type, which occurs on 
bonding of four distinguishable partners to a central atom with tetrahedral coordination. With 
this type of chirality, the two forms are created at the moment the atoms bond to a molecule 
and are thermally stable, typically up to the detachment of one of the bonded partners. Cis 
Decalin does not show this structural type of chirality, but a dynamic type which allows tem
perature activated interchange between the two chiral ground states (figure 2.2). 

The two ground states are mirrored chair-chair conformations. Cis Decalin interchanges 
dynamically between these, adopting chair-boat and boat-boat transition states on the way 

INVERSION COORDI NATE 

Figure 2.3: Possible intermediate conforma
tions of cis Decalin between the chiral ground 
states. The vertical axis represents the relative 
potential energy. 
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195,961 (figure 2.3). Of the transition states, the boat-boat conformation corresponds to the 
highest energy configuration. By energy barrier consideration, a temperature dependent rate 
equation can be formulated, yielding the rate of interchange between the chiral ground states 
of cis Oecalin. This process has been extensively studied by NMR measurements and Boeffel 
et al. 1971 have determined an energy barrier of 15.5 kcal mol- I and an interconversion rate of 
3.9.1014 exp( -15.5/R· T) çl (R in kcal mol- I K- 1) between the two chiral ground states. 
Plugging the melting tempe rature of cis Oecalin in the formula yields a rate of 3.1 Hz. 

A further consequence of the shapes of the Oecalin isomers is a different dipole moment. 
Oue to the symmetry of the molecule, it is absent in trans Oecalin, while cis Oecalin does 
show a weak dipole moment r941. 

2.1 Phase investigation on trans Decalin 

To gather information about the phases of trans Oecalin, it was measured on a differential 
scanning calorimeter (OSe), which reveals processes that result in change of the heat capac
ity of the system (for more information on the ose technique please see section A.4.2). This 
technique often aIlows detailed quantitative insight into thermodynamic processes of the sys
tem. However, aIl thermoanalytic data from ose machines shown in this work is meant for 
qualitative interpretation only, as problems with signal normalisation during data acquisition 
prohibit quantitative analysis. The qualitative insights gained from the measurements already 
provide very insightful information on the systems. 
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Figure 2.4: Phase behaviour of trans 
Oecalin for a cooling and heating rate 
of 10 K / min. Data stems from dif
ferential scanning calorimetry (OSC) 
measurements. The determined melt
ing temperature of 242.7 K is close to 
the reported temperature of 241.67 K 
[991· 

For measurements on ose machines, sorne observations de pend on temperature ramps. 
For that reason the (heating) rate of 10 K / min has become a standard rate in thermoanalysis. 
In this work aIl samples were examined at 10 K / min on heating, after having been cooled 
as fast as possible to attain the vitreous state. An exception is trans Oecalin, which was also 
cooled at 10 K / min. 

Trans Oecalin could on no occasion be vitrified for measurements of properties related to 
the glass. When investigating trans Oecalin at the cooling rate of 10 K / min, signatures of 
very rapid crystallisation were observed (figure 2.4). In this context it is remarkable that, even 
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for this slow cooling rate, the sample crystallised at a temperature 24 K below the melting 
temperature and could therefore be supercooled considerably. As is visible in the same figure, 
the melting temperature of trans Decalin could be determined to 242.7 K on heating, which is 
close to the value of 241.67 K reported in ref. [991. 

2.1.1 Crystalline trans Decalin 

Crystal modes can be relevant to the glass transition and in this context an unusual feature has 
recently been observed for cis Decalin: The vibrational modes in crystalline cis Decalin were 
found exceptionally anharmonic [451. 

To find out how vibrational modes in a crystal might influence other processes, lattice 
dynamical calculations often deliver very instructive results. In addition to obtention of dis
persion relations and densities of states (DOS), they allow identification of the normal modes 
connected to features in the named excitation spectra. Calculations, however, are typically 
carried out on models of the crystal structure of the system. For the calculations to be suc
cessful it is therefore necessary to provide an experimentally determined crystal structure as 
input. On consultation of literature and databases, the crystal structure for neither of the two 
isomers could be found. As trans Decalin shows rapid crystallisation and does not have the 
multitude of conformations, cis Decalin is plagued with, the solution of the crystal structure 
of trans Decalin was considered. 

Determination of the crystal unit cell 

No previous work on the crystal structure of trans Decalin existed to our knowledge. It was 
therefore necessary to obtain diffraction data of the system. This time was provided by the 
high resolution X-ray powder diffraction beam line ID3! of the ESRF. The experiments were 
carried out on protonated trans Decalin, filled into quartz-glass capillaries of 1 mm diameter. 
Using a cryostream cold Nz gas blower, the sample was crystallised in situ by cooling past its 
melting temperature of 243 K down to ! 00 K. For data acquisition, the capillary was put on 
a spinner to compensate for eventual anisotropy of crystal grain growth by angular averaging. 
The device spun the capillary at 4000 rpm around the long axis. 

Angular resolution and accuracy of the powder diffractometer ID3! is high. Nine detectors 
with an analyser crystal for each detector scan the demanded angular range. With the chosen 
wavelength of 0.79984(4) Â, the flux on the sample was sufficiently high for having to take 
measures against radiation damage of the sample. Monitoring of positions of individual peaks 
across subsequent acquisition runs with varying exposition durations was how the data was 
checked for this kind of damage. Translation of the sample parallel to the long axis of the 
capillary, which was perpendicular to the beam, was increased in regular intervals to maintain 
sam pie integrity. An exposure time of five minutes per translational position turned out to be 
the optimum duration for obtaining good statistics, without causing damage to the sample. 
The machine had been calibrated to a sample with well known scattering pattern for a similar 
experiment beforehand. Reduction of the data therefore consisted in assembling a master 
pattern from the nine individual intensity signaIs, recorded by each of the detectors and was 
done using software, specifically written for the instrument. 
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Figure 2.5: X-ray powder diffraction patterns of crystalline trans Decalin. Graph shows BMO 1 A data 
using two dimensional detection (black line) and high resolution ID31 data (pink line) in the inset. 
lntensities are in arbitrary units. 

Data collection for the experiment did not take more than half an hour for a spectrum with 
high count statistics. The obtained spectrum was then indexed using the program D1CVOL 
11001, as included in the program package DASH r iO Il using positions of 25 diffraction peaks . 
The reflections and systematic absences suggested a monoclinic cell of space group P 2, / n 
with cell parameters of 7.81 , 10.5 and 5.26 Â and an angle f3 of 91 degrees. The suggested 
cell contained two molecules, produced by symmetry operations from an asymmetric unit of 
half a molecule. The next step of data evaluation dealt with refinement of atom positions, for 
which correct peak intensities are important. Correct peak intensities in powder diffraction are 
obtained either from diffraction data of homogeneously and isotropically crystallised samples 
using one dimensional detection , or, in the case of texture, by assuring detection of a represen
tative amount of reflections. Using a spinner can increase reflection sampling to sorne extent, 
but detection on 1031 is only along one dimension, which can still be insufficient. Knowing 
that trans Decalin crystallises very rapidly and that the maximum cooling rate, one can obtain 
using a cold N2 gas blower, is slow in comparison, texture was identified as a possible prob
lem. Therefore homogeneity of crystallite distribution was tested before further evaluation . 
Powder diffractometers with two dimensional detectors typically have lower angular resolu
tion than their one dimensional counterparts, but they catch many more reflections and give 
a very accurate picture of peak intensities . They allow verification of anisotropy and provide 
diffraction patterns, that can be used for further evaluation in case this is necessary. 
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Figure 2.6: Diffraction pattern of crys
talline trans Decalin, as measured 

500 by the image plate at SNBL BMOI 
(ESRF). The anisotropy of the angular 
scattering intensity distribution is prob
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Determination of powder diffracted intensities 

The test for the amount of texture in the sample was carried out on a powder diffractometer 
with two dimensional detection: BMOIA, on the swiss-norwegian beam line (SNBL) of the 
ESRF. The measuring time for a problem of the like is very short, therefore access to the 
instrument could be provided at short notice. The measurement was equally carried out on 
protonated trans Oecalin in quartz capillaries of 0.5 mm diameter, crash cooled from the liquid 
state using a cryostream cold N2 blower. For each measurement of trans Oecalin, the sample 
was illuminated for roughly ten seconds, followed by a sixty second detector readout. A look 
at the two dimensional pattern revealed strong angular anisotropy and confirmed the suspected 
dominance of big crystallites. 

For data evaluation the machine was calibrated by measuring a sample of LaB6 with weil 
known diffraction pattern at identical settings. The wavelength for ail measurements was 
0.694 Â. The collected data was reduced to a one dimensional spectrum, dependent on two 
the ta , by angular integration. Ali data reduction was done using the program fit2d l1021. 
Comparison of the spectra issued from BMOIA with the 1031 spectra revealed apparent dif
ferences in intensities. Using an instrument featuring two dimensional detection was neces
sary to obtain correct intensities in this case. The evaluation was continued with the cell and 
space group indexed from 1031 data, which was imposed for subsequent refinement using the 
BMOIA data. 

Refinement of the crystal cell to collected data 

With the he\p of the data coHected on 1D31 , a monoc\inic ceH with space group P 2\ / n cou\d 
be indexed. The proposed cell takes half a trans Oecalin molecule as an asymmetric unit and 
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Figure 2.7: Packing pattern of crystalline trans 
Decalin. The crystal is oriented with the c-axis 
perpendicular to the page. 

produces the required two molecules per cell by symmetry operations. The structure of the 
molecule used for refinement was obtained by improving the shape of a manually created 
trans Oecalin molecule with ab-initio code OMol3 [1031. For the refinement, the distance 
of the carbon-hydrogen bonds was set to 0.96 A, which is the distance X-Ray machines see 
for this bond [1041. The centre of the molecule was fixed on the point symmetry centre 
(0,0 ,0), which ensured production of the second half of the point symmetric molecule. In 
the refinement procedure, virtual reflections from the atoms in the cell are calculated and 
iteratively, by optimising atom positions in the ce Il , matched to the measured reflections. For 
the case of trans Oecal in, the atoms can not be moved enti rel y freel y. A constrai nt that needs to 
be satisfied is the invariability of the molecular geometry. The simulated annealing algorithm 
built into the program OASH 11011 is then left to vary only the orientation of the molecule for 
best agreement, which typically is close to the agreement one would obtain with completely 
free parameters. For the final parameters of the refinement process please see table 2.1, which 
also includes final atom positions. 

A density of 1.067 g/cm3 can be calculated using mass and volume of a unit cell of the 
trans Oecalin crystal. This represents an average value within the range of comparable crystal 
densities , sitting between Cyclohexane (0.996 g/cm3) 11051 and Naphthalene (1.172 g/cm3) 

11061. In absence of hydrogen bonds or other strong interaction potentials, which is the case 
for Oecalin , the molecules do not have to satisfy geometrical constraints imposed by these 
bonds. The arrangement in crystal structures of the se types typically is such that it frequently 
coincides with the most efficient packing pattern. 

2.1.2 Dynamics of the trans Decalin crystal 

With a crystal structure of the compound at hand 11071, a computer based analysis of the 
density of states of crystalline trans Oecalin could be started. For a comprehensive analysis , 
inelastic neutron scattering data was also recorded. Computer simulations in this matter can 
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Atom coordinates 

Cl 0.082 0.153 0.173 
C2 0.984 0.027 0.134 

Refinement results C3 0.208 0.956 0.822 

space gr. P2J/n C4 0.306 0.082 0.862 

a 7.8101 (5) Â C5 0.274 0.136 0.128 

b 10.4690(12) Â 
Hl 0.037 0.217 0.058 

5.2638(3) Â 
H2 0.065 0.184 0.342 c 
H3 0.028 

f3 90.990(7)° 
0.966 0.256 

H4 0.254 0.893 0.937 
Rwp 0.093 

H5 0.227 0.925 0.653 
Uiso 0.39 

H6 0.426 0.069 0.839 
(a) final Rietveld refinement pa- H7 0.268 0.142 0.736 

rameters H8 0.322 0.079 0.254 
H9 0.333 0.216 0.149 

(b) final atom coordinates in rela-
tive units 

Table 2.1: Crystal structure of trans Decalin, as refined to BMOIA data. 

be helpful, as they provide illustrations of the crystal modes involved. By gaining knowledge 
on crystal modes we hoped to learn about relaxation mechanisms in glassy trans Oecalin. 

The abinitio code VASP 11081, based on density functional theory (OFT), was used to 
obtain quantities related to the lattice potentials. To obtain a vibrational excitation spectrum, 
the dispersion relations and vibrational density of states were determined from VASP calcu
lations using the direct method, as implemented in Phonon 11091. More information on the 
used methods can be found in section A.5.2. From these results the generalised density of 
states could be computed and compared to experiments. The experiments were carried out on 
the inelastic neutron spectrometers IN6 and IN4. To obtain the generalised density of states, 
which results from neutron scattering experiments, from the vibrational density of states, the 
partial contributions of the latter are weighted by a ratio of the respective scattering cross sec
tions to atomic mass before to be added up. For more information, please see equation (A.67) 
in section A.3.I. 

The crystal structure model used for the calculations was a supercell, created by doubling 
the cell in the c direction. This way the smallest parameter of the supercell could be fixed 
to 7.8 Â, which helps avoiding artefacts from periodic boundary conditions. On relaxation 
of this supercell with the functionality implemented in VASP, the cell expanded unrealisti
cally. By fixing the cell parameters to the experimental values, the relaxation of the atoms to 
equilibrium positions returned reasonable results. The van der Waals interaction can not be 
described correctly due to the nature of OFT. The imposition of constraints on cell parameters 
is therefore not unusual for calculations on organic materials, where intermolecular forces 
often depend strongly on this kind of interaction (see also section A.5.2). 

The match of the densities of the states resulting from simulations to the experimental ones 
is not very good. It is, however, questionable to what extent the finite size of the model, the 
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Figure 2.8: Generalised densities of states from inelastic neutron scattering experiments and abinitio 
Off calculations. Experimental data was recorded on IN4 and IN6 al the temperatures indicated. The 
normalisation of the calculations was chosen arbitrarily. 

missing van der Waals interactions or the imperfect 'direct method' can be held responsible 
for the poor agreement. In other cases remarkable agreement between observed and calculated 
densities of states can be achieved. The calculations on the crystalline modes of Benzene, for 
example [1591, deliver almost perfect agreement between calculation and experiment, using 
tools identical to the ones of this study. But such good results were not obtained straightfor
wardl y. To avoid unrealistic cell expansion, the cell parameters were artificially constrained 
to experimental or other values by the authors. In the cited study a strong dependence of the 
lattice dynamics on the imposed cell parameters is observed. 

Similar measures could improve the calculated density of states observed here. lndivid
ual variation of cell parameters with subsequent structure optimisation and determination of 
lattice dynamics could be tried as a first step. While thi s lengthy procedure might improve 
results, it is, due to the more complex structure of trans Decalin, still questionable, whether 
the quality of the calculated DOS could become as good as for Benzene. Due to its aromatic 
character, the Benzene molecule is very rigid. Trans Oecalin is saturated and therefore shows 
more ftexibility and will hence be more difficult to mode!. Nevertheless a study based on 
variation of cell parameters seems to be the way forward in this case. 

2.2 Phase investigation on cis Decalin 

The cis Oecalin molecule has many conformations between which it can alternate (figure 2 .2 
and 2.3) and a comparatively rich phase diagram was therefore expected. fn addition to data 
from the ose technique, measurements on a neutron backscattering spectrometer in 'elastic 
scan' mode were performed (for a short descri ption of the backscatteri ng technique please see 
section A.3 .3). For this kind of backscattering data, the signal is proportional to the amount of 
sample present in some kind of solid form, be it amorphous or crystalline . For backscattering 
spectrometers a solid typically is a structure, dynamically arrested on the nanosecond time 
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scale. As opposed to the DSC measurements, which suffered from normalisation problems, 
no particular problem was encountered for the backscattering measurements. 
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Figure 2.9: Phase diagram of cis De
calin, as measured with ose and neu
tron backscattering (BSc) instruments. 
The heating curves are for samples, 
crash cooled in liquid nitrogen. For 
the ose measurement the heating rate 
was 10 K / min. The backscattering 
data also shows a cooling curve with a 
rate of about 1 K / min. The here deter
mined melting temperature of 228.6 K 
is close to the reported temperature of 
229.89 K r99]. 

In the course of experiments it was possible to quench pure cis Decalin into a glassy state 
on several occasions. The quench could be achieved by crash cooling the sample in liquid 
nitrogen. The heating curves of figure 2.9 are for samples prepared this way. Signatures 
of the glass transition can be observed in these curves and allow determination of the glass 
temperature to 144.8 K. Heated from the glassy state, the system seems to crystallise at about 
168 K to then show two more features between 180 and 210 K. These exothermal features 
seem to allow a lower energy state for the crystallites present. The formation of the lower 
energy state seems to de pend on the increased mobility brought with the temperature increase. 
As stated in figure 2.9, the meIting temperature of cis Decalin could be determined to 228.6 K 
from the DSC curve, which is close to the reported value of 229.89 K [99J. 

For the backscattering experiments, the temperature ramp for measurements on cooling is 
imposed by either the rapidity of the cryostat or more commonly by the neutron flux on the 
sample. Compared to DSC machines, these ramps represent rather slow temperature changes. 
Therefore circumstances are in favour of crystallisation of the sample. However, it is notice
able that the level of the cooling curve at tempe ratures lower than 180 K is rather close to 
the level of the glassy phase in the heating curve. It is possible that the lowest energy crystal 
structure can not be attained on cooling. In the case of perfect crystallisation on cooling, the 
curve should rather follow an extrapolated curve defined by the level of the crystaIline sample 
in the heating curve between 190 and 225 K. The level of the cooling curve is visibly lower 
than one would expect for a good crystal. Differences on cooling and heating have equally 
been observed in the phonon spectra of the crystal phases [45j. 

An endothermal peak at the melting tempe rature of water is present in the DSC data. Due 
to the quench procedure, water was unintentionally introduced in the sample chamber. The 
presence of water was most probably limited to the outside of the hermetically sealed sample 
container. 
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2.2.1 Crystalline cis Decatin 

The first measurements for this thesis were the above mentioned DSe measurements on De
calin. The aim was to learn about thermodynamic properties of pure isomers and their mix
tures. One evaluation in this series was to be carried out in the amorphous phase, close to 
the glass transition temperature and involved cycling around Tg in a range of roughly 10 K. 
For cis Oecalin the amorphous signal was lost after three cycles to what was thought to be 
crystallisation. This lead to the belief that cis Decalin could be a weil crystallising system and 
incited efforts as to the determination its crystal structure. Once the crystal structure is known, 
it can be used as an input for the calculation of phononic excitation spectra of the crystal (as 
it was done for the trans Decalin crystal). The aim of this study was to learn about the strong 
anharmonici ty of the cis Oecalin crystal 1451 from the phononic excitation spectrum. 

(a) cis Oecalin neutron crystal powder diffraction (b) cis Oecalin neutron and X-ray crystal powder 
data for various sample orientations diffraction data, peak width analysis 

il iU Ilil i. il i 
0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 

q[1/A] q[1/A] 

Figure 2.10: Powder diffraction results for cis Oecalin. Neutron data is in solid lines, X-ray data in 
dotted lines. Strong dependence of the diffracted intensities on sample orientation was observed (a). 
Results of a peak width analysis are shown underneath the diffraction patterns in (b) . Matching line 
styles mark matching experiments , sorne curves are offset vertically for better overview. 

Structure Determination 

X-ray powder diffraction data for crystalline cis Decalin was available from a previous mea
surement by Plazanet et al. 11101. It had been recorded on the high resol ution powder diffrac
tion beamline ID31 (ESRF, Grenoble). The available powder diffraction data was reanalysed 
and a structure determination attempted. First attempts of determining a unique unit cell or 
crystal structure were carried out using the Powder Solve suite of Accelrys' Materials Studio 
package. The calculated reflections resulting from proposed cells, atom positions and sym
metry systems could not be uniquely matched to the positions of the reflections. Indexing of 
the cell could therefore not be terminated successfully. 

To complement the X-ray data and learn more about the crystallisation behaviour of cis 
Decalin, neutron diffraction measurements were carried out. The high resolution two axis 
diffractometer D2S of the ILL was therefore used to measure in situ crystallised samples. 
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Figure 2.11: Phase diagrams of Decalin for selected isomeric compositions. Data stems from differ
ential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and neutron backscattering (BSc) measurements. 

One gram of deuterated cis Oecalin in a cylindrical container was measured in a standard 
Vanadium diffraction cano The sample was crystallised in situ, using the fastest possible 
temperature ramp, which cooled the cryostat at two Kelvin per minute. Measurements were 
recorded, once a temperature of ten Kelvin was attained. Lacking a sample spinner, the sample 
orientation was changed by hand every 36 minutes, for a total of seven times. Spectra of an 
empty can were measured for correction of the data. 

After standard treatment of the data, the spectra of different sample orientations were com
pared for texture, which could readily be observed. Features, changing intensity as a function 
of orientation, are present in the spectra. With the aim of obtaining reasonable orientational 
averaging, the spectra of different orientations were added up for subsequent data treatment. 
Further data treatment was do ne on the 02B and X-Ray data in parallel. Several cells could 
be indexed to the experimental patterns with no indexing result being a sufficient match to the 
observed reflections. 

An attempt at identifying different phases by their domain sizes was made. Arguing that 
the crystal phases have different energies and that therefore growth of the phases is the faster, 
the lower the energy of the phase, one could expect the relative crystallite sizes to he different. 
Characteristic domain sizes should correspond to a specific peak width in the spectra. This 
could allow discrimination of the different crystalline phases, present in the sample. The peak 
width was therefore determined by extracting the width of a gaussian, fitted to the diffraction 
peak. The result of this investigation could not help identifying a sufficient amount of reflec
tions, belonging to the respective phases with the aim of indexing a reflection series of one 
single phase. 

The results drawn from initial evaluation of the X-ray spectra by Plazanet et al. were 
inconclusive at the time. lt was speculated that multiple phases with different crystal structures 
would exist in parallel in the sample. The attempt of solving the crystal structure of cis Decalin 
was not pursued any further at that point. The current attempt on structure solution has not 
shed more light on the matter, the various suspected phases could not be discerned a posteriori 
and without the crystal structure, the anharmonicity of the crystal could unfortunately not be 
studied. For further attempts one could consider trying to isolate the phases of the system one 
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Figure 2.12: Experimentally deter
mined generalised (IN4) and calcu
lated vibrational (DLPoly) densities of 
states for vi treous cis Decalin al 80 K. 
The energy axis of the calculated DOS 
was renormalised lo coincide with the 
experimental curve. 

by one in order to determine the respective crystal structures . Information on such phases, 
observed by McCullough et al. Ii Il J, could be of help in this context, but more work would 
probably need to be do ne to identify them correctly. Maybe it could th en also be possible 
to reconstruct the total diffraction pattern from the various phases. It is to be seen to what 
extent the dynamic interconversion between the chiral ground states of cis Decalin would 
influence the isolation of stable phases. From NMR data the interconversion frequency could 
be determined to 3.1 Hz at the melting temperature of cis Decalin (section 2). 

2.2.2 Dynamics of vitreous cis Decalin 

For simulations of amorphous systems, the density of states can be obtained by consideration 
of the velocity autocorrelation function. One advantage with simulations is that almost ail 
systems can be vitrified, as temperature changes can be realised instantly. The vibrational 
density of states of glassy Decalin was determined from simulations (figure 2.12), using the 
package nMoldyn 1112, 1131. For such simulations a hundred molecules were simulated at 
80 K for a duration of 100 ps with a frame save interval of 0.05 ps. The simulation boxes 
had been equilibrated at 260 K and at the target temperature for more than 10 ns respectively. 
For more information on simulation details, please see section A.5.I. Due to the low target 
temperature of 80 K, complete equilibration of the system is not nearly achieved in this time 
and could not realistically have been done using the means at disposition. Albeit the issues 
mentioned, densities of states resulting from simulations under similar conditions often are 
not too far from the ones experimentally measured. 

A similar study of the DOS of the glass has recently been done for cis Decalin , using 
inelastic neutron scattering 1451. We will compare this measurement to a DOS spectrum, 
obtained from molecular dynamics simulations , at the same temperature. The simulation's 
energy axis was renormalised by division through 1.23, after which it compares weil to the 
experimentally determined spectrum. Ali features are weil reproduced in position and inten
sity by the simulations. The three modes in the high energy range of the spectra, at 19,21 and 
25 meV can be related to the normal modes of the rings, as Plazanet et al. showed employing 
single molecule calculations, based on various types of potential modelling approaches . 
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Figure 2.13: ose measurements of 
the most pertinent isomeric mixtures of 
Oecalin. Only the heating ramps are 
shown and sorne curves are shifted ver
tically for clarity. A heating rate of 
10 K / min was used. 

2.3 Phase investigation on isomeric mixtures of Decalin 

For most applications of Oecalin in research and industry, generic isomeric mixtures of the 
system are employed. Generic mixtures of the system, like the one investigated here (cis l 

trans 1) seem to be of ratio one to one, but this ratio is not guaranteed. On experimenting with 
compositions, the ratio five parts cis to three parts trans Oecalin proved to stand out from other 
compositions by showing lowest crystallisation tendency of aIl tested isomeric mixtures. 

For the ciss trans3 mixture, the glass transition can be observed in the ose curves, even 
for sampi es cooled below Tg with moderate cooling rates. What is exceptional for this mixture 
is the very low endothermal peak on melting, being lowest for aIl mixing ratios examined. 

The ciss trans3 mixture is specified with five parts cis and three parts trans in this work, 
but more precisely it was obtained by mixing one part of pure cis Oecalin with three parts of 
generic (cis 1 trans 1) Decalin mix. For the generic mixtures, the mixing ratio typically is not 
stated. However, experiments on a nuclear magnetic resonance apparatus on the composition 
of the protonated generic mixture used in this work (ciSI transI), carried out by colleagues 
11141, resulted in a ratio, not significantly deviating from one part cis to one part trans. 

eis trans Oecalin at a mixing ratio of one to one vitrifies for moderate cooling rates. For 
the recorded ose curve the sample had been cooled at a rate of 10 K / min. For this cooling 
rate, the characteristic jump of cp at Tg is observed. However, what can not be discemed from 
the ose curves is that the system is to a high probability also parti aIl y crystalline. A strong 
tendency of cis l transI Oecalin to (partial) crystallisation was observed in diffraction experi
ments, where crystalline features were observed for samples, quenched in liquid nitrogen. A 
purely glassy state could not be obtained in any attempt. 

On heating past the glass transition temperature, the system shows two exothermic fea
tures, which probably correspond to reorganisation of the sample to crystalline structures. 
There are two seemingly corresponding endothermic features on further heating, which could 
be the melting of these two crystal structures. It is worth noting that the two melting events do 
not seem to result from melting of either of the isomerically pure crystals, as the melting tem
peratures of the pure compounds are different from the temperatures of any of the features in 
the cis l transI compound (compare figure 2.13). To date it is not clear, whether these features 
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cis C5 t3 cltl trans 

Tm [KI t.w. 228.6 242.7 
lit. 229.89 1 232 2 233 3 241.67 1 

TglKI t.W. 144.8 136.5 136.9 128 4 

lit. 134.7 5 

1 from [991 
2 linear interpolation, based on values for cis and C1 t1 taken from literature 
3 from [l15] 
4 linear extrapolation, based on values for cis and CI tl taken from this work 

5 from [431 
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Table 2.2: Melting and glass temperatures for selected Decalin systems, as determined in this work 
(LW.) and documented in literature (liL). 

stem from crystals composed of both isomers or other types of energetically low crystal-like 
organisation. 

For ciSI transI and ciS5 trans3 Decalin, a determination of the melting temperature was 
not possible in this measurement. This is due to the presence of two features on melting, 
which complicate the measurement. In ciSI transI Decalin these features are much cJearer 
than in cis5 trans3 Decalin, where the second feature is not observed, but expected to exist 
nevertheless. For this reason figure 2.13 does not feature any melting temperatures for the se 
mixtures. In literature the melting temperature of the generic mixture of Decalin is given 
as Tm(cisl transI) = 233 K 1115] and the melting tempe rature of CiS5 trans3 Decalin is not 
expected to be far from this value. 

2.4 The structure of disordered Decalin 

Investigation of structural properties of glass formers were historically sorne of the first ef
forts in the research on glasses. A lot of effort has gone into studies of the field since. Data 
on the structure of glasses cornes primarily from diffraction experiments, which allow extrac
tion of pair correlation functions. Aiso computer simulations seem very suitable, but due to 
the difficulty of modelling amorphous systems appeared only relatively late. Nowadays it is 
possible to obtain good descriptions of the structure from Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics 
calculations, which can considerably enhance findings gained from experiments. 

Neutron scattering experiments, conducted in this work, reveal features in the structure 
factor of Decalin that are rather uncommon for molecular liquids. These were analysed with 
the aid of molecular dynamics (MD) calculations. The trajectories of such calculations allow 
analysis of the whole ensemble of molecules, as weIl as analysis of individual molecules. In 
the following part, results of the study of Decalin's amorphous structure in its liquid and glassy 
phase will be discussed. Data from neutron scattering experiments on Decalin and Cumene l 

are presented in a comparative manner. Complementary data from molecular dynamics cal-

1 Additional information on Cumene can be found in section B.6. 
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Figure 2.14: Diffraction signal of 
cis Decalin, separated into spin
incoherent and coherent signal. Mea
surements on ILL's D7 use initial and 
final polarisation analysis for isolation 
of spin-incoherent scattering. 

culations will be related to the diffraction results. Additional analysis of real space related 
properties employing Voronoi teseliation is performed on molecular dynamics trajectories. 

2.4.1 Data sources 

Neutron diffraction measurements on liquid or vitrified samples can give a multitude of infor
mation on static properties of a sample. Careful and exact data treatment is very important for 
the obtention of reliable results for these properties; in sorne of the many manipulations little 
differences can have considerable effects on the final result. A selection of facts about the 
technique and related data treatment can be found in section A.2 ff. Obtaining accurate data 
from wide angle neutron scattering measurements typicaIly involves a long learning process 
and correspondence with people that have experience in the subject. 

Spin incoherent scattering in Decalin 

For the structure determination, the incoherent scattering signal does not carry relevant in
formation and has to be corrected for. For an investigation of the spin-incoherent scattering 
of Oecalin the instrument 07 (ILL, Grenoble) was used. This instrument uses spin polarised 
incoming neutrons and final polarisation analysis to separate the spin-incoherent contribution 
from other contributions 1116]. Figure 2.14 shows the total signal and the two individual 
components. AIl signaIs are normalised to the scattering cross section of one formula unit of 
Oecalin per steradian. The spin incoherent cross section of a Oecalin molecule is determined 
exclusively by the incoherent signal of the hydrogen atoms. This results in an incoherent 
cross section of 2.936 barns per steradian for one molecule of Oecalin. The q independent 
spin-incoherent signal averages to roughly that level. 

Intuitively one could think that absolute signallevels for diffraction experiments could be 
determined by separating the diffraction signal this way. However, the distinct cross section, 
as resulting from equation (A.37) is not the spin-incoherent cross section alone. Therefore the 
coherent cross section, as determined here is not identical to the distinct cross section used in 
evaluation of standard amorphous diffraction data. 
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Neutron diffraction data 

Experimental diffraction data for disordered Decalin was obtained from instrument 7c2 of 
the Laboratoire Léon Brillouin (LLB, Saclay), a hot-neutron two-axis diffractometer, purpose 
built for diffraction on disordered systems. The 7c2 instrument covers an angular range of 
128° and gains extra efficiency, without loss of precision, by extending one dimensional de
tection to two dimensional detection of circular Laue patterns. Using incident wavelengths 
of 0.7 A and 1.1 A, which yield relatively high flux on the sample, the accessible q range 
stretches from 0.3 A~) to 15.6 A~) and to 10.1 A~), respectively. A standard orange cryostat 
was used as sample environment for aIl measurements. 

Vanadium cylinders of several diameters were available as sample containers. Of those, 
a 6 mm vessel was chosen for deuterated Decalin, in order to scatter about ten percent of 
the incoming flux of neutrons. This represents a good balance of high signal on the detector 
with few multiple scattering events. The samples used were aIl deuterated and the deuterium 
enrichment level was at 98 % or more throughout. One unit of one gram quantity was used 
per sample container, which, assuming a density of 0.85 g / ml would fiIl a 6 mm vanadium 
vessel to a height of about 30 mm. The height of the beam on the sample is about 50 mm, 
while its width exceeds the width of the sample. The containers were filled under a protective 
atmosphere to prevent exchange of the sample's deuterium with hydrogen present in air. The 
strong capillary adhesion of Decalin makes this transferral a rather tedious task. In order to 
be able to compare the structure of Decalin to the one of an ordinary glass former, one sample 
of Cumene was prepared to the sa me standards. 

During the experiment a total of three types of systems have been measured. Most time 
was spent on deuterated cis Decalin, which was measured at several temperatures from room 
temperature down to 40 K, in its liquid and solid amorphous state. To obtain amorphous cis 
Decalin, the sample container had to be quenched in liquid nitrogen before to be inserted in the 
pre-cooled cryostat. Deuterated cis) transI Decalin has been measured in its liquid state, from 
room temperature down to 220 K, where it crystallised. Attempts to quench cis) transI Decalin 
into a glass, by crash cooling it in liquid nitrogen, failed in aIl trials, due to crystaIlisation. 
During a discussion on crash cooling with colleagues, the suggestion of using liquid Ethane as 
a cooling medium was made. Due to the bigger tempe rature gap between melting and boiling 
temperature better heat transfer and therefore quicker cooling was expected. However, this 
procedure also failed to produce glassy cis) transI Decalin. FinaIly, one measurement on 
deuterated Cumene was carried out at ambient temperature. 

Systematic measurements need good statistics and have to be done for aIl wavelengths 
used during data collection. Systematic measurements comprised absolute diffraction angle 
calibration by comparison with the diffraction pattern of Nickel powder, detector efficiency 
calibration with Vanadium and empty cell measurements. The local instrument responsibles 
were consulted and the errors of running measurements considered, in order to determine an 
optimum measuring time. 

Calculation and experiment 

The approach to obtention of data from experiments is radically different to the approach for 
simulations. To see how weIl results from such varied sources correspond, data originating 
from the respective methods has been juxtaposed in figure 2.16. The calculated data shown 
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Figure 2.15: Illustration of a simulation cell 
containing 100 molecules of cis Decalin. The 
Voronoi cell around the centre atom, as weil 
as the corresponding neighbours are coloured in 
red . 

have been obtained from simulations on a thousand molecules at ambient temperature and 
pressure. The functions in wave vector space were calculated by nMoldyn 1112, 1131, as 
described in section A .2.6. Experimental data was obtained from 7c2 as described above. 

Several quantitites related to the structure factor of cis Decalin are pictured in figure 2.16. 
The green simulated S(q) shows very good agreement with the experimental curve in black 
and also the simulated intramolecular structure factor fi (q ) agrees very weil with the corre
sponding high-q part of the experimental data. The two data sets had different normalisations 
at an initial stage, therefore leading to a renormalisation of the amplitude of the simulated 
curves to the level of the experimental data; similar issues with neutron functions calculated 
from simulation data are known to occur under such circumstances . Slight differences be
tween experimental and simulation data can be observed at about 12.5 Â - l, in the intramolec
ul a r range. This could be related to contributions from conformations adopted in transiting 
between the two chiral ground states of cis Decalin . Maybe this feature is not reproduced to 
sufficient accuracy in the simulations, due to the restricted time they can be run for and thus 
in insufficient sampling of these processes. A f urther possible source for this disagreement is 
the lack in accuracy of the correction of the experimental data for inelastic effects. These cor
rections are especially prominent for high wave vector transfers and are therefore very likely 
to contribute to the observed discrepancy. 

The intramolecular structure factor fi (q) (figure 2.16) was produced from a molecular dy
namics simulation of a single isolated molecule at the temperature of the ensemble simulation . 
As described in section A.2 .6 , the form factor fi (q) can be used to obtain the intermolecular 
structure factor Dm (q) from measured data. The various contributions to the structure factor 
are additive r 1171 , which means that, by subtraction of the intramolecular structure factor from 
the total structure factor, it is possible to obtain the intermolecular structure factor. This inter
molecular structure factor corresponds to the scattered signal of atoms on different molecules. 
It cornes c10sest to the signal that would be emitted by molecules reduced to centres of mass . 
The part dominated by the intramolecular structure facto~ was set to zero in the intermolec
ular structure factor for further evaluation. This part of the signal typically does not carry 
information anyway, as the total structure factor is dominated by the form factor in this range. 

2in thi s case , the signal From 5.5 Â - 1 upwards 
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Figure 2.16: Structure factor S(q) of cis Decalin from neutron diffraction (black line) and molecular 
dynamics calculations (green line) . Form factor fI (q) of ci s Oecalin from molecular dynamics simu
lation (dashed green line). The signal of the intermolecular structure factor Dm (q) (purple line) was 
increased by 0.7 for c1arity. 

The suppression of this range reduces artefacts produced by the Fourier transform of the data. 

The pair correlation functions obtained from simulation and experiment are in very good 
agreement. Peaks agree to a very high level of accuracy, in position as weil as in integrated 
intensi ty. Throughout this work a general observation has been that the simulation data de
scribes the structure of the system very weIl. When looking at the low distance part of the 
pair correlation function in figure 2.17 it can be concluded that atom distances in the molecule 
are reproduced to high accuracy. The distances present in the static molecule correspond to 
the peak positions in the pair correlation function. The peak heights of experimental and sim
ulation data do not correspond perfectly, but the integrated intensities , which is the deciding 
quantity in this matter, correspond to high accuracy. Compared to the static molecule, the 
peak positions in experiment and simulation are at slightly higher distances. This is most 
likely explained by temperature induced dilatation. 

T he long distance intermolecular range starts from about 6.5 Â, corresponding to the dis
tance between neighbouring molecules. Among the available data, several correlation func
tions give insight into the coordination environment at the molecular scale . The intermolecular 
pair coordination (figure 2.27) is the (semi) experimental observable coming c10sest to the cen
tre of mass pair correlati on function , which can be calculated from simulations (figure 2.20). 
T he agreement of peak positions and modulation is very good between the experimental and 
calculated intermolecular pair correlation function (figure 2.27). 

2.4.2 cis Decalin compared to an ordinary molecular Iiquid 

T he liquid structure factor of cis Oecalin exhibits a very sharp peak in the low q region. This 
becomes particularl y c1ear when it is compared to the liquid structure factor of the 'average' 
molecular glass former Cumene (fi gure 2.18). This low q region corresponds to the inter-
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Figure 2.17: Pair correlation function g(r) of cis Decalin from neutron diffraction (black line) and 
molecular dynamics calculations (green line). The intramolecular pairs corresponding to the peaks are 
marked. 

molecular range, more specifically to the correlation between nearest neighbour molecules 
and could therefore indicate different types of short range order in the two systems . To learn 
more about the amorphous structure and the nearest neighbour correlation feature , the two 
systems were analysed in detail using neutron scattering data and molecular dynamics calcu
lations . 

Structure factors and pair correlation functions of cis Decalin and Cumene at ambient 
temperature are shown in figure 2 .18 and 2 .19. Cumene has a liquid structure similar to most 
other molecular liquids 1118 , 1191 and therefore plays an exemplary role in this comparison . 
T he structure factor of cis Decalin shows a first peak at 1.2 Â - [, which is high and sharp in 
comparison to the first peak in the S( q) of Cumene at lA Â - 1. The first peak in the S( q) 
typically corresponds to the arrangement of nearest neighbour molecules in the system. In 
general, the sharper the peak , the smaller the deviation from the average molecular nearest 
neighbour distance . Deviation from this distance seems considerably bigger in Cumene than 
in Decalin. Taking the arguments to real space this implies that the pair correlation peak , 
corresponding to nearest neighbour molecules, should be much better defined in Decalin than 
in C umene. 

At ail temperatures the nearest neighbour peak and delimiting minima in the pair cor
relation function could be reasonably weil identified for c is Decalin . As can be seen f rom 
figure 2.19, the definition of the coordination shell for cis Decalin is very good . Where there 
is no visible modulation for Cumene, three shells can be discerned for cis Decalin. The shape 
and the level of definition of the structure factor and also the pair correlation function of ci s 
Decalin is reminiscent of results found for glasses of metals or noble gases. For comparison, 
data for metallic glasses and liquid Argon is shown exemplarily in figure 2.21 . 

The experimental pair correlation function of Cumene does not show a nearest neighbour 
shell , as cJearly defined, as the pair correlation function of cis Decalin does. This finding can 
be investigated in more detail by looking at simulation trajectories, where the molecules are 
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Figure 2.18: Structure factor S(q) of cis Decalin and Cumene in their liquid states at ambient condi
tions. A pronounced peak in the character of the first peak, which relates to the organisati on of nearest 
neighbour molecules, is observed. 
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Figure 2.19: Hi gh distance part of the pair correl ation function g(r) of cis Decalin and Cumene in their 
liquid states at ambient conditions. T he functions were computed from the S(Q)s shown in figure 2.18. 
A c1ear difference in the modulation of the correlation function is observed between the two systems. 
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Figure 2.20: Centre of mass pair correlation functions for cis Decalin, cis l transI Decalin and Cumene 
from molecular dynamics calculations . Some curves are shifted vertically for c1arity (cis l trans I: 
+0.02, ci s: +0.04). 

reduced to their centres of mass, to subsequently caIculate the pair correlation function there
upon. This excludes unwanted influences from the evaluation of nearest neighbour properties . 
Figure 2.20 shows plots of such evaJuations for cis Decalin and Cumene. A good definition 
of neighbour shells is observed for cis Decalin and also Cumene does show a relatively c1ear 
first shell, however its second shell is barely discernible. For the two Decalins, also the second 
shell still is relatively c1early defined. Unfortunately the box size prevents evaluation to higher 
distances. An additional third neighbour shell can be observed for cis Decalin in simulation 
boxes containing 1000 molecules. 

The pair correlation function provides information on the local environment of particles 
and it can be used for quantitative evaluation . The number of molecular nearest neighbours 
can be obtained from integration of the RDF(r ) over the corresponding peak. Alternatively, a 
direct determination of this number can be attempted by counting the number of neighbours, 
corresponding to nearest neighbour criteria in molecular dynamics trajectories. To perform 
a nearest neighbour analysis using the pair correlation function, first the distance range for 
molecular nearest neighbours was determined. Due to the lack of a c1ear peak, there are 
limitations to the accuracy with which this range can be determined for Cumene. This affects 
the analysis at ambient temperature, as weil as the temperature dependent analysis, as the 
range often needs to be redetermined with changes in temperature. This type of analysi s was 
therefore not carried out for Cumene, being unreasonable under the given circumstances. 

From the graphs, limits of the molecular coordination shells were determined and then 
used for obtention of the number of neighbours , by integration of the RDF(r ) in the range 
from 4.7 to 9 .5 Â. To access information about molecular coordination, the se numbers have 
to be divided by the number of atoms per molecule. Doing this, a coordination number of Il 
can be determined for cis DecaJin from experimental data. The same analysis was performed 
on the RDF(r ), extracted from a molecular dynamics caIculation , which allows direct access 
to such values. Integration of the calculated RDF(r ) with the same limits yields a molecular 
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coordination number of Il for the simulation. The same analysis was also carried out on 
the intermolecular radial distribution function. The same coordination number of Il can be 
extracted from it. Apparently the chosen potential and simulation framework give a very 
accurate description of the disordered structure of Decalin. 

2.4.3 The isomer dependence of the structure of Decatin 

The liquid structure of cis Decalin was found to be exceptional, for it has a very good definition 
of nearest neighbour shells. In addition to cis Decalin, data has been collected for cis l transI 
and trans Decalin. For the se the structure in the liquid state at ambient conditions is to be 
compared to the structure of cis Decalin. 
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Figure 2.21: Structure factors and pair correlation functions of metallic glasses 1601 and liquid Argon 
11201· 
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Figure 2.22: Structure factors S(q) of cis Decalin , cis) transi Decalin and trans Decalin in their liquid 
states at ambient conditions. cis) transi and trans Decalin show an almost identical structure factor. 
The first peak is sharp and weil defined, but not as weil defined as in cis Decalin. 
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Figure 2.23: High distance part of the pair correlation runctions g(r) of cis Decalin , cis) transi Decalin 
and trans Decalin in their liquid states at ambient conditions. As expected from the S(q)s ( figure 2.22), 
the definition of nearest neighbours in cis) transi and trans Decalin is similar and worse than in cis 
Decalin , also intermolecular distances seem to be slightly smaller than in cis Decalin . 
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The structure factors of pure cis, ciSI transI and trans Decalin are shown in figure 2.22. 
They have been collected on the 7c2 spectrometer (LLB, Saclay). Cis Decalin shows the best 
definition of nearest neighbour shells, exhibiting the highest and sharpest peak at 1.2 Â -1 and 
the strongest modulation of g(r) in the intermolecular range. While this peak is remarkably 
sharp also for ciSI transI and trans Decalin, it does not match the sharpness of the cis Decalin 
peak. Due to the almost identical geometry of the molecule the high q range is very similar 
for aIl three systems. 

Comparison of the structure factor of cisl transI and trans Decalin reveals little differ
ence between the liquid structure of these two systems. The structure of cis l transI Decalin 
therefore seems dominated by the influence of trans Decalin in the mixture. The possibility to 
pack to very weIl defined neighbour sheIls, as observed in cis Decalin, seems broken by the 
presence of the trans molecule. 

The pair correlation functions convey the same picture. While aIl systems have very weIl 
defined oscillations in the intermolecular range, the oscillations are best defined and strongest 
for cis Decalin. It is equally observed that for ciSI transI and trans Decalin the maxima of the 
nearest neighbour features are at slightly lower distances th an for cis Decalin. 

Voronoi analysis 

An alternative method for nearest neighbour analysis on real space data is the Voronoi tes
sellation, which represents a geometrically pure approach to the problem of defining nearest 
neighbours (see also section A.2.7). In this case it was performed on molecular dynamics 
trajectories, where molecules had been reduced to centres of mass. For a given system such 
an analysis on centre of mass trajectories is the more appropriate, the more spherical the shape 
of the molecule is. 

The Voronoi tessellation was performed in three dimensions. From the resulting celIs, 
the number of faces per celI and the number of edges per face were determined. Nearest 
neighbours to a molecule in this method correspond to a face of the Voronoi celI, the number 
of edges per cell gives indications on the type of coordination environment. The number of 
edges delimiting a face gives the number of other neighbours surrounding the neighbour of the 
face. Evaluation of such Voronoi quantities can give valuable information on the coordination 
environment of the molecule. Additionally the distribution of nearest neighbours, as a function 
of distance and the distribution of cell volumes can be calculated. The Voronoi cell volume 
returns the amount of space, left to a molecule by its neighbours. Figure 2.24(c) gives these 
quantities for cis Decalin, for Cumene and for the randomly close packing hard sphere model 
by Finney [531. 

From the Voronoi analysis a mean number of faces per Voronoi cell of 14.3 was determined 
for cis Decalin at ambient temperature. The corresponding values for the randomly close 
packing hard sphere model were found to be 14.25 [531 and 14.28 [521, which is close to 
the value of cis Decalin. The distribution, giving the number of neighbours for an average 
cis Decalin molecule, is slightly different from the one for hard spheres, but compared to 
Cumene, the curve of cis Decalin seems to be closer to the one for hard spheres, than to the 
one for Cumene (see figure 2.24). The same is true for the distribution of the number of edges 
per face. 
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Figure 2.24: Distribution diagrams for Voronoi tessellati on results on cis Decalin and Cumene. Ail 
data results from molecular dynamics trajectories with molecules reduced to centres of mass. Data for 

the random dense packing model of hard spheres , from Finney 153 \, is shown for comparison . The 
reduced values for (c) and (d) are non-weighted averages. 
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Looking at the distribution of neighbours over distance, a difference in the shapes of the 
distributions can be observed between cis Decalin and Cumene. The distance range for the 
nearest neighbours is much smaller for Decalin than for Cumene, which is in agreement with 
the good definition of cis Decalin neighbour shells from scattering results. A shoulder at 1.1 3 

is present in the cis Decalin data. By looking at the neighbour environment in the trajectories 
over time, this shoulder seems to correspond to short lived fluctuations in the first neighbour 
shell. This allows higher order neighbours to be counted as nearest neighbours within the 
Voronoi analysis. If this supposition explained the origin of the shoulder, then the decrease of 
this shoulder with temperature could be explained by the decrease of fluctuations in the shell. 

The distribution of neighbours over distance is the only quantity showing a remarkable 
difference between cis and ciSI transI Decalin. The peak of the distribution is considerably 
closer to the average value for ciSI transI th an for cis Decalin. Looking at absolute values, 
the distributions for cis and cisl transI are almost identical. This could indicate that distance 
fluctuations to higher values are more probable in pure cis than cis l transI Decalin. 

Looking at the volume distribution, it is found very narrow for hard spheres, while it is 
wide for simulations. This seems plausible, considering that the volume distribution of a 
hard sphere system at quasi zero tempe rature might actually be quite narrow. However, in the 
evaluation it was also observed that model size plays a relatively big role for this quantity. The 
difference under comparable conditions might therefore be more moderate than figure 2.24(d) 
suggests. Looking at the peak value of the volume distribution, it is significantly lower than 
the average value for Decalin and even lower for Cumene. The distribution of volumes is 
much larger for Cumene than for Decalin. 

The randomly close packing hard sphere model 1501 gives a reasonably good description 
of liquids with low thermal energy, especially coordination characteristics and pair distribu
tion functions are well reproduced 1471. As already mentioned, the data by Finney [531 was 
collected from macroscopic models of bail bearings, which essentially are an amorphous as
sembly of hard spheres at zero temperature. In comparing caIculated data for cis Decalin with 
this model and looking at the volume and the distance distribution in detail (figure 2.24), we 
see that cis Decalin explores and maintains higher volume and distance configurations more 
than the hard sphere model does. This is probably also due to the temperature difference 
effect between the 0 K hard sphere model and Decalin simulations at ambient temperature. 
Therefore Decalin has an - in comparison - low density environment, which could allow for 
allocation of more space per molecule and thus increased fluctuations, leading to exploration 
of higher distance configurations. The decrease of the shoulder, at about 1.0 - 1.1, for cis 
Decalin with decreasing temperature could in this picture he explained by a decrease in fluc
tuations. Interestingly, a similar shoulder was observed for trans Decalin, but for the low 
distance end of the distribution. A first investigation on whether the neighbours, described 
by this shoulder, show orientational correlation was inconclusive. This point is currently still 
being researched. 

The distribution of edges per face reflects the local organisation of neighbours around 
the neighbour corresponding to the given face. A five fold symmetry, as typical for icosa
hedral short range order, corresponds to a value of five edges for a Voronoi cell facet. The 
histogram for cis Decalin shows a pronounced maximum for this five fold local organisation. 

3corresponding to a distance of 9 Â 
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Figure 2.25: Number of edges per face as a 
function of temperature for cis DecaIin. The 
increase in five fold coordination with decrease 
of temperature is coherent with the scenario 
described by Frank r561. 

Supposing this organisation is due to the presence of icosahedral coordination, Frank's ar
gument would predict even stronger presence of this five fold organisation with decrease of 
temperature, which does not disagree with our observations (figure 2.25). Thermally activated 
particles should increasingly favour the low energy icosahedral coordination on loss of kinetic 
energy. However, this argument has recently been rethought by Royall et al. [641. While five 
fold icosahedral local coordination environment is very prominent with the glass transition, 
it might just be one of many suitable coordination environments. Several of these environ
ments have been identified by Royall et al. and not aIl of them show five fold symmetry. 
Apart from icosahedral coordination environments, the system could organise to other locally 
favoured structures, which do not necessarily show five fold coordination environments. Ex
tracting more accurate information on the exact coordination environment from the simulation 
trajectories involves greatly increased effort, but will he subject to future investigations. 

2.4.4 Temperature dependence 

Decrease in temperature brings diminution of diffusive and vibrational motion for the parti
cles. This decrease of motion reduces the displacement of particles and therefore the amount 
of space they occupy. Typically this goes along with tighter packing through a reduced near
est neighbour distance and a better defined coordination shell. In a scattering experiment a 
reduced distance is typically reftected in a shift of the corresponding peak to a higher q value; 
better definition of the coordination shell manifests in a sharpening and increased intensity of 
the peak. 

A first look at the tempe rature dependent structure factors reveals a feature appearing on 
the second peak at about 2.8 Â -1. This peak is between the ranges dominated by inter- and 
intramolecular contributions, which makes it difficult to give an estimate on the origin of the 
feature. 
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Figure 2.26: Structure factors S(q) of cis Oecalin as a function of temperature. With decrease of 
temperature a feature appears at about 2.8 Â -1. The different temperature graphs are shifted by 0.2 
increments for clarity. 
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Figure 2.27: Intermolecular pair correlation functions ginter(r), determined from the structure factors 
displayed in figure 2.26 (solid lines) and the same function extracted from simulations (dashed lines). 
The appearance of an additional correlation at 8 Â is observed on cooling. Graphs are shifted by 0.02 
increments for clarity. 
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Considering the first peak, a slight shi ft to higher q-values is observed with decrease of 
temperature. At the same time the intensity of the peak diminishes. For the shift of the peak, 
the argument considering Brownian motion earlier on seems to be a plausible explanation; 
conceming the amplitude of the peak, the motion argument would explain an increase, but not 
the observed decrease of amplitude. 

The temperature dependent intermolecular pair correlation function of cis Decalin, as 
computed from the measured structure factors, is depicted in figure 2.27. The low-r behaviour 
up to four A remains virtuaIly unchanged with tempe rature and is therefore omitted. This part 
is dominated by short distances, to which the structure of the molecule contributes most. As 
the structure of the molecule is stable throughout the studied temperature range, this obser
vation is not surprising. In the high-distance region, as seen in figure 2.27, a temperature 
dependent trend appears. With decreasing temperature the nearest neighbour peak shifts to 
lower distances, while slightly decreasing in amplitude. Aiso a decrease in the number of 
molecular nearest neighbours with decreasing temperature is observed on integration of the 
radial distribution function RDF(r). 

Looking at the intra- and intermolecular structure factors of Decalin (figure 2.16), it can 
be observed that the intramolecular structure factor fI (q) cuts through the maximum of the 
intermolecular structure factor Dm(q). As the total structure factor is the sum of the two 
contributions, it could in principle explain the decrease of the intensity of the first neighbour 
peak with temperature. A smaIl temperature induced shift of the intra- or intermolecular 
structure factor would result in a relatively big variation of the first peak. 

With decrease in temperature, a change takes place in the system and is reftected most 
cIearly in the intermolecular pair correlation functions (figure 2.27). An additional feature 
appears at about 8 A and is observed in the experimental data, as weIl as in the simulation 
data. This feature most probably corresponds to additional correlation between the molecules 
on cooling. As this correlation appears at about the melting temperature and becomes more 
prominent with decreasing temperature, aIl the way into the glass, it would be coherent with 
an organisation into locaIly preferred structures. This observation is coherent with the Frus
tration Limited Domain Theory, predicting organisation into these locally preferred structures 
from a temperature T*, slightly above the melting temperature. With decrease in temperature 
these 10caIly preferred structures would aIlow to settle in their lowest energy configuration, 
which, in connection with the decrease in temperature induced motion, would increase corre
lations between the molecules. Therefore, this observation could be the manifestation of the 
formation of these structural entities, predicted by the FLD theory. 
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2.5 Conclusions 

Phases 

After a brief Iiterature survey on the Oecalin molecule, a phase analysis using the OSC and 
neutron backscattering techniques was performed on isomerically pure and mixed Oecalin. 
For cis and trans Oecalin, the solution of the crystal structure and subsequent analysis of the 
crystal dynamics were attempted. 

The analysis of the phases in Oecalin shows rich features for pure cis and isomeric mix
tures of Decalin in the supercooled region down to Tg. For cis Oecalin the chirally split 
ground states and the multitude of conformations between these is a probable reason for its 
vitrification potential and rich phase features. Cis Oecalin does crystallise and a crystal struc
ture determination has been attempted, but due to the formation of more than one crystalline 
phase it could not be terminated successfully. 

Trans Oecalin can be slightly supercooled, but then shows rapid crystallisation, which 
could not be bypassed using standard laboratory means. The crystal structure of trans Oecalin 
on the other hand could be determined from powder diffraction data. This lead to ab-initio 
caJculated densities of states, which at the current state of refinement do not compare weil to 
observed densities of states. 

Isomeric mixtures of Oecalin were found to exhibit signatures of the glass transition, even 
when cooled slowly below Tg. However, on the other hand it was not possible to quench 
cis] transI Oecalin quickly enough for it to attain a purely vitreous state. The thermodynamic 
crystallisation features for cis] trans], as measured by OSC, do not coincide with the features 
of the isomerically pure compounds. 

Disordered structure 

The disordered structure of the highly fragile glass former cis Oecalin has been analysed in 
direct comparison to the 'ordinary' glass former Cumene and the cis] transI mixture. Equally, 
the dependence of the structure of cis Oecalin on temperature was investigated. The analysis 
was based on wide angle neutron scattering data and atomistic molecular dynamics caJcula
tions. 

The structure factors of cis Oecalin and Cumene have substantially different character. 
The first peak is very sharp and high in Oecalin, while it is low and less weil defined for 
Cumene. The shape and definition of Oecalin's structure factor and intermolecular pair cor
relation function are reminiscent of the ones typical to metallic or Argon glasses. Comparing 
the pair correlation functions of Oecalin and Cumene, it is observed that for cis Oecalin the 
experimental pair correlation function is modulated for several coordination shells, while the 
one of Cumene does not show any significant modulation features. This points towards a 
close nearest neighbour environment with a remarkably weil defined equilibrium distance in 
Oecalin. 

The liquid structure factors of pure cis, cis] transI and trans Oecalin are very similar, 
exhibiting very good definition of the nearest neighbour shells. Cis Oecalin shows the best 
definition of shells, while cis] transI and trans Oecalin are slightly less weil defined and 
strongly resemble each other. This could indicate trans Oecalin to dominate the structural 
properties in the mixture. 
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A Voronoi analysis was performed on centre of mass trajectories from molecular dynamics 
calculations. The good definition of neighbour shells of cis Decalin with respect to Cumene 
could be confirmed. Similarities to data collected for randomly close packed hard spheres and 
a tendency to adopt a five fold local organisation environment are observed for cis Decalin. 

Temperature dependent experimental structure factors and pair correlation functions have 
been studied for cis Decalin. In the structure factors, a shift to higher q and a decrease of signal 
are observed on decrease of temperature. More importantly, additional correlation appears in 
the form of a shoulder on the nearest neighbour peak. The temperature dependence of this 
additional correlation could be an indication for organisation of cis Decalin molecules into 
locally favoured structures, as predicted by the FLD theory. 

Summary 

We have found that cis Decalin molecules behave similar to sphere like bodies with respect to 
structural arrangement. The phases it shows are possibly related to its dynamical interchange 
of conformation between chiral ground states. This dynamical process might inhibit single 
phase crystallisation and allow vitrification. Trans Decalin crystallises readily and could on 
no occasion be vitrified. It should also be noted that during this work cisJ transI Decalin could 
not be brought in a purely vitreous state during this work neither. 

Weil defined molecular neighbour shells could be observed in the structure of cis Decalin. 
The organisation of the neighbour shells resembles more the one of atomic glasses than the 
one of c1assical molecular Iiquids. This and the observation of an additional correlation make 
cis Decalin stand out as a glass former. The additional coordination on cooling might make it 
a system in which vitrification imposes visible signatures on the structure. 



Chapter 3 

Dynamics of liquid and supercooled liquid 
Decalin 

Studies of the structural aspect of the glass transition have the passionating and challenging 
objective of identifying the local environment of parti cl es exhibiting the glass transition. The 
averaged structural features, as typically observed in diffraction experiments, change only 
slightly between the liquid and the glassy state, while the rapidity of dynamical processes 
changes by many orders of magnitude. Many insights conceming constraints, to be fulfilled by 
the structures of amorphous systems, come from considerations of the interplay of dynamical 
and structural aspects of the transition. A comprehensive understanding of the glass transition 
will not be possible without detailed studies of both, structural and dynamical aspects of the 
phenomenon. 

Relaxation measurements are a centrepiece of the study of dynamical behaviour in the 
supercooled region down to the glass transition and there is a wide range of methods that 
yield this type of data: macroscopic viscosity measurements on rheometers, measurements of 
the dielectric response function or inelastic neutron scattering experiments, to name but a few. 
To study the dynamics of Decalin, we have collected relaxation data mainly from inelastic 
neutron scattering experiments, but also from optical experiments. This data will be analysed 
in comparison to published data. 

3.1 Relaxation data 

The ultimate goal of this effort was the analysis of the dynamical behaviour of Decalin in the 
supercooled range, down to the glass transition. Collection of data for temperatures, as close 
to Tg as possible, brings, for example, best precision to the determination of fragility. To al
low for furthest possible supercooling, Decalin samples were sealed in quartz glass capillaries, 
whenever the experimental setup allowed it (figure 3.1). This measure successfully inhibited 
crystallisation and the capillaries outperformed standard sample holders in supercooling po
tential. The lowest temperatures that could be reached using capillaries were one third into 
the supercooled range. Standard aluminium sample holders only covered the first sixth of the 
supercooled range. 
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General remarks 

Chapter 3 Dynamics of liquid and supercooLed Liquid Decalin 

Figure 3.1: Quartz capillaries and corresponding 
sample holder. These sample holders bear increased 
supercooling potential for use on neutron spin echo 
machines . 

Relaxation data was obtained from neutron spin echo (NSE) and time of flight (TOF) ma
chines, two techniques delivering relaxation data on complementary time scales. The spin 
echo machines collect data in the time range from about 1 ps to 1 ns , the time of flight ma
chines probe a relaxation time range from about 0.1 ps to 10 ps. For data analysis, the time of 
flight data was transformed to the time domain and then evaluated together with the NSE data. 
More data was collected using an optical spectrometer, exploiting the optical Kerr effect, as 
weil as from molecular dynamics simulations. Data obtention from the respective methods is 
to be outlined briefly in this section, for further information on the used techniques and data 
treatment procedures, please see sections A.3 ff .. 

Ali of the neutron relaxation data presented in this work was obtained from deuterated 
samples. By bonding deuterium to the carbon rings, rather than hydrogen, the scattering 
behaviour of Decalin becomes mainly coherent. The coherent part of the scattering conveys 
structural information: Interference from structural entities in the sample produces a maxima 
at certain scattering angles , which are determined by sizes or distances, present in the given 
entities . Therefore if one looks at a maximum, corresponding to a certain distance in the 
sample, the signal contains information predominantly on processes taking place in entities, 
that are the given distance apart. In this relaxation study we focused on the translational 
relaxation processes at the scale of nearest neighbours. Therefore data at the scattering angle 
of the first maximum in the structure factor was used for the relaxation analysis. Figure 3 .2 
shows the first maximum of structure factors for selected isomeric compositions of Oecalin 
and relevant temperatures . For data from ca\culations, relaxation processes can be selected in 
a similar way, as scattering experiments can be simulated from the trajectories. By focusing 
on the sa me q values, the experiments focus on, the relaxations on the nearest neighbour scale 

can also be amplified. 
No neutron scattering data is available for trans Decalin, as it was not available for mea-

surements at the time. 
For data from the optical Kerr spectrometer no structural information is present in the 

signal and a different observable therefore measured . 
The bulk of the data, the fits were performed on, stems from inelastic neutron scattering 

measurements . These can detect energy transfer from the neutron to the nuclei , as weil as the 
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other way round. The kind of relaxational movement connected to this energy transfer can 
be a rotation or a translation, as long as they contribute to an energy transfer. By deuteration 
of samples and choosing adapted q vectors, as is described above, the translational part of 
the relaxation signal can be strongly amplified with respect to the rotational relaxation signal. 
For the simulation data, an analogous evaluation can be carried out and the same observables 
therefore be extracted from this technique. The optical data, however, does not provide any 
structural information and therefore does not allow highlighting of processes corresponding 
to certain lengthscales. 

Neutron spin echo 

The neutron spin echo data for Decalin was obtained from two machines: Cis Decalin was 
measured on INII (ILL, Grenoble), while cis] transI and ciss trans3 Decalin were both mea
sured on SPAN (HZB, Berlin). Both instruments are similar in design and handling, with data 
treatment routines for both machines based on codes, originally written by Bela Farago. For 
neutron spin echo experiments, the effort for the user to extract data from measurements typ
ically is very little. One reference measurement of a system in a purely eiastically scattering 
state needs to be obtained for instrument calibration purposes - this can be and was done on 
the deep frozen sample. AlI relaxation measurements can then be normalised to this refer
ence measurement, which is typically do ne by dividing by it [1211. The final result of aNSE 
measurement therefore is the relaxation function of the system in the time domain. 

For compilation of data, obtained from the two NSE machines, attention needed to be paid 
to sorne particular properties of the technique: Before to hit the detector, the neutrons pass a 
polarisation analyser. These polarisation analysers have wavelength dependent neutron trans
mission functions. Experiments using incident neutrons of wavelengths at the lower limit of 
the instrumental operation range can thus evoke issues with this wavelength dependence of 
the analysers. Neutrons scattered to higher energies in this case are more likely to be ab
sorbed by the analyser than the ones scattered to lower energies, which, in the end, results 
in a lower signal on the detector, due to the contribution of the missing upscattered neutrons. 
EquaIly, problems can occur for reference measurements on crystallised samples. The dif
ference in structure factor between the liquid state, which the sample is in during relaxation 
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Figure 3.2: Maxima of the structure fac
tors of various Decalin systems at relevant 
temperatures. The vertical lines mark the 
q range used for relaxation data evaluation. 
Curves are shifted incrementally for clarity. 
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measurements, and the crystalline state, which the sample is in for the reference measurement, 
results in different angular dependencies of scattered intensities. This can bring discrepancies 
in normalisation, especially for curves recorded at different incident wavelengths. 

Ail samples measured on spin echo instruments were prepared in quartz capillaries, to best 
possibly delay crystallisation on supercooling (figure 3.1). Aiming for 90 % transmission, 
capillaries of 1 mm diameter with wall thicknesses of 0.01 mm were used for the deuterated 
samples. The capillaries were filled under protective nitrogen atmosphere and then sealed 
by melting shut the open end. A sample holder with intermittent circular slits allowed for 
vertical arrangement of the capillaries in the shape of a cylinder wall of approximately 2.5 cm 
diameter. The arrangement of capillaries on the sample holder can be attached to standard 
sample sticks for use in orange cryostats. 

Neutron time of flight 

Data for cis and cis I transI Decalin was recorded at several temperatures on the time of f1ight 
machine IN6 (ILL, Grenoble). From the raw time of fiight data, the dynamic structure factor 
of the system S( q, w) can be obtained. Therefore the signal needs to be corrected for detector 
efficiency by normalisation to Vanadium and subsequent subtraction of the background signal. 
Fourier transform of the dynamic structure factor from energy to time domain thus yields 
the relaxation behaviour of the system as a function of wave vector transfer. Time of fiight 
measurements, as opposed to spin echo measurements, are sensitive to higher energy transfers 
to and from the sample. Higher energy transfers generally correspond to relaxation processes 
with shorter relaxation times, which therefore complement the NSE time range to the short 
time limit. The TOF curves, the Fourier transform was performed on, can be studied in the 
energy domain in section 8.2. 

In the framework of this study of relaxation behaviour, time of f1ight and NSE data was 
unified to be studied in the time domain. To achieve this, the curves resulting from the respec
tive methods had to be normalised to the absolute level of the non-relaxed state. Consultation 
of several involved scientists concerning the question whether this normalisation should come 
out correctly of the respective methods or whether additional rescaling of curves from one 
and/or the other method is necessary showed that no standard solution has yet been found 
for this issue. However, a widely accepted way of dealing with the problem seems to be the 
rescaling of spin echo curves to the level of the time of fiight curves. The main argument for 
this strategy being that the time of f1ight technique is sensitive to higher energies and there
fore the fast initial relaxation processes, which cannot be captured by the spin echo technique. 
The resulting time of f1ight spectra in the time domain were normalised to the structure factor 
S(q) = l S(q, w)dw at the given wave vector. 

For experiments on IN6 it was not possible to use the capillary sample holder. As a 
replacement, the IN 10 type concentric cylinder aluminium sample holders were used. These 
consist of an exteriour hollow cylinder of about 2 cm inner diameter and an inner hollow 
cylinder, which goes into the outer cylinder such that they touch at the bottom and seal at 
the top. The inner cylinder is designed to push ail of the sample between the outer and inner 
cylinder wall, into a well defined gap of the shape of a cylinder wall. The volume, the sample 
occupies in the end, is of the shape of a cylinder wall of a given thickness. Handling of 
these sample holders is relatively uncomplicated and they are well suited for liquid samples. 
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Figure 3.3: Relaxation data for various Oecalin systems from optical measurements (OKE). Fits to the 
data are based on the KWW function. Some curves are shifted vertically for c\arity_ 

One major disadvantage with respect to the capillary solution is the stronger tendency to 
crystallisation . The capillaries can be supercooled to about twenty degrees lower temperature, 
before crystallisation of the sample sets in. 

Optical spectroscopy 

In optical spectroscopy, there is a laser powered pump-probe technique, which allows mea
surement of relaxation data. This technique exploits the optical Kerr effect (OKE) for orien

tation of sample molecules to the polarisation of a strong 'pump' laser beam. The remaining 
polarisation is then read out after a given time delay using a low power 'probe ' laser beam. 
By variation of the delay between impact of the polarising pump and the readout by the probe, 
a time dependent relaxation signal can be obtained. For detailed information on the technique 
and underlying principles, please be referred to section A.4.3 and references 1122-1241. The 
observable measured by this technique is the polarisability or dielectric susceptibility of the 
sample molecules. For this reason the orientation of the sample molecules is a very important 
factor for the measurement, while the position or velocity of the molecule have negligible 
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Figure 3.4: Relaxation data for cis De
calin in unprocessed form (for pro
cessed data please see figures 3.7 or 
8.3) . Full symbols represent IN Il NSE 
data, recorded at 5.5 Â, fat open sym
bols represent IN 11 data , recorded at 
3.85 Â and light open symbols , which 
extend furthest to short times , represent 
IN6 time of ftight data. For compari
son of NSE instruments, renormalised 
data for cis Decalin , recorded at 4 .5 Â 
on SPAN is shown as crosses. 

influence. As a direct result , one can obtain the orientation autocorrelation function from this 
technique. 

Simulations 

Relaxation data can also be extracted from computer simulations. In the trajectory of a molec
ular dynamics simulation ail atom positions are saved at a given time interval. These time 
dependent coordinate frames allow calculation of the intermediate scattering function I (q , t ), 
according to equation (A.62). Using the force field based DL Poly code, molecular dynamics 
simulations of 10 ns to 20 ns simulation length were obtained at various temperatures. T he 
temperatures and simulation parameters were chosen in a way to produce trajectories, as per
tinent as possible to the experimental relaxation timescale available. This led to a simulation 
step size of 1 fs and a frame save interval between 2 and 5 ps . Calculations were run for a 
hundred molecules of cis, cis l transI and trans Decalin. The ensemble used was NYT, the du
ration was at least IOns and the cell parameters were determined from equi libration runs in the 
NPT ensemble at the target temperature . The intermediate scattering function was calculated 
from the trajectories using the molecular dynamics evaluation package nMoldyn 1112,1131. 
For comparison of experimental data with simulations , a general observation made is that of
ten the simulation temperatures need to be rescaled in order to coincide with experimental 
data 11251. 

3.2 Relaxation data preparation 

The relaxation data, originating from the various neutron scattering methods , do not superpose 
right away. However, by careful renormalisation and accounting for eventual background 
effects, the various sets can be corrected for sorne of the distortions . The various steps of data 
treatment on the different sets of neutron data are to be described hereafter. 
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Figure 3.5: Relaxation data for cisJ 

transI Oecalin in unprocessed form 
(for processed data please see fig
ures 3.7 or B.4). Full symbols repre
sent SPAN NSE data, recorded at 4.5 Â, 
fat open symbols represent SPAN data, 
recorded at 2.5 Â and light open sym
bols, extending furthest to short times, 
represent IN6 time of flight data. 

Selected temperatures of neutron scattering data for cis Decalin (only normalised to the ref
erence signal) are shown in figure 3.4. Ali NSE data of cis Decalin was recorded on IN Il at 
5.5 Â and 3.85 Â, except for one spectrum at 260 K, which for comparison was recorded on 
SPAN. The time of ftight data cornes from IN6. The long wavelength NSE data appears to be 
suffering from incorrect normalisation, as the level of the curves seems to be far higher than 
would be possible, if one allowed for relaxation at times shorter than covered by the data. The 
short wavelength data, collected at 3.85 Â, on the other hand is lower than the time of ftight 
signal. This might be due to the analyser issue described earlier. The corrections applied were 
division of the 5.5 Â signais by 1.085, division of the 3.85 Â data by 0.89, plus additional 
temperature dependent background subtraction for temperatures lower than 200 K. 

Due to what probably is partial crystallisation of the sample, the background level seems 
increased for these temperatures. This partial crystallisation could result from complete crys
tallisation of sorne of the capillaries, in which case relaxation in the capillaries, not concerned 
by crystallisation, should not be inftuenced. Another possibility is partial crystallisation within 
single capillaries, in which case the crystallites would most probably form in clusters. These 
should then not confine or hi nder relaxation of free molecules, because the percentage of crys
talline material is relatively low. The low level of cristallinity can be deduced from the very 
little increase in background. Also, a combination of the two mechanisms should not alter the 
relaxation behaviour significantly. Therefore the corrections applied to the low temperature 
data should in principle compensate for most of the crystallisation induced effects. 

cis i tranSI Decalin 

Figure 3.5 shows selected temperatures of the relaxation data for cis l transI Decalin from 
different methods, in untreated form . The spin echo data stems from measurements on SPAN 
at wavelengths of 4.5 Â and 2.5 Â. The time of ftight data is from IN6. The short wavelength 
data coincides rather weil with the time of ftight data. A renormalisation through division by 
1.05 improves agreement even further. The long wavelength data needs normalisation through 
division by 0.85. However, for both wavelengths the data at temperatures of 21 0 K and lower 
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Figure 3.6: Relaxation data for ciss 
trans3 Oecalin in unprocessed form 
(for processed data please see fig
ures 3.7 or 8.5). Full symbols repre
sent SPAN NSEdata, recorded at4.5 Â, 
big open symbols represent SPAN data, 
recorded at 2.5 Â. 

seems to be affected by crystallisation. Noticeable steps in what seems to be changes in 
background level can be observed from 216 to 210 K and from 205 to 200 K. As for cis 
Oecalin, the background could result from partial crystallisation and all points mentioned in 
the discussion of how partial crystallisation could affect relaxation behaviour in cis Oecalin 
would also be true for the case of cis l transI Oecalin. However, th is could be complicated 
by the fact that crystallisation could involve unequal amounts of cis and trans Decalin . If 
crystallites were composed of exclusively one isomer and, on top of this, crystals of one 
isomer were created more abundantly, this would change composition and therefore probably 
relaxation behaviour. However, the amount of crystalline material seems to be small in this 
case also. In order to compensate for the loss of inelastic signal, due to crystallised material , 
the affected curves were corrected for background and the signal rescaled correspondingly. 
By taking the not affected curves as guidelines, the parameters for the se operations become 
relatively strongly constrained . 

ciss trans3 Decalin 

For ciss trans3 Oecalin untreated data sets are shown for selected temperatures in figure 3.6. 
The long wavelength data sets for ciss trans3 and cis l transI Oecalin were collected in the 
same experi ment, at identical machine settings . The resulting data was therefore normalised 
to the same standards, i.e . through a division by 1.05. The short wavelength data was then 
processed, in order to coincide with the long wavelength data, for which no renormalisation 
was necessary, only sl ight background correction. As there are no visible jumps in signal 
intensity from one low temperature to the next, the probability for significant crystallisation 
to have taken place at these temperatures is low. Separate treatment of the low temperature 
spectra was therefore not needed. 

3.3 Dynamics in the Iiquid and supercooled Iiquid range 

The dynamics of supercooled Oecalin has been investigated before, where it was found one 
of the most frag ile molecular liquids [421 . Most experiments were performed on generic 
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mixtures of Decalin. The fragility of cis Decalin, for example, had only been estimated from 
thermodynamic data [441. In this work Decalin has been examined as a function of isomeric 
composition. Relaxation data has been collected for the two pure isomers, as weil as two 
isomerie mixtures. Additionally, the influence of rotations and translations on the relaxation 
process could be investigated in the liquid and supercooled liquid range. From the gathered 
data, estimates on the fragilities of the various mixtures could be given. Finally, a lower limit 
to the four point correlation function, X4, could be calculated and the number of dynamically 
correlated molecules, Ncorr , be extracted. This section will be started by discussion of the 
employed relaxation models. 

3.3.1 Relaxation models 

To describe the relaxation behaviour of Decalin, a variety of models and fit functions have 
been used. In the following, a short description of the various approaches used will be given. 

KWW (stretched exponential) model 

The stretched exponential function, based on the kernel exp[ - (t lI' )tl], is used for descrip
tion of a variety of relaxation processes [88]. lt was proposed by Kohlrausch ]661 and elab
orated by Williams and Watts ]67] and is therefore also called Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts 
(KWW) function. This type of function is said to describe relaxations that behave like ex
ponential relaxations with decreasing decay rate over time. However, such a signal can also 
be produced from superposed exponential relaxation processes with a distribution of relax
ation times [126]. The parameter r is interpreted as relaxation time, while f3 characterises 
the stretching of the function. The KWW function fits many relaxation processes very weil, 
however, a microscopie interpretation of the model is still missing. The stretched exponential 
function, employed in this work, was used in the form 

cp(t) =A·exp[-(tlr)tl]. 

For data, resulting from the OKE technique, the first derivative of the KWW function needs 
to be employed [124]. This first derivative was used in the form 

cp' (t) = A . (f3 It) (t Ir)tl exp[ -(t Ir)tl] + C 

for ail OKE curves. The constant C was introduced to describe the background in the signal, 
caused by the noise from the experimental apparatus. 

Weron model 

An alternative to the stretched exponential function was proposed by Weron ]127]. Using the 
stretched exponential function to model data it is not possible to distinguish between paral
leI and hierarchical relaxation channels. Using a probabilistic approach, Weron introduces 
entities of finite size that act as relaxation clusters [128]. Inter and intra cluster relaxation 
is described by the model and the ratio of these two channels can be quantified. The Weron 
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FigUJ'e 3.7: Relaxation data From neutron experiments . Stretched exponential fits are in black, fits oF 
the Weron model in blue and fits oF the mode coupling model are in red lines. 

model has not yet seen f requent application to structural relaxation studies yet , but so far 
mainly been applied to spi n relaxation processes 11281 . In the Weron relaxation function 

the parameter f3 is related to recurring relaxation processes of changing dimension - it has an 
association to the fractal geometry of the system. The parameter k (> 0) provides a measure 
of the relative contribution of hierarchical processes. For the limit k ~ 0, the Weron function 
reduces to the stretched exponential form. A parameter q can be calculated from the k parame
ter by the formu la k = (q - l )j(2 - q), itiscalledthenonextensitivityparameter. Forq > 1 the 
entropy is subextensive, while for q < 1 it is superextensive. The standard Boltzmann-Gibbs 
entropy corresponds to a q parameter tending to one. 
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Figure 3.8: Relaxation data from molecular dynamics calculati ons (crosses) with neutron scattering 
data (symbols) and KWW fits to the simulation data (black lines). 

Mode coupling model 

T he mode coupling theory is a frequently employed model for description of relaxation pro
cesses. The model used in this work is based on the generalised Langevin equations of motion 
in the time domain. These are sol ved numerically, thus yielding the relaxation functions 11291 . 
T he equation of motion for density fluctuations is of type 

<Ï> (t ) + Q 2<l> (t ) + r<i>(t ) + Q2 fol M(t - t' )<i> (t' )dt' = 0, 

with the density fluctuation <l>(t) , the characteristic microscopic frequency of the liquid Q 
and the damping constant r. Overdots denote time derivatives and the memory term M(t ) 
describes interaction between density fluctuation modes ,M(t) == Lkp V (k, p)<l>k(t) <l> p(t ) , with 
the temperature dependent vertex V (k, p). A detailed description of the used two correlator fit 
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Figure 3.9: Decalin relaxation curves for similar temperatures and similar relaxation times . 

routine , based on this equation, can be found in the mentioned reference. Here the relation of 
the fit parameters to the system and the limits to critical behaviour are to be briefly discussed. 
Due to the use of two correlators in the fit routine, two temperature vertices VI and V2 are 
fitted to the data and also two temperature independent frequency terms Q and two tempera
ture independent dissipation terms r are present as fit parameters. ln addition to these model 
inherent parameters , there is a coupling constant for the memory functions of the correlators 
and a coupling constant for the correlators themselves . ln total this makes for 2n + 6 param
eters for the case of n measured temperatures. With the given routine, ail temperature curves 
are fitted simultaneously, in order to find suitable temperature independent parameters. From 
the intersection of the function V I (V2 ) with the criticalline V ic = -V2c + 2y'vk, the parameter 
Àc = 1/ y'vk can be extracted (see figure 3.12(b)), which also leads to the critical temperature 
Tr.:, characterised by a divergence in relaxation time . 

3.3.2 Application of the models 

Using the KWW function , stable fits could easily be obtained for the neutron relaxation data 
in the given temperature range. The technical process of fitting the function to the data can be 
achieved without great problems. Even for the case, where an imposed fit parameter does not 
describe the experimental data correctly, a curve is nevertheless created by most fi t engines . 
The Weron fit function proved to be more difficult to handle; initial parameters often have 
to be guessed very accurately to obtain a fit at aIl. However, good fits to the neutron data 
could be obtained for ail temperatures, nevertheless . The Mer model produced reasonable 
fits only to cis and cis l transI Decalin , which have fast relaxation tails from time of f1ight 
measurements . Deviation from the typical behaviour of the fit parameters was observed for 
curves that show signs of partial crystallisation . Fits of the different models to neutron data 
are shown in figure 3.7 . 
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Neutron data 

For the neutron data ail fits have been tested for dependence on the used data range. Re
ductions in the data range to shorter times did in general not bring significant change of pa
rameters for KWW fits. However, as the KWW formalism describes the structural relaxation 
behaviour, only the tails of the relaxation curves, starting from about 8 ps, have been fitted 
to. From initial fits without constraints, the A parameter was extracted and its dependence on 
temperature modeled by linear fits. In the given temperature range the linear fits give a good 
description of the temperature dependence of A, which shows elevated values close to one 
throughout. For subsequent fits this linear dependence of A on temperature was imposed as 
a constraint. The Weron and the Mode Coupling models were fitted to the whole data range. 
No constraints were imposed on the fit parameters. 

For experimental data of cis Oecalin ail fit functions describe the relaxation behaviour 
weil. With cis l transI Oecalin the KWW fits deviate significantly from the short time tail of 
the high temperature curves. Good fits for the whole data range are obtained for the ciss trans3 
data set. The Weron and the MCT fits also give a good description of the relaxation behaviour. 
However, the lowest temperatures were not fitted with the MCT model, as a disagreement of 
the fit internai normalisation and the level of the data curves seemed to occur. The low tem
perature curves concerned probably carry elevated signallevel, due to partial crystallisation . 

The temperature dependent parameters VI and V2 of the MCT fits show almost linear 
temperature dependence. By plotting the first parameter as a function of the second parameter, 
the intercepts of the fits with the critical line can be deterrnined. This yields the critical 
values Tc and Àc for the systems (see section 3.3.1 and 11291). These critical values could be 
determined to Tc = 190.5 and Àc = 0.56 for cis Oecalin and Tc = 191.5 and Àc = 0.57 for cis l 

transI Oecalin (see figure 3.12(b». 
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OKEdata 

The OKE data was fitted with the KWW model and the range, the function was fitted to, had 
to be identified carefully. The very tail of the data is noise from a constant background and 
also the oscillating part of the data is not part of the relaxation signal. Within the so-defined 
Iimits, the resulting fits were relatively stable. 

Good quality of the KWW fits to the OKE data could be obtained for the high temperature 
data. For the lowest temperatures manifestation of relaxation could sometimes not be recog
nised in the data and the fits to the se data sets also delivered unreasonable results. The lowest 
temperatures were therefore excluded from the results. 

3.3.3 Observations on the dynamics 

The data obtained in this work stems from neutron diffraction, optical spectroscopy and com
puter simulations. Of these techniques, each is based on detection of a certain observable and 
these observables are often sensitive to certain mechanisms of relaxation more than others. 
The various techniques therefore allow comparison of the relaxation mechanisms related to 
the detected observables. This is particularly interesting for the study of Decalin isomers of 
strongly distinct shape, by comparison of the translation sensitive neutron technique to the 
orientation sensitive OKE technique. 

(;eneralrer:narks 

The first impression from a look at the relaxation time curves from neutron scattering (fig
ure 3.7) would ascribe the fastest relaxation to the cis l transI mixture. However, this system 
also shows the biggest drop of signal at short times, which can be misleading. These short 
time data points are not taken into account for the KWW fit. The Weron model however seems 
to be able to fit the se points by modifying its k and q parameter (compare values for the three 
Decalin systems in figure 3.12(a». For cis Decalin, this short time range seems to be more 
naturally fitted by ail models. The drop of signal at short times, resulting from the time of 
flight data, seems less dramatic for cis Decalin than for cisl transI Decalin. 

For a direct comparison of the relaxation behaviour at identical temperatures, the curves 
in figure 3.9(a) show the three Decalin systems at 260 K. The curves in figure 3.9(b) are based 
on a similar idea, showing curves of the various mixtures at temperatures yielding similar 
relaxation times (~0.04 ns). For the latter, differences in stretching parameter f3 are observed 
between the various mixtures. 

Sir:nulation results 

From simulations, the relaxation behaviour for various isomeric mixtures of Decalin has been 
extracted (figure 3.7). For low values of the relaxation curve, artefacts appear in the signal, 
which complicate fits to the data. From comparison of calculated and experimental curves, 
a poor match is attributed at first sight. A look at the fit parameter T (figure 3.10) reveals an 
inverted order of the relaxation times of the systems, when compared to NSE experiments. 
While the absolute values of relaxation times seem inaccurate, the evolution of parameters 
with decreasing temperature is realistic. By shifting the simulated curves in temperature, the 
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Figure 3.12: (a): Parameters k and q of the Weron model for fits to Decalin, (b): Temperature depen
dent MCT fit vertices VI and V2 for fits to neutron relaxation data (figure 3.7). Temperature decreases 
with increasing V2. The criticalline and linear fits to the data are given. Critical temperatures Tc were 
determined to 190.5 K (cis, solid line) and 191.5 K (ciSI tranSI, dashed line) by determination of the 
V2c value for the intersection of the fit with the critical line and subsequent determination of Tc from 
the fitted temperature dependence of V2. 

relaxation times of overlapping points can be matched. Corrections of -25 K for cis Oecalin 
and -60 K for cis i tranSi Oecalin yield data points at the level of the neutron data (figure 3.11). 

The temperatures of molecular dynamics calculations do not always correspond to the 
temperatures of experiments. As is the case here, temperatures of calculations often need to 
be shifted to match the dynamics, observed in the experimental data. For low temperature 
data from simulations, equilibration of the systems becomes an additional problem. With the 
means at hand simulations were performed on a set of 100 molecules and simulation times of 
up to 20 ns. For the lowest temperature this equilibration is probably insufficient, however, 
longer simulation times could not be obtained in a reasonable time using available means. 
The temperature corrections, which vary with isomeric composition indicate an insufficiently 
accurate description of the dynamics of the system. A possible reason for this could be the 
relatively low sophistication of the used potentials. Also, the dynamic interchange of con
formation in cis Decalin is on a rather long timescale compared to the simulation times and 
might therefore not be reproduced in a representative way. Possibly the relaxation mec ha
nisms in isomeric mixtures are related to an interaction of this dynamic interchange of the cis 
isomer with the rigid trans isomer, which can not be correctly reproduced by the employed 
potentials. Oespite this problem, the simulations could be useful for future investigation of 
dynamical properties, like for example separation of orientational and translational relaxation 
in simulations of the pure cis isomer. 

Isomer dependent relaxation behaviour 

A comparison of relaxation times from fits to neutron and Kerr data should point out differ
ences between the relaxation channels corresponding to orientation and translation. Looking 
at a plot of relaxation time over temperature (figure 3 .1O(b)), a first observation is the rela-
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tively big gap between the OKE and the neutron relaxation times. Only for cis Decalin seem 
the values to be coinciding. Albeit the good correspondence of relaxation times from the two 
methods for cis Decalin, the difference for the mixtures is sufficiently high for us not wanting 
to daim accuracy for absolute relaxation time values of the Kerr method. But very mean
ingful results can also be drawn from comparison of the systems within the OKE data. The 
Kerr relaxation seems to be slowing down with increase in trans Decalin content. Looking 
at an Arrhenius representation of the dataI , this difference is amplified further (figure 3.14). 
Considering the shape of the molecules it seems plausible that relaxation through mechanisms 
of rotation would be faster for sphere-like molecules than for flat molecules. 

From neutron data, a dear trend in relaxation times as a function of isomer ratio is visible. 
Cis Decalin exhibits the slowest relaxation, with increasing trans content it becomes faster. 
Looking at the Arrhenius graph, the normalisation of temperature to the glass temperature 
annihilates the gap between relaxation times of cis and ciss trans3 Decalin. The cis l transI 
mixture remains the fastest relaxing system, which is in agreement with what has been re
ported in literature. The collected neutron data probes translational relaxation, rather than 
rotational relaxation. The trend found in the relaxation times implies a translational relaxation 
time for cis Decalin being higher than for the cisl transI mixture. This becomes ostensive, 
applying another geometrical analogy: The cisl transI mixture of disks and spheres relaxes 
faster than the pure sphere system cis Decalin. The relaxation times for ciss trans3 Decalin 
are more similar to cis than to cis l transI Decalin. Arguing in geometrical terms, this suggests 
that the relaxation time of the system would depend strongly on the concentration of spheres 
and disks, representing cis and trans Decalin. 

Stretching and other parameters 

The {3 parameters, extracted from the KWW fits, show relatively good linear evolution with 
temperature. The evolution with temperature is different for ail systems, but ail systems seem 
to be tending to a corn mon {3 parameter of 0.48 at 227 K. The curves of the various isomeric 
mixtures seem of comparable slope, except for ciss trans3 Decalin, which is found consider
ably less steep. This same behaviour is found for both, NSE and OKE measurements, making 
this mixture stand out from the rest. 

There are ongoing efforts to relate the evolution of the KWW stretching parameter {3 to 
fragility 11301 and for a variety of systems with varying fragilities, the {3 parameters from 
dielectric spectroscopy have been compiled by the authors. They observe that for many sys
tems the value of the stretching parameter drops significantly in the range between the critical 
temperature Tc and the temperature, at which transition to real Arrhenius behaviour sets in, 
Ta 1131, 1321 (For most systems this corresponds to inverted relaxation times from 106 to 
109 Hz). A general observation made by the authors is that the drop in {3 is the more signifi
cant, the more fragile the system is. 

A comparison of values from this work with the values given in 11301 would suggest very 
high fragility for the here determined {3 parameters. Decalin shows a pronounced drop at the 
upper border of the characteristic frequency range, mentioned in the article. Judging by the 

'For rescaling of the temperature in the Arrhenius plot, the unknown glass temperature of trans Decalin 
was extrapolated to 128 K. This extrapolation was performed by modelling Tg as a linear function of isomeric 
composition, based on values for cis and cis, transI Decalin, determined by DSC. 
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Figure 3.13: Time temperature superposition of neutron scattering relaxation curves. Relaxation times 

have been rescaled to TO with I (q, TO)/S(q) = 1/ e. 

trend found by Wang et al ., the strong drop and low (3 values would quai if Y almost ail Oecalin 
varieties as highly fragile systems . On the other hand, ail values found in the article stem 
from dielectric loss measurements and the authors mention the possibility of finding different 
results for different methods. 

ln the context of this evaluation it should be mentioned that it is disputed whether the 
evolution of the KWW fit parameter (3 over temperature is sufficient for identification of 
fragile systems. The findings of Wang et al. are in contrast to other works on various systems, 
where insignificant change of the (3 fit parameter or time temperature superposition is found 
in the supercooled range 1133-1351 . A discussion of this subject using a different approach, 
yieldi ng different results can be found in section 3.3.8. 

Evolution of Weron parameters 

For the Weron fits, the relaxation times evolve very similarily to the KWW relaxation time. 
They are practically identical for the higher temperatures, while at low temperatures the Weron 
parameters deviate to slightly lower values. The evolution of the Weron times with temper-
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ature is therefore stretched to slightly lower temperatures. For cis l transI Oecalin there is a 
pronounced departure from KWW relaxation times for the three highest temperatures. These 
temperatures are the ones to have complementary TOF data to short times, which seems to be 
responsible for the change in parameter behaviour. 

Aiso for the f3 parameter, the Weron fits are very close to the ones of the KWW fit. A 
departure to higher values occurs at low temperatures. For the Weron function this departure 
from KWW behaviour is reftected in the behaviour of the k and q parameter (figure 3.12(a)). 
A k parameter tending to zero turns the Weron function to a KWW function. A k parame
ter of zero, paired with a q parameter of one (indicating standard Boltzmann-Gibbs entropy) 
seems to describe the high tempe rature range of the data weil. Oeparture from these values 
at low temperature occurs for cis and cis] transI Oecalin. It is not certain that this departure 
reftects real physical behaviour, for we have observed effects from partial crystallisation be
fore, that produce values not reftecting the real relaxation behaviour of the system. Aiso for 
the three highest temperatures of cis l transI Oecalin a departure of parameters is observed. 
These temperatures are the only ones for this system to feature the complementing short time 
TOF data, which seems to be causing this change in parameter evolution. If these fit results 
reftected the real behaviour of the system, then the change in k parameter would correspond to 
changes in the relaxation process hierarchy and the q parameter superior to one would indicate 
subextensive entropy. 

Time temperature superposition 

The collected relaxation data was checked for time temperature superposition (TTS), which 
aims to find a normalisation factor, allowing superposition of the relaxation data to a master 
curve in a given range (figure 3.13). The range in which the curves superpose was looked 
for in the structural relaxation regime: The curves were therefore normalised to the relaxation 
time, corresponding to a signal of 1/ e. In the analysis of the stretching parameter f3 earlier, 
it was not found independent of temperature for any of the studied Oecalin compositions. 
Perfect superpositions were therefore not expected. Rescaling the curves nevertheless, it is 
observed that superposition for cis and ciSI transi Oecalin seems possible for half a decade 
in relaxation time. The ciss trans3 mixture shows rather low variation of f3 with temperature 
and could therefore superpose better. Unfortunately the scatter in the data makes judging the 
match of the superposed curves difficult. However, better results for TTS are possi ble using a 
different data normalisation procedure. For details on this approach, please see section 3.3.8. 

The superposed curves for different temperatures were joined to a master curve for each 
system, which was then fitted in order to obtain a mean f3 value for the system. These fits 
were performed without constraints on the fit parameters and resulted in f3TTS = 0.54 for cis 
Oecalin, f3TTS = 0.50 for cis] transi Oecalin and in ms = 0.46 for ciss trans3 Oecalin. These 
mean stretching values will be used to obtain an alternative set of fits to the data later on 
(section 3.3.8). 

3.3.4 Decalin on an Arrhenius plot 

Plotting the resulting T parameters on an Arrhenius graph, where the temperature is nor
malised to Tg, allows comparison of the results to existing viscosity and relaxation time data 
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Figure 3.14: Fragility plot for Decalin. Open symbols denote relaxation data obtained in thi s work. 
Additional data is taken from 16,42,136, 1371. The YTF fits to NSE data of Decalin result in fragility 
values of mcis = 149, m c5t3 = 133 and mClll = 160 with an estimated error of ± 1O. 

(figure 3.14). Data from macroscopic viscosity measurements for pure cis and pure trans De
calin 1136,1371. from dielectric susceptibility measurements for generic Decalin and similar 
systems 142J and for a variety of other systems from 161 is given for comparison . The Goo con
version factor of the relation between relaxation time and viscosity (see section 1) and other 
normalisation factors were heuristically determined. 

Looking at the behaviour of the neutron data in the Arrhenius graph, the lowest tempera
ture points of ail sets seem unusually high. If one were to extrapolate the curves to Tg, taking 
into account the coldest points , the lOO s mark would be attained, long before Tg is reached . 
It is probable that the crystallisation effects in the data caused this issue, as the corrections 
of the relaxation data for these effects might introduce errors, which would then be reflected 
in the fit values to the data. The measures that have been taken during data treatment could 
apparently not compensate these crystallisation induced changes. There were no hints of crys
tallisation for ciss trans3, which also does not show the unphysical increase in relaxation time 
at low temperatures . For the other Decalin systems, the points that potentially are affected by 
crystallisation were not considered fo r further evaluation. 
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Fragility of Decalin 

The evolution of relaxation times as a function of inverted temperature, normalised to Tg 
(figure 3.14), allows speculation as to the fragility of the systems. The curve of cis Decalin is 
essentially panlliei to the ciSI transI curve with an offset to slightly higher relaxation times. If 
one were to give a trend for further evolution of cis Decalin, it would probably be reasonable 
to give the value for ortho-terphenyl (OTP) as a lower limit for its fragility. Looking at the 
evolution of the reported points for OTP and Decalin2 from 1421 in the range close to Tg, the 
relaxation behaviour and the fragility of the two curves are rather different. Nevertheless do 
they seem to be tending to a corn mon point at about 0.85 T g/T. Extrapolating from this point 
to higher temperature, the relaxation of Decalin might actually become slower than the one of 
OTP. 

The neutron scattering data measured in this work yields relaxation times for various su
percooled variations of Decalin. Depending on the system, the lowest temperature points 
range from 0.65 T g/T to roughly 0.75 T g/T. For direct determination of the fragility from 
the slope of the curves at Tg, the attained temperatures are not sufficient. Nevertheless the 
fragility of the systems can be estimated by supposing that the evolution of the curve is de
scribed by the VTF model. A fit function of the form VTF(T) = c· exp[DTo/(T - To)] can be 
fitted to the data and from the derivative of this function at Tg, the m fragility value can then 
be computed. Fits to the data are shown in figure 3.14 and the resulting fragility values are 
mcis = 149, mc5t3 = 133 and mcltl = 1603 . The error these values carry is difficult to estimate, 
m results from a fit to points resulting from a fit. If the fits are reasonably good, the resulting 
value for T should be accurate. Good fits can generally be performed to curves that relax to a 
sufficiently low level in the experimental window. As a rough guess for the uncertainty of m 
from considerations of the fit quality, an indicative estimate of ± lOis given. 

However, there is a physical effect that can influence the validity of the determined fragility 
values. It has been found, that for lowest temperatures many systems seem to be deviating 
from VTF behaviour, for the case the function has been fitted only to the high temperature 
data. This is often taken into account by fitting to high and low temperature data separately 
11381. If Decalin showed this two domain behaviour, the fit results might be more pertinent to 
comparison within the extrapolations based on this work, than for giving absolute fragilities. 

In any case, the fragility of cis Decalin should be rather close to the one of cis l transI and 
considerably higher than the initially estimated one 1441. Arguing differently: The relaxation 
time measurements, from which the fragility of the generic mixture was determined, were 
based on the orientation sensitive dielectric loss technique. The results of the, also orientation 
sensitive OKE technique, obtained in this work suggest pure cis Decalin to be even more frag
ile than the generic mixture. However, the comparison of the OKE method and results from 
dielectric spectroscopy might be influenced by the different observables measured. While 
OKE is sensitive to polarisability, dielectric measurements should be sensitive to the dipole 
moment mainly. Of the two Decalin isomers only cis carries a dipole moment 1941. 

2For the measurement of this data set, a generic Oecalin mixture of probably equal parts in cis and trans was 
used [421. As the ratio can not be stated with certainty the set will be referred to as 'Oecalin'. 

30uvvuri determined a value of mgen = 147 for a generic cis trans mix of Oecalin [421. The generic Oecalin 
mixture we investigated should be comparable to the cis l transI mixture measured in this work 
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Figure 3.15: Mean squared displacement of selected Decalin mixtures, as determined from neutron 
backscattering experiments. From the fits of the slope above Tg, the fragility m can be calculated. 

3.3.5 Fragility from mean squared displacement 

An alternative way of determining fragility was recently proposed by Niss et al. 11391. It is 
based on the relation between the mean squared displacement (MSD) of atoms in a sample and 
the viscosity of the given system. The mean squared displacement as a function of temperature 
can be extracted from neutron backscattering measurements (see also section A.3.3). The 
fragility is then determined by evaluating the slope of the MSD curve at temperatures just 
above Tg, where fragi le systems would lose a lot of viscosity and therefore show pronounced 
change in MSD. The exact formula for the steepness index was derived to 

by Niss and co-workers. 

m= 16. [d ln (u
2

) ] 
dlnT 

Backscattering data has been obtained on the instrument IN 1O (ILL, Grenoble), in the 
same way the data used for the study of the phases of Decalin was obtained . Protonated De
calin sampI es of various isomeric mixing ratios were quenched in liquid nitrogen and then 
measured in 'elastic scan' mode on heating. The mean squared displacement was then calcu
lated from the dependence of the detector signal on wave vector transfer (equation (A.68»). 
INIO uses seven detectors to cover the accessible q range, which causes considerable uncer
tainty on values, determined from q dependent fits. The fragility val ues that were extracted 
from the data using the method developed by Niss et al. are displayed in figure 3 .15 . 

Compared to other backscattering machines, the number of detectors on IN lOis relatively 
low, especially for confident extraction of MSD values. The scatter in the data results from this 
fact mainly. Due to the uncertainty in the method it is not surprising that the fragility value for 
cis l transI Decalin of m = 191 is relatively farfrom the m = 147 determined by Duvvuri 1421. 
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Figure 3.16: Relaxation time of cis 
Decalin as a function of wave vector 
transfer (full symbols). The centre of 
mass structure factor, divided by q2 
and arbitrarily normalised to the max
imum of the relaxation time curve, is 
given for comparison (open symbols). 
The structure factor was recorded at 
293 K, the relaxation times stem from 
fits to data at 260 K. 

Unfortunately, no fragility could be extracted for cis Decalin, as it crystallised just above Tg. 
From figure 3.15 it can be seen that ciss trans3 Decalin has been found to have a fragility of 
m = 141 and the fragility of cis j trans3 Decalin was determined to m = 169. Regarding the 
circumstances, we do not want to do more th an carefuIlY compare results for the mixtures 
within the experiment. As for the evaluation of relaxation times, cis j transj Decalin is found 
to be most fragile, while ciss trans3 is found a bit less fragile. Another mixture with possibly 
high fragility could be the cisj trans3 mixture with dominant trans content. 

3.3.6 Dependence of the relaxation behaviour on wave vector transfer 

From neutron scattering data, the behaviour of the relaxation time of cis Decalin was also 
determined as a function of wave vector transfer (figure 3.16). Using the stretched exponential 
function, the data was fitted for aIl available q values at a given temperature. For this analysis, 
each q value was first fitted with no constraints imposed on parameters T and f3. The average f3 
value from these fits was then imposed as a fixed parameter and T fitted to the data. The result, 
displayed in figure 3.16, was obtained for a f3 value of 0.62. In paraIlel, a structure factor was 
produced from a molecular dynamics simulation of a thousand molecules. The simulation 
trajectory was converted to a centre of mass trajectory and the structure factor computed for 
this centre of mass trajectory. The evolution of relaxation time with q should be linked to the 
centre of mass trajectories by T( q) ex: Scom (q) / q2 [1401. 

The parts of the neutron relaxation curves we fitted to come from spin echo measurements. 
To increase flux on the sample, spin echo machines use a finite wavelength band instead of a 
monochromatic beam. Unfortunately this finite wavelength band decreases the q resolution, 
for which reason the q values determined for the relaxation times are not very accurate. Con
sidering this fact, the disagreement between the positions of the maxima of the two curves 
loses significance. Aiso the range of the amplitude of the signal is weil reproduced. The 
shape of the curves corresponds up to the minimum at about 1.5 Â -j, which is not present 
in the relaxation time curve. The changes in the amplitude of the relaxation times are strong, 
the signallevel of the flanks and the peak differ by almost an order of magnitude. This indi-
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Figure 3.17: Modeled relaxation curves and four point susceptibilities for determination of the number 
of correlated molecules in cis Decalin. The temperatures, ex peri mental data is available for are marked 
in black. 

cates that relaxation processes slow down considerably when one approaches the focus of the 
measurement, which is on the the lengthscale of nearest neighbours. 

3.3.7 The number of dynamically correlated molecules 

As mentioned in the introduction (page 14), it has recently been shown that the number of 
molecules, which are dynamically correlated in movements at a given temperature can be de
termined from experiments. To achieve this, a several point correlation function is determined 
from experimental relaxation curves. Important points in the application of this procedure, 
from the viewpoint of an experimentalist, are to be outlined hereafter, followed by the ap
plication of the procedure to data gathered in this work. Details on the derivation of the 
theoretical formalism can be found in l81-841. 
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Figure 3.18: Modeled relaxation curves and four point susceptibilities for determination of the number 
of correlated molecules in cisl tranSI Decalin. T he temperatures, experimental data is available for 
are marked in black. 

Procedure 

For this analysis, the deterrnined neutron scattering data was used. To obtain the seve rai point 
relaxation function XT from the neutron scattering data, the derivative of the relaxation curves 
with respect to temperature needs to be computed. In order to obtain smooth X4(t) curves, 
this operation is typically performed on fits to the relaxation data. However, the differences in 
temperature for successive measurements often are too big for sensible evaluation. Therefore, 
if a weil behaved temperature dependence is given, the fit parameters therefore are inter- and 
sometimes extrapolated to obtain sufficiently small steps for the computation of the deriva
tives. In case of extrapolation of fit parameters, the eval uation can be affected by particularities 
of the fit models. 

From this several point susceptibility XT, a lower bound to the four point susceptibility 
X4(t) can then be computed . One way of computing this lower bound is 

ks 2 2 
X4 (t ) ~ -T XT(t) 

cp 
(3 .1 ) 
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with the Boltzmann constant kB and the heat capacity cp of the system. This lower bound is 
reported to be rather close to the actual function and thus, to improve readability, the right 
hand side of equation (3.1) will be referred to as X4(t) for results from this work. The lower 
limit to the number of correlated molecules Ncorr corresponds to the maximum of the four 
point susceptibility X4(t). This maximum is located at the structural relaxation time of the 
system of the given temperature. For an illustration of experimental relaxation curves and 
corresponding )(4(t) , please see figure 3.17. 

Application to experimental data 

The KWW and MCf fits to the neutron relaxation data of this work describe the data ac
curately, as can be seen from figure 3.7. In addition their parameters show a relatively weIl 
behaved dependence on temperature. This temperature dependence was modeled and the 
model subsequently exploited by creation of fit curves at additional temperatures, from inter
and extrapolation of fit parameters. This procedure allows for smooth )(4(t) curves. In order 
to make sure that the generated fit curves still describe the relaxation behaviour correctly, they 
were checked against relaxation data at temperatures, the latter is available for. 

Fits based on the MCf were performed on cis and ciSI transI relaxation data, collected 
in this work. Fits of good quality could be obtained for aIl temperatures but the lowest (fig
ure 3.7). Of the MCT fit parameters, the temperature dependent fit vertices VI and V2 were 
extracted and fitted with linear functions (figure 3.12(b». The temperature range of the fits 
used, in order to determine the temperature dependence of VI and V2, was from 200 to 260 K 
for cis Decalin4 and from 210 to 260 K for cis l transI Decalin5 . The relaxation curves, gener
ated from inter- and extrapolation of VI and V2, as weIl as the relaxation curves and determined 
X4(t) functions for Decalin are depicted in red and blue in figures 3.17 and 3.18. The temper
atures, experimental data is available for, are marked by black lines. Curves lying beyond the 
outermost black Iines are from extrapolated, curves between black lines from interpolated fit 
parameter values. AdditionaIly, relaxation data for two other systems, mToluidine and G1yc
erol, was available and treated the same way. The curves for mToluidine and G1ycerol are 
shown in figure B.6, page 125. 

Equally, the KWW fits to the relaxation data were revisited. These fits give a good de
scription of the relaxation behaviour for aIl temperatures measured. The fit parameter {3 shows 
good linear evolution with temperature (figure 3.1O(a» and the tempe rature dependence of the 
relaxation time parameter T is weil described by the VTF equation (figure 3.14) in the range 
used for the fits. The temperature range used for performing fits to the KWW parameters was 
190 to 260 K for cis6 and 205 to 260 K for cis l transI Decalin7 . The generated relaxation 
curves, as well as the resulting X4(t) curves are depicted as yellow and green curves in figures 
3.17 and 3.18. Here also black Iines mark temperatures, for which the fits could be checked 
against experimental data. Coloured curves beyond the coldest and hottest black curve are 
from extrapolated fit values, coloured curves within the outermost black lines are generated 
from interpolated fit parameter values. 

4cis Decalin MeT; measured temperatures used: 200,213,222,230,240 and 260 K 
5cisl transI Decalin MCT; measured temperatures used: 210,216,222,230,240 and 260 K 
6cis Decalin KWW; measured temperatures used: 190,200,213,222,230,240 and 260 K 
7cis l transI Decalin KWW; measured tempe ratures used: 205,210,216,222,230,240 and 260 K 
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Figure 3.19: Number of correlated molecules Ncorr , as determined from the several point correlation 
function analysis. Ncorr is given as a function of structural relaxation time. Additional data from 1841 
is plotted for comparison. Black col our marks availability of experimental data. 
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Figure 3.20: Number oF correlated molecules Neorr , as determined From the several point correlation 
function analysis. Neorr is given as a function of inverted temperature, normalised to the glass tem
perature of the respective systems . Additional data from l84\ is plotted for comparison. Black colour 
marks availability of experimental data. 

Results 

The fits, created from inter- and extrapolated parameters are shown in figure 3.17 and 3.18. 
Evolution of the maximum of X4(t), giving the number of correlated molecules in dynamical 
processes, is shown as a function of temperature (figure 3.20), as weil as La (figure 3.19). Data 
sets collected by Dalle-Ferrier et al. 1841 are given for comparison. For ail data sets, the black 
markers indicate temperatures, that could be verified against experimental data. For data from 
this work, coloured markers stand for curves from interpolated fit values, if between pairs 
of black curves, and for curves from extrapolated fit values, if beyond the outermost black 
curves. 

While the Ncorr values of cis Decalin are lower than the cisl transI Decalin values for the 
MeT model, it is the inverse for KWW evaluation . These two methods for the determination 
of Ncorr differ only in the fit model, while the data the fits are performed on is identical for 
the two cases. Therefore this effect can not be of physical origin and must result from the 
differences in the fit models . Both models produce a good fit to the data, however the slightest 
differences between the respective methods are amplified by the differentiation of the curves . 
This 1eads to the observed inversion in the order of the two systems . An application of this 
analysis with the aim of extracting absolute values of Ncorr is therefore dependent on the fit 
model employed. If one were to use this evaluation for extraction of absolute Ncorr values, 
one should be aware of the possibly large errors involved. Thjs consideration also applies for 
evaluation with the aim of comparing systems evaluated using the same fit model. 

The divergence visible in the MeT fits at 190 K, produced by extrapolation, is equally 
visible in the Ncorr values, which increase sharply at this temperature. This is most clearly 
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observed in the temperature dependent plot. For a short range at high temperatures Ncorr 

(MCf) values show behaviour similar to the Ncorr (KWW) values, but then diverge quickly. 
While this behaviour is coherent with the MCT scenario, it can not reflect the real number 
of correlated molecules. However, for additional d iscussion of this evolution, please see also 
section B.5. The Ncorr values based on KWW fits do correspond weil to the ones assembled 
by Dalle-Ferrier et al.. An extrapolation of the determined Ncorr values for cisl transI Decalin 
should come close to the values for generic Decalin found in 1841 . 

3.3.8 Comparison of fit approaches 

Earlier, in the discussion of fit parameters, the evolution of the KWW parameter (3 with tem
perature was studied. The variation of (3 in the experimental temperature range was found 
relatively big for ail systems, with exception for ciss trans3 Decalin. Because of this variation 
in the stretching exponent it was not surprising to see that only a very limited interval could 
be described by a time-temperature master curve. However, for many other systems from 
molecular liquids [134, 1411 to simulated Lennard Jones particles 11331. time temperature 
superposition has been observed, at least to an acceptable level . 

From the time temperature superposition, a mean stretching parameter was extracted ear
lier. This stretching parameter f3rrs has been used for an alternative approach to fitting the 
data . Contrary to the approach described earlier, the (3TTS parameter was imposed as a con
straint in a first fit to the data sets. The fits resulting from this approach were of good quality 
for the high temperature part of the data. The A parameter of these fits showed again a linear, 
but more strongly temperature dependent behaviour. For the final fits to the data sets, this 
linear behaviour of A was the only constraint imposed. 

These final fits, which shall be referred to as 'alternative' fits from here, are given in fig
ure 3.21, where they are shown together with the not constrained fits, which shall be referred 
to as 'original' fits. For ciss trans3 Decalin, the dependence of (3 on temperature is very weak. 
Constraining the fits to the mean stretching parameter therefore brought no significant change . 

(a) cis Decalin (b) cis l tranSI Oecalin 
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Figure 3.21: Compari son of two approaches to fitting the KWW function to experimental data. The 
'ori ginal' fits with no constraints on parameters (solid lines) and the 'alternati ve' fits with stretching 
parameters close to the mean stretching /3Trs (dashed lines). 
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Figure 3.22: Fit results from two approaches to fitting the KWW function to the data sets. The standard 
fits with no constraints on parameters (solid symbols) and fits with stretching parameters close to the 
mean stretching f3TTS (open symbols). 

The curves for ciss trans3 Oecalin are thus omitted in this analysis. From the curves of cis and 
cis J transJ Oecalin it is observed that the alternative fits start from a lower initial value, due to 
the imposed A value. The fits to the high temperature curves are of good quality and only at 
short times do they cease to follow the data points. The fit quality gets worse with decreasing 
temperature, where from about 216 K the fits start breaking with the data, also at the long 
time end of the range. Nevertheless, the fit quality is acceptable, except for the lowest two 
temperatures. 

When looking at the fit parameters (figure 3.22), the difference in f3 between the original 
and alternative fits is big, as one would expect. The f3 values of the alternative fit are only 
slightly dependent on temperature, which should make for better TTS. For the TTS a method 
described in 11421 has been used. In addition to the rescaling of relaxation times, the exper
imental points were scaled with the A parameter from the alternative fits, which in the end 
gives a very good result. The differences in Tare small in a direct comparison to the change in 
stretching exponent. The relaxation times of the alternative fit lie a bit higher than the relax
ation times of the original fit. For a comparison of the impact on the frag il it y determination, 
a VTF fit has been performed on the relaxation time parameters extracted from the alternative 
fits. The extracted fragilities are m = 150 for ciSI tranSI Oecalin, ten lower than for the origi
nal fits, and m = 146 for cis Oecalin, which also is three lower than for the original fits. While 
this distorts the results with respect to the original results slightly, the statement would remain 
the same: From the extrapolations made from this NSE data set follows that the fragility of 
cis Oecalin is close to the one of cisJ transI Oecalin. 
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3.4 Conclusions 

The dynamics of Oecalin has been investigated in the liquid and slightly supercooled range 
using relaxation curves from neutron scattering and optical spectroscopy experiments, as weil 
as atomistic molecular dynamics simulations. By fits to these curves, the fragiIity, as weil as 
the number of dynamically correlated molecules could be analysed. Additional information 
on fragility could be obtained from considerations of mean squared displacements. 

The available neutron scattering data suggests increasing relaxation time with increasing 
cis isomer content, while, for data from optical measurements, the relaxation time seems to 
be decreasing with cis isomer content. The used optical method probes correlation of ori
entation, while neutrons probe translational correlation rather. The extracted relaxation time 
values therefore imply that, with increasing trans isomercontent, the rotational relaxation time 
increases, while the translational relaxation time decreases under the same cÏrcumstances. An 
increase of relaxation time for rotations with higher trans Oecalin content seems plausible, 
regarding the fiat, plate-like shape of trans Oecalin. 

Relaxation times, extracted from caIculations, give reasonable results on renormalisation 
of simulation temperatures. However, the data sets of isomerically pure and mixed Oecalin 
could not be renormalised using the same temperature offset. This suggests reproduction of 
relaxation behaviour, related to isomeric features, to be problematic for the available poten
tials. 

From fits to experimental relaxation curves, the dependence of relaxation time on temper
ature has been determined and compared to literature. From our data in the slightly super
cooled range we can give estimates on the fragilities of pure cis Oecalin and two isomeric 
mixtures. Judging from trends in the Arrhenius plot and YTF fits of high temperature data, 
it seems likely for cis Oecalin to be almost as fragile as the generic Oecalin mixture reported 
in literature. These reported, relaxation based, fragility measurements of the generic mixture 
were obtained using an orientation sensitive technique. In this work, a trend to decrease of 
relaxation times with cis content was found from techniques sensitive to rotational relaxation. 
This could imply that an even higher fragility than the generic mixture might be found for cis 
Oecalin, if analogously to the generic mixture it were studied using dielectric spectroscopy. 

A test of an alternative approach to KWW fits to the data has been carried out. Alterna
tive fits, governed by the temperature averaged stretching parameter were compared to the 
standard fits with quasi-free parameters. The changes in relaxation times and values derived 
therefrom are little. 

By determination of mean squared displacements of Oecalin in the deeply supercooled 
state, the fragilities of various isomeric mixtures could be compared independently from the 
relaxation data. The resulting fragilites lie within 20 % of the fragility of the cis) transI 
mixture for aIl isomeric mixtures studied. 

From neutron measurements, the relaxation time of cis Oecalin was found to have strong 
wave vector dependence. The maximum of the relaxation time coincides with the first maxi
mum of the centre of mass structure factor. 

From KWW and Mer fits to the relaxation curves, a lower bound to the four point cor
relation function X4 could be caIculated. The number of dynamically correlated molecules 
in the structural relaxation, Neorr , could be determined from X4 as a function of tempe rature 
and relaxation time. In an analysis using extrapolated fit values, the KWW model shows a 
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moderate increase of Neorr with decreasing temperature, while the MeT model shows Neorr 
values to diverge on approach of Te. The temperature range available for Neorr data of Decalin 
could be extended to higher temperatures with respect to reported values. The determined 
high temperature data points seem coherent with the low temperature points from literature. 
It was shown that this analysis can be affected by large errors. Slight differences between 
the relaxation models are amplified strongly by the differentiation of the curves. This implies 
dependence of the result on the fit model employed. 



Summary and Outlook 

To help advance the field of glass physics, it has been stipulated that research be done on 
systems considerably more fragile than the default system ortho-TerphenyI1271. Oecalin has 
been found to be one of the most fragile molecular liquids. Its m fragility is almost double the 
one of ortho-Terphenyl, while it appears a relatively simple molecule. Unfortunately studies 
of Oecalin in the supercooled range are problematic, as it crystallises readily. Throughout the 
study only samples of the cis isomer could be quenched into a pure glass. 

In the first part of this work a short literature survey on the Oecalin molecule was fol
lowed by a closer look at its phases and static properties. The possible conformations of the 
molecule are weil described: Cis Oecalin has chirally split, quasi-spherical ground states, be
tween which it interchanges dynamically. Trans Oecalin by contrast is locked into a single 
quasi-fiat centrosymmetric conformation. The latter crystallises very rapidly, rapidly enough 
for the system to resist vitrification in any attempt that used standard laboratory means. In a 
study of the respective crystals, the structure of trans Oecalin could be determined. It crys
tallises in space group P 21 / n. Starting from the determined crystal structure, calculations on 
the phononic excitation spectrum of trans Oecalin could be performed. 

The cis isomer and the isomeric mixtures show phase diagrams with rich features. In OSC 
measurements cisl transI Oecalin shows two melting features, that do not coincide with the 
features of the pure isomers. Cis Oecalin is the only isomer that could be observed in a purely 
vitreous state, however, on slow cooling it also crystallises. A crystal structure determination 
for this isomer was attempted, but prohibited by the presence of several crystalline phases. 
The vitrification potential and the complex crystallisation behaviour could be related to the 
dynamical interchange between the chiral ground states of cis Oecalin. 

The amorphous structure of Oecalin was studied using elastic neutron scattering data and 
force field molecular dynamics simulations. The neutron scattering and simulation data for 
Oecalin was compared to data collected for the 'average' molecular liquid Cumene. This il
lustrated the sharp first diffraction peak and good definition of molecular nearest neighbour 
shells in cis Oecalin. The structure factors and pair correlation functions of Oecalin remind 
of the ones found for metallic or Argon glasses. An analysis of simulation trajectories, with 
molecules reduced to centres of mass, confirms the good definition of neighbour shells in Oe
calin, as opposed to Cumene, which lacks this definition. Voronoi tessellation on the same 
trajectories revealed that the local coordination environment of Oecalin is close to the coordi
nation environment of randomly packed hard spheres, rather than to the coordination environ
ment of the 'average' molecular liquid. In a study of the temperature dependence of the pair 
correlation function of cis Oecalin, an additional correlation feature appears on decrease of 
temperature. This additional feature could be an experimental observation of the organisation 
of the molecule to locally favoured structures on approach of Tg. 

81 
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Using data from inelastic neutron scattering, molecular dynamics caJculations and optical 
measurements, the dynamics of Decalin was studied in the supercooled range. From extrap
olation of relaxation time data, collected in the Iiquid and slightly supercooled liquid range, 
the reportedly fragile character of cis1 trans1 Decalin can be confirmed. Additionally, results 
suggest cis Decalin to be almost as fragile as cis l transI Decalin, which is in disagreement 
with previous estimations. Considering orientational relaxation processes, a decrease of re
laxation time with trans content is observed. This would imply the fragility, determined from 
orientational relaxation measurements, for cis Decalin to come out even higher than for ciSI 
transI Decalin. For the neutron data, strong wave vector dependence of the relaxation time 
with a considerable slowing down at the first maximum of the structure factor is observed for 
cis Decalin. 

From fits to the relaxation data using the stretched exponential and mode coupling model, 
the lower bounds to the four point correlation function X4(t) could be caJculated for cis and 
ciSI transI Decalin. An identical analysis could be performed on data of mToluidine and 
G1ycerol, provided by colleagues. The results from the stretched exponential fits were found 
consistent with data from Iiterature; for the mode coupling model, the manifestations of the 
characteristic singularity at Tc were encountered on extrapolation of fit parameters. 
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Outlook 

The crystal structure of cis Decalin could not be determined, due to what probably was the 
presence of several crystalline phases. From a more detailed study of the phases in cis Decalin 
it should be possible to find a way of eliminating ail crystalline phases but one. Possibly, 
samples of pure crystals of one of the phases could then be prepared and their structure solved. 

The work on the dynamics of the trans Decalin crystal is promising, there are prospects for 
improving the match between ab initio calculation and experiment. A more intensive study of 
the problem could bring better calculation results and allow identification of modes, critical 
to the crystal. 

The simulation results concerning the amorphous structure of Decalin are very close to 
experimental results. Local structure analyses, other than Voronoi tessellation, could be ap
plied on the trajectories in future efforts. If locally preferred structures are reproduced by 
simulations, their possible changes as a function of temperature could be extracted from the 
trajectories. 

Most of the static and dynamic data from neutron diffraction in this work is based on 
deuterated samples of cis and ciSI transI Decalin. The deuterated trans isomer became avail
able at a very advanced stage of the work only. Repeating the measurements with the trans 
isomer would complete the picture we have of Decalin. 

The simulations describe the static properties of Decalin weil. The evaluation with respect 
to the dynamics of the system was complicated by a temperature offset of the numerical data. 
However, the simulations should be useful for a further study of the rotational and translational 
relaxation or for direct calculation of the four point correlation function X4(t). 

Decalin exhibits properties that complicate the study of the system in the supercooled 
range. However its, in many respects, sphere like behaviour and the signatures of short range 
order on cooling make it a promising system for future studies of the glass transition phe
nomenon. 



AppendixA 

Experimental tools 

The experimental tools used for this work have only been briefty mentioned in the preceding 
sections. Additional information on employed techniques is to be given hereafter. The extent 
of coverage of the various methods was based on general importance and relevance to the 
work. References for further reading or with greater detail of information will be given in 
most sections. The need for good knowledge of the matter and high data treatment accuracy 
prompted for a relatively exhaustive part on neutron diffraction. For the description of most 
other experimental techniques a comparably detailed description is not necessary from the 
point of view of an experimentalist. 

A.1 General facts about Neutron Spectroscopy 

The neutron is best known for being a basic constituent of atoms. In science it is also used as 
a probe in scattering experiments. Absence of effective electric charge makes the neutron sub
ject of magnetic and nuclear interactions only. This complicates production and handling of 
the neutron for applications, but on the other hand yields high penetration depth, isomerically 
tunable visibility of atoms and very low destructive power. This makes it a complementary 
and often enhancing technique to x-ray scattering. 

A.I.I The Neutron 

The neutron is a subatomic particle. With the proton and electron it constitutes one of the 
basic building blocks of atoms. Composed of two down quarks with charge -*e and one up 
quark with charge + ~ e it is a particle with no effective electric charge 11431. The concept 
of the neutron was proposed and discovered by James Chadwick in 1932 as a result to his 
measurements on excited beryllium 11441. The neutron is a particle with rest mass and can so 
be assigned a velocity through the kinetic energy expression E = ~ mv2 . This equation holds 
for free neutrons with low energies as they are typical to neutron scattering experiments. Using 
the wave-particle duality it can be assigned a wavevector k and wavelength À 

m 
k= p;v and 2n .j2mE 

À = Tkf = /;2. (A.1) 
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These are central quantities encountered directly or indirectly in almost any neutron related 
experiment. However there are other particularities that distinguish the neutron as an experi
mental probe. 

A.l.2 Experiments with neutrons 

In scattering experiments the neutron interaction with target nuclei is in many cases suffi
ciently described by two main interaction processes: Absorption of the neutron and scattering 
by the target nucleus. The magnitude of the se interactions for a given species of nuclei is 
given by the cross section a\"(a)' measured in barns (1 barn = 1O-24cm2). Be 10 the number of 
incoming neutrons per time and surface unit then the number of interaction events, scattering 
lç or absorption la, per second can be given by Is(a) = loa\"(a). The values of the absorption 
cross section aa vary with the velocity of the incoming neutron. For energies of a few mi
croelectronvolts or less the variation is linear with its wavelength or inversely proportional 
to the velocity. Most of the tables giving the absorption cross section of neutrons assume a 
wavelength of 1.8Â. The applying absorption cross section can in those cases be calculated 
using the relation aa = (À/1.8Â). aa(tabulated). 

The main interactions in the scattering of a neutron are of nuclear and magnetic origin, of 
which the nuclear part outweighs the magnetic part in most cases. With the systems inves
tigated in this work being nonmagnetic, the magnetic interactions of the neutron come into 
play as side effects mainly. The nuclear scattering is virtually always present and cornes from 
the nucleus-nucleus interaction of the neutron with the target atom. The fact that the neu
tron wavelength is long compared to the lengthscale of nuclear interaction allows for sorne 
simplifications in the description of the scattering process. Within this approximation two 
statements can be made for the scattering properties of a free neutron. (a) the scattering of 
a neutron from a target is isotropic and (b) the scattering can be characterised by a single 
nuclear interaction parameter b. The parameter b contains information about nuclear in
teractions, its value can be complex. The imaginary part describes absorption, the real part 
describes the type of interaction with the nucleus. The real part can be positive as well as 
negative, where a negative value corresponds to repulsion, a positive value can result from 
an attractive as weil as a repulsive potential. Parameter bis independent of the energy of the 
neutron and for the cases in question a Fermi pseudopotential for the scattering process can 
be defined as V(r) = (2Jth2 lm)· b/)(r - Ri). Here r denotes the position of the neutron and 
Ri the position of nucleus i. This construct is a formaI tool that utilizes the fact that nuclear 
interactions are of very short range. The interaction parameter b is dependent on the total spin 
state of the target atom and the neutron. It also differs from isotope to isotope for the same 
atom type. These variations do not show strictly monotonie behaviour, but follow only a very 
general trend. 

The big variations around this trend distinguish neutron scattering from other scattering 
methods, it is often possible to change the visibility of certain atoms by selective use of iso
topes. For organic compounds for example hydrogen is often replaced by deuterium and vice 
versa to vary visibility. This can be best illustrated by looking at two important quantities 
in the scattering process. The coherent scattering cross section is a function of the average 
over the b i with i running over ail spin states and isotopes involved. It relates to the structural 
information one can extract from a scattering experiment. The incoherent cross section is a 
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function of the mean square deviation of the bi from (bi ) and gives the part of the scattering 
signal of the particJe interacting with itself at different times. 

acoh = 4n (bi )2 (A.2) 

ainc = 4n ((bf) - (bi )2) (A.3) 

A comparison of the se quantities for hydrogen and deuterium is a very instructive exam
pIe to understand the importance of isotopes in neutron scattering. The summation in equa
tions (A.2) and (A.3) are over the possible total spin states, given by S = 2s + 1 with s being 
the sum of the spin of the neutron and the target atom. The interaction parameter of a scatter
ing neutron and the proton of a hydrogen atom for the triplet case is bH ,3 = 1.04· 1O-12cm, 
for the singlet state it is bH,1 = -4.74· 1O-12cm. The interaction parameters for a deuterium 
atom with total spin state of four are bD,4 = 0.95 ·1O-12cm and bD ,2 = 0.10· 1O-12cm for the 
total spin state of two. 

From this illustrative example of hydrogen / deuterium can be seen how different nucJear 
interaction parameters influence mean scattering length and deviation from it, the two quanti
ties determining coherent and incoherent scattering cross section. Table A.I shows the result
ing cross sections for the two isotopes hydrogen and deuterium. In case the two spin states 
of the neutron are not equally probable, as for example in instruments using spin polarized 
neutrons, the values are different due to the different probabilities of the two spin dependent 
scattering events. 

aeoh 

aine 

hydrogen deuterium 
cross sections [barns] 

1.8 
79.9 

5.6 
2.0 

Table A.1: Hydrogen shows a very high incoherent cross section due to a big difference in nuclcar 
interaction parameters of the two spin states. 

Hydrogen and its isomers play a very important role in neutron scattering, as there is a 
big difference in scattering cross sections within its isotopes. In this context samples can 
be (partly) deuterated for study of selected features of organic or other systems. Two more 
elements are worth mentioning at this point, as they have big importance to the technical 
aspect of neutron scattering. Aluminium shows no exceptional features in its scattering and 
shows very weak absorption, about 1 % per mm, it is therefore often used for sample cans 
and beam windows. The second element is Vanadium, which like hydrogen has a very large 
ratio of incoherent to coherent cross section. This makes its scattering a more or less isotropic 
signal with constant intensity throughout the angular range. It is therefore used for calibrating 
efficiency related parameters of instruments and diffraction sample cells. 
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sample 

Figure A.1: Sketch of various relations concerning initial and final scattering vectors for the case of 
elastic scattering (ki = kf). 

A.l.3 Generalities 

ln neutron scattering unnecessary errors can be introduced to evaluation by getting basic geo
metric relations of the scattering process wrong. Figure A.I.3 shows sorne of these relations 
for the case of elastic scattering. In sorne cases, for the magnitude of the wavevector transfer 
q for example, the same definitions are also used for inelastic scattering. The wave vector 
transfer q is defined as the difference beetween the initial ki and the outgoing wave vector kf 
by q = k i - kf . With the relation between the magnitude of the wave vector ki and the wave

length)" of ki = 2n/ ).. the magnitude of q is given by q = Iql = 2 2;: sin e. The magnitude of 
the wave vector transfer is often used at the place of the scattering angle in diffractograms . ft 
has the advantage of being independent of the wavelength of the incoming probe and therefo re 
allows comparison of diffractograms recorded under different conditions . 

A.2 Neutron Diffraction 

Neutron diffraction is a wide field , of which only the relevant elements concerning diffraction 
on amorphous materials will be discussed in this context. In this field probabilistic functions 
called pair correlation functions are widely used to describe spatial correlations between pairs 
of atoms. In most materials short and intermediate range structural order is present, as opposed 
to long range characteristic for crystalline materials, which is best described by the narned 

correlation functions. 

The Fourier transform of a pair distribution function leads to a reciprocal space f unction 
known as the structure factor. The differential cross section that is measured by neutron scat
tering experiments is essentially proportional to this structure factor. For accurate evaluation 
of diffraction experiments on liquids and glasses high precision rneasurernents are necessary 
to allow correct absolute normalisation of data. Alternative approaches to obtaining structure 
factors can be found within the field of scientific computing and will be discussed late r. 
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A.2.1 Theoretical background 

The theory compiled in this part is adapted to neutron scattering of point like systems, gener
alisation to three dimensional scattering centers is possible but seldom necessary. To facilitate 
the formalisms we want to idealize a neutron scattering experiment. We consider the incom
ing beam of neutrons to be parallel and monochromatic. We represent the incoming particles 
by a plane wave: 

'Pin = Ao eiko·r , (A.4) 

where Ao denotes the wave amplitude, ko the incident wave vector of magnitude ko = 2n / Ào 
and r the position in space. From the relation of the neutron wave vector mentioned in sec
tion A.l.l the energy of the neutron can be determined to 1iWQ = 1i2k5l2mn where mn is the 
mass of the neutron. For reasons of simplicity the energy of the neutron is considered to be 
much bigger than any possible energy loss of the neutron to the sample. It is also assumed 
that the wavelength of the incoming neutron is much bigger than the diameter of the scatter
ing center, which is true in most of the cases with a factor of about lOOO between the two 
quantities. This allows us to assume isotropic scattering from the sample, so called S-wave 
scattering. So for a particle i at the origin of the coordinate system the scattered neutron is 
represented by a spherical wave 

Hf _ -Aobi ikrR 
't'sc - Re, (A.5) 

where R is the distance from the scattering centre, kf the magnitude of the final wavevector 
and bi is the scattering length for scattering centre i - the concept of a scattering length is 
briefly discussed in section A.l.2. The leading minus sign in the equation results from the 
convention in neutron scattering to connect a positive scattering length with a repulsive scat
tering potential. Polarization effects conceming the interaction of the sample with the neutron 
are not considered in this equation. 

If we now assume R» ds where ds is the biggest possible distance of two scattering centres 
to be found in the volume that is given by the intersection of the sample and the beam. When 
we then calculate the difference in phase from a scattering centres that is not at the origin - the 
assumption R »ds allows us to approximate kf(ri #- 0) and kf(ri = 0) to be parallel and so 
identical- we get a phase factor of kf· r - ko· r = q. r. So the wave function at a given point 
becomes dependent of the wave vector q. We can now write down the wave function for a 
given point R taking into account seve rai diffraction centres with possible different scattering 
lengths bi: 

'P "N = Ao eikfR ~ b·eiq.ri 
.\c, R LJ 1 

i=l 
(A.6) 

An important quantity in neutron scattering is the differential scattering cross section de
fined as the number of quanta scattered into a solid angle dQ normalised by the number of 
incoming neutrons per second and dQ. 

da _ number of neutrons scattered to dQ per second 
dQ ~dQ 

(A.7) 
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With a suitable nonnalization of the wave functions one can give the incoming flux by lJ1 = 
vo IqIinl2 

= vo IAoI2, where Vo is the velocity of the incoming neutrons. The flux of the scattered 
particles, as described by the numerator in equation (A.7), is given by v f IqIscl dS, where v f 
is the final velocity. We approximated the energy of the incoming neutron to be equal to the 
energy of the scattered neutron earlier, hence as there is no change in mass we can now write 
Vo = v f. This allows us to describe the differential cross section of a single scattering centre 
at the origin: 

or (A.8) 

The result is isotropic scattering. For ease of notation b2 is to represent the nonn squared of 
the scattering length from here on. We can now generalize to a sample of N scattering centres 
and the expression becomes 

(A.9) 

where the vector rij = ri - r j gives the relative positions of scattering centres i and j. In a 
diffraction experiment the scattering centres in the sample undergo thermal movements in the 
course of the experiment, the brackets () so denote a thennal average of the positions of the 
centres. This thennal average corresponds to the different states of the sample accessible at a 
certain temperature and appropriate degeneracy factors. 

A second thought should be given to the nature of the interaction of the neutron with the 
scattering centre. In contrast to x-ray diffraction, where the probe scatters from the electron 
cloud of a sample atom, the neutron can be scattered from the core as weIl as from magnetic 
moments of the sample atom. The magnetic interaction are weaker than the interactions with 
the core and so left out, as they are irrelevant in the immediate treatment of diffraction data 
in this thesis. Then the scattering length of a given atom is determined solely by its isotopic 
state. The overlines in equation (A.9) then represent an average over ensembles of a sample 
with weIl defined numbers of atoms of a certain type and isotopic state that are distributed 
in different ways over the available sites in the sample. In making this average it is usual 
to assume that there is no correlation (a) between nuclear spin state and site (b) between the 
nuclear spins themselves and (c) between isotopic mass and site. In case of several several 
different atom types in the sample they must be distributed over the available sites in an suffi
ciently random way. As the substance in question is in an amorphous state this prerequisite is 
generally met. 

To this point the scattering was al ways assumed to be close to elastic, which means neg
ligible energy loss of the neutron on scattering at the target. Neutron detectors also register 
many neutrons that were scattered ineiastically from the sample, of which most can fortunately 
be described by the fonnalism derived. The measurement so takes into account neutrons of 
different possible energies scattered into the solid angle dQ: 

(A. JO) 
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Here E = hw = Eo - E f denotes the energy loss of the neutrons that ail have incident energy 
Eo as we suppose them to be monochromatic. The efficiency of the detector e(E f) is in general 
a function of the final energy of the neutron. As, within our approximation, the energy transfer 
between neutron and sample is small compared to the incident energy of the neutron we can 
extend the integral in equation (A.lO) to infinity. It can also be shown that the the integration 
over hw then occurs at constant q. Equation (A.10) so reduces to 

da I

sa 
;+00 d

2
a 1 da 

dQ = e(Eo) _ d(hw) dQdE = e(Eo) dQ (q), 
meas 00 q 

(A.1I) 

where we assume the detector efficiency not to change for energy transfer within the static 
approximation. The result of this energy consideration we can conclude that within the static 
approximation the differential cross section for a neutron scattering experiment is given by 
expression (A.9), with eventual corrections for inelastic scattering to be applied. 

Within the static approximation the energy transfer is little but not zero and so not purely 
elastic. Elastic scattering corresponds to scattering from time averaged atomic positions 
around equilibrium positions. For a liquid the atoms mostly are not in thermal motion around 
equilibrium positions, as they are subject to diffusive motions typical for liquid systems. How
ever a given atom or molecule will always have a weil defined local coordination environment 
with the successively encountered atomic and molecular neighbours along its diffusive mo
tion. A glass can be imagined as a frozen liquid structure. However the atoms are not entirely 
frozen, but thermally vibrate around equilibrium positions defined by the constraints imposed 
by the environment. A time average of the position of an atom would so give a 'thermal cloud' 
about its mean position, leading to Debye-Waller factors in the diffracted intensity. 

After consultation of the definition of the differential cross section in equation (A.7) the 
intensity I(q) as measured by a detector covering the solid angle dQdet can be written as 

d~ 
I(q) = <I> dQ (q)dQdet. (A.12) 

where <I> is the incident flux on the sample and the detector efficiency is assumed to be perfecto 
The measured intensity is given as a function of the scattering vector q which relates to the 
scattering angle 28 via 

q = Iql = 2kosin8 = ~ sin8 (A.13) 

This equation is valid within the static approximation kf ;::::; ko or the purely elastic case kt = ko. 
In case of a sufficiently isotropic sample like a polycrystalline powder, glass or a Iiquid it is 
not necessary to give an azimuthal angle <I> of the scattered neutron, as the pattern is a Debye
Scherrer pattern with conical symmetry. 

A diffractogram can so be obtained by varying either 28 or Ào or both. In neutron scatter
ing two main techniques can be distinguished, monochromatic angle dispersive diffraction is 
employed on continuous reactor sources, where the time of flight technique is more efficient 
on pulsed sources with variable Ào and 28. 
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Scattering from a monatomic system 

A monatomic sample where ail atoms are of the same atomic number Z can have a distribtion 
of scattering lengths for neutrons. This is due to the fact that elements in their natural abun
dance generally are composed of seve rai isotopes and scattering lengths can vary substantially 
from one isotope to the other. Assuming that there is no correlation between the scattering 
lengths and positions of different scattering centres in the sample we can consider two cases 
for each term in the summation of equation (A.9): 

bib~ = bib~ = b2 i = J' (same site) 1 1 

-- -- -2 
bib* = bib~ = b i =1- j (same site) 

1 .1 

so that the differential cross section becomes 

da 
dQ 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 

(A.17) 

where again the brackets 0 denote a thermal average. Equation (A.16) separates the contri
butions to da jdQ into a 'distinct' term, which is the diffraction interference from different 
sites, and a 'self' term that is the isotropic diffraction of individual sites. By defining the 
interference function H(q) as 

1 \ N , ) H(q) == - ~ e1q·r;j , 
N . 'C/-' l,lr- l 

(A.18) 

which is dimensionless and for a disordered structure converges to 0 as q goes to infinity, we 
can write the differential scattering cross section per atom as 

1 [da ] N dQ (q) 
1 [da ] distinct 1 [da ] self 

N dQ (q) + N dQ (q) (A.19) 

7/ H(q) +b2 (A.20) 

where we assume the atoms of mass M to be distinguishable so that the system can be treated 

c1assically. 
Alternatively da jdQ can be decomposed into a 'coherent' part and an 'incoherent' part, 

as shown by equation (A.l7). The coherent part concerns diffraction from ail atomic sites, 
including the 'self-scattering' from a single atom, but is independent of the distribution in 
scattering lengths; it is a function of the average scattering length alone. The incoherent part, 
by contrast is independent of the spatial correlation of the atomic sites and depends only on 
the distribution of scattering lengths present in the sample, leading to isotropie diffraction. We 
thereby define the coherent and incoherent scattering lengths, 

bcoh == b and 2 _ (2 -2) _ 1 bl2 
bincoh = b - b - b- (A.21) 
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as the average and standard deviation of the sample's scattering length distribution. Measured 
incoherent signal can come from spin incoherence, where the distribution of scattering lengths 
is due to a non zero spin of an isotope, or isotope incoherence, with a mixture of spinless 
isotopes with different scattering lengths, or a combination of the former. 

By defining the static structure factor S(q) as 

S(q) - ~ / feiq.riJ) = H(q) + 1, 
N \!,J (A.22) 

which is dimensionless and converges to 1 as q goes to infinity we can write down another 
more common expression for the differential scattering cross section: 

1 [da ] 
N dQ (q) 

1 [d ]COh 1 [d ]inCOh 
N d~ (q) + N d~ (q) 

b
2
S(q) + (b2 _ b2

) 

b~ohS(q) + bTncoh 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

(A.25) 

While the difference in definition of S(q) and H(q) are minor the static structure factor 
is a much more practical quantity in neutron scattering as it can be identified easier in the 
diffraction pattern. Comparing it to H(q) it takes contributions to the scattering into account 
that originate from identical atoms. 

The structure of a monatomic sample can be described in real space by its pair distribution 
function g(r) which is proportional to the probability of finding an atom at a position r relative 
to a reference atom at the origin. The functions S(q) and g(r) are related by the Fourier 
transforms: 

S(q) -1 = Po J [g(r) - l]eiq.r dr, (A.26) 

and 

1 J . g(r) - 1 = po(2n)3 [S(q) -l]e-1q
.
r dq, (A.27) 

where Po is the atomic number density. The' -l' term in the integrand of equation (A.30) 
subtracts the forward scattering at q = 0, as 

Po J e-iq·rdr = PoV Dq,o = NDq,o, (A.28) 

where V is the volume of the sample and Dq,o the Kronecker delta yielding 1 if both indices 
are of equal value. In other words for q = Othe exponential term in the integration gives one 
and the integration just returns the volume integrated over - which in this case is the volume 
of the sample in the beam. The back-transformation in equation (A.31) also holds a '-1' term 
and as discussed for the definition of the static structure factor it represents the transformation 
of S(q) to H(q), so taking self-scattering contributions out, only considering scattering from 
pairs of distinct atoms. Considering that the corresponding function in real space is a pair 
correlation fun ct ion justifies the use of H(q) for the Fourier transformation. 
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In the case of a liquid or a glass sample for which the average structure is typically 
isotropic only the vector norms r = Irl and q = Iql are of importance. This implies that the 
relative orientations of rand q can be averaged over and so the exponential terms containing 
these vectors can so be substituted by zeroth-order spherical Bessel functions. This simplifies 
the expression for the static structure factor to 

S(q) = 1 + ~ \ f Sin(qrij)) 
N ""f" (qri,") I,J 1 " 

and the expressions for the Fourier transforms to 

4npo 1000 

S(q) - 1 = r[g(r) - 1] sin(qr) dr 
q 0 

and 

1 10
00 

g(r) - 1 = 2 q[S(q) - 1] sin(qr) dq 
2n rpo 0 

(A.29) 

(A.30) 

(A.31) 

respectively, where S(q) and g(r) go to 1 with q or r going to infinity. In a diffraction experi
ment on an amorphous sample this orientational average is obtained from the sum of diffrac
tion contributions of different coherence volumes within the sample. One can also define a 
density function D(r) as 

210
00 

D(r) == 4nrpo[g(r) - 1] = q[S(q) - 1] sin(qr) dq, 
n 0 

(A.32) 

whose slope at small r is proportional to Po since the pair distribution is exactly zero for r
values below a certain minimal interatomic distance. The radial distribution function RDF(r), 
given by 

(A.33) 

can be integrated to obtain the average number of neighbouring atoms in a coordination shell 

l
r2 lr2 fi = RDF(r)dr = 4npo g(r)r2 dr, 

rI rI 

(A.34) 

where ri and r2 have to be chosen sensibly - consecutive minima in g(r) mostly - to yield a 
sensible result corresponding to a coordination shell. As a general guideline one can assume 
that the deeper the minima the more robust the definition of the coordination shell. The 
average number of atoms in the first shell is often called the coordination number. As this 
number corresponds to an average one should not be surprised to find non-integral numbers for 
it. Due to the inherent arbitrariness and delicate determination of this quantity it is imperative 
to carefully choose and document its determination as well as to judge by the same criteria 
when inspecting results obtained elsewhere. 

A problem experimentalists face is the limited q-range in diffraction experiments leading 
to peak broadening and other non-physical oscillations in real space after Fourier transfor
mation. There exist different methods for suppressing these artifacts for which the reader is 
referred to literature. 
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There is a thermodynamicallimit for the static structure factor of a monatomic system for 
the limit of low q reading 

S(O) = poXTkBT (A.35) 

with the isothermal compressibility XT, the Boltzmann constant kB and the absolute tempera
ture T. In the case of an ideal gas the pressure is P = POkB T and the compressi bility XT = 1/ P 
so that S(O) = 1. For a liquid having a larger Po but much smaller XT we have S(O) < 1 except 
for state points close to the liquid-gas critical point. 

Scattering from a polyatomic system 

In monatomic systems all atoms are chemically identical and one can normally assume that 
there is no correlation between scattering length and atomic position in the sample. In poly
atomic systems one can still keep the assumption that scattering lengths be distributed ran
domly among the sites occupied by atoms of the same chemical species, but the number and 
presence of isotopes and scattering lengths as weIl as their averages and standard deviations 
vary between different chemical species. Also chemical bonds in most systems make for 
correlation of chemical species and atomic position in the sample. This correlation prevents, 
except for special cases, definition of a single structure factor for a polyatomic system, instead 
one needs to consider several partial structure factors. 

However we can again seperate the structure factor into a 'distinct' and a 'self' term in 
analogy to the monatomic case 

1 [da] n 
N dQ (q) = F(q) + L cab~, 

a 
(A.36) 

where F(q) is the total interference function and Ca is the concentration of the chemical 
species a, such that L~ Ca = 1. The second term in equation (A.36) is therefore the mean of 
the scattering length squared of each chemical species as averaged over the entire sample: 

n __ 

~ b2 - b2 h b2 - b2 + b~ LJ Ca a - , w ere a - coh,a mcoh,a (A.37) 
a 

The total interference function for a polyatomic system can then be split up in a sum of partial 
structure factors 

n 

F(q) = LcacIJhabIJ[SaIJ(q) -1], (A.38) 
aIJ 

where each SaIJ (q) is a function that is only dependent on the distribution of a atoms around 
f3 atoms or vice versa. 

In anal ogy to the monatomic case the partial structure factors for a polyatomic system with 
sufficient isotropy can be approximated by spherical Bessel functions of zeroth order. 

1 jNa
NfJ Sin(qrij)) 

SaIJ (q) = SlJa (q) = 1 + cacIJN \ i~i (qrij) , (A.39) 
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where Na = caN is the number of atoms of type a and i and j refer to sites among the a 
and (3 atoms. The equivalence of sites i = j is only possible for atoms of the same chemical 
species. Fourier transformation of the Saf3(q) leads to the partial pair distribution functions 
gaf3 (r) analogous to the monatomic case 

4np 10 00 

Saf3(q) -1 = 0 r[gaf3(r) -Il sin(qr) dr 
q 0 

(A.40) 

1 10
00 

gaf3(r) -1 = 2 2 q[Saf3(q) -Il sin(qr) dq, 
n rpo 0 

(A.4I) 

where Po still is the total number density of atoms. Also the partial structure factors for ail 
a, (3 tend to one for q going to infinity. The partial pair-distribution function gaf3 (r) is a 
measure for the probability of finding an atom of type a at a distance r from an atom of type 
(3. The total pair correlation function is defined by Fourier transform of F (q) 

(A.42) 

(A.43) 

which is a weighted sum of the partial pair correlation functions. 
Often the total correlation function T(r) is defined as 

(A.44) 

where 

(A.45) 

with h =}:~ caha being the mean scattering length averaged over the entire sample. The T(r) 
function leads to the total radial distribution function R(r) through 

R(r) == rT(r) (A.46) 

as a means of description of the whole diffraction pattern. 

Scattering from a molecular system 

Molecular systems mostly are similar to polyatomic systems with an additional contribution 
to the scattering originating from the weil defined positions of atoms making up the molecule. 
As often properties of the molecule as a unit are interesting intentions are to separate the 
scattering of the molecular structure, called intramolecular contribution, from the total signal. 
Mostly the structure of the molecule is known so that its scattering pattern can be calculated 
and then be subtracted from the total signal. 
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For a molecular liquid of Nmol molecules containing m atoms per molecule the total dif
ferential cross section can be separated into incoherent and coherent terms 

[
da ] [da ] coh [da ] incoh 
dQ (q) = dQ ( q ) + dQ (q) , (A.47) 

where [da/dQ (q)Pncoh = Nmol Librncoh i' the index i refers to sites on the same molecule 
and bincoh,i is the incoherent scattering le~gth of the atom at site i. One can the separate the 
coherent term into contributions from self, intramolecular and intermolecular terms 

[
da ] [da ] coh [da ] coh [da ] coh 
dQ (q ) = dQ (q) + dQ ( q). + dQ (q). . 

self mtra mter 
(A.48) 

where [da /dQ (q)l~~l~ = Nmol Lib~ and bi is the coherent scattering length of the atom at site 
i. If the mean relative positions of the atoms in a molecule remain constant and the vibrational 
motion can be approximated as being harmonie then in an isotropie liquid holds 

[
da( )]COh _1I.T ~ -b'-b.sin(qrij) -<Dr;->q2j2 

q - !Vmol ~ 1 } e J 

dQ intra iJj=i (qrij) 
(A.49) 

where i and j refer to sites on the same molecule, for which ri) is the modulus of their mean 

separation and ( è)r't ) = (uT) + ( U]) the Debye-Waller term describing vibrational motion 

of the atoms around their equilibrium position. The intermolecular term for an isotropie liquid 
is then 

~ (q) = 2: bkbl sm qrkyl: [d ] coh \ Nmol m . ( )) 

dQ inter y,:h t (qrkyl;:.) 
(A.50) 

where k and l refer to sites on different molecules y and z for which rkyl: = ITky - TI::. 1 is 
their separation. Note that the intramolecular and intermolecular differential scattering cross 
sections do not contain self-scattering terms. 

Since in most cases the molecular structure is known the incoherent, coherent self and 
intramolecular signaIs can be caIculated or fitted and then he subtracted from the total signal 
leaving the intermolecular term which can be expressed as a linear superposition of partial 
intermolecular structure factors s~~r (q): 

1 [da ] coh n 
N dQ (q). = 2: ca c(3ba b(3 [S~t(q) - 1] 

mter a,(3 

(A.51) 

where N = mNmol is the total number of atoms and n the total number of chemical species. 
Each s~t(q) thus involves correlations only between a and f3 atoms on different molecules. 

It is often useful to look at centres of different molecules which we define by the vectors 
Rey and Re:. We can then write the coherent differential scattering cross section as 

1

2 da coh m 

[dQ(q)] = Nmol fb i Smol(q), (A.52) 
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where the structure factor for the entity of molecules is 

(A.53) 

where one assumes that the orientation of molecule y to molecule z is statistically independent 
of the distance between the two molecules. The intramolecular form factor fi (q) characterises 
the scattering from a single molecule and is given by 

1 ( [ da ] coh [da ] coh ) fI (q) = m -(q) + -(q) . 
NmoIi}:i bil dQ self dQ Întra 

(A.54) 

For an isotropic liquid the intermolecular form factor h (q), which includes orientational cor
relations between molecules becomes 

(A.55) 

h l 1 1 1 1 d 1 - R' 1 - R' h d· f k . w ererky/:= rky-r/: an rky=rky- cy,r/:=r/:- c: are t ecoor mates 0 atom m 
molecule y and of atom 1 in molecule z i- y detined relative to their respective molecular 
centres. In the limit of q approaching zero we see that fI (q) and h(q) tend to one such that 

(A.56) 

When comparing with equations (A.18) and (A.22) the molecular structure factor has the 
shape of a liquid of 'super atoms' - the molecules - each having a coherent scattering length 
of bmol == }:rbi. We can therefore reapply the thermodynamic limit of equation (A.35) for a 
molecular liquid: 

(A.57) 

where Pmol = pol mis the number density of molecules. In the case of an ideal gas xi 1 = p = 

PmolkBT such that XT is increased by a factor of m for a molecular gas as compared with an 
atomic gas having the same total atomic density Po and temperature T. 

A.2.2 Data treatment 

Having collected the data, signatures of the instrument and sample environment need to be 
removed before one can correct the spectra. This purge of signal is the tirst step to obtention 
of the desired structure factor S(q) from measurements. As accurate data treatment and the use 
of the appropriate formalisms is crucial for the outcome this section shall discuss information 
that is relevant to the data treatment procedure. 
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Elimination of foreign influences 

Typically the Vanadium spectrum is treated first, as it is needed immediately after to correct 
aIl sample spectra for detector efficiency. The Vanadium spectrum is normalised to its average 
number of counts to yield a curve averaging around one. All other measurements can then be 
normalised to this curve directly. This efficiency correction is based on the idea that Vanadium 
scatters exclusively incoherently and should so produce the same signal for each detector (see 
section A.I.2, page 87). The diffraction pattern of a pure vanadium sample should give a flat 
signal in case the detectors all have the same efficiency. 

Now the sample and background spectra can be normalized to the total number of neu
trons on the sample for the respective measurements. A monitor before the sample, or the 
measuring time, if a constant incoming flux is supposed, can provide this number. Doing this, 
the amplitude of the scattering curve is made independent from the time it was measured for. 
It is subsequently divided by the previously prepared Vanadium curve to correct for detector 
efficiency. An illustration of this process can be found in figure A.2. 
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Figure A.2: Typical steps in the treatment of diffraction spectra: a) raw spectrum of a liquid diffraction 
experiment, b) spectrum normalised to monitor and corrected for detector efficiency, c) spectrum b) 
corrected for background, d) detector efficiency corrected background spectrum 

Once the signal is normalised to Vanadium it first has to be purged of scattering other th an 
the sample's, before to extract the da jdQ from the measured intensities. This parasite scatter
ing is caused by additional objects in the beam, like furnaces or cryostats, the sample holder 
and air or other gases. Typically these measurements are performed independently, where 
each measurement takes up a fair amount of time for the weak scattering of these objects. 
The individual contributions are then corrected for attenuation of the signal due to signalloss 
from objects upstream. As these individual objects are measured in full beam, the spectra 
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then need to be corrected for the change, the presence of the sample brings. This correction 
has been calculated for a fully illuminated cylindrical sample by H. H. Paalman L145). To 
calculate this correction, the sample and sample can geometry as weil as the transmission 
coefficient must be known. The loss of beam through the sample is relevant for parts of the 
sample can and environment that are illuminated by the beam after it has passed the sample. 
After these corrections have been applied to the parasitie signais they are subtracted from the 
sam pie spectra. 

The beam absorption by the sample is a factor for which the background spectrum is 
corrected. One should also correct the sample spectrum itself for this effect. This measure 
adjusts for the continuous loss of beam intensity as it is adsorbed or scattered away by the 
sample. This correction changes the level of the spectrum noticeably with respect to the initial 
one. The final correction results in a multiplication of the sample spectrum with a constant 
greater than one. 

Correction for unwanted effects 

For neutrons having concluded an initial scattering event, there is a possibility of being scat
tered again before leaveing the sample and hitting the detector. For such neutrons, the real 
wave vector k generally does not agree with the wave vector associated to the detector the 
neutron is scattered into. Aiso neutrons that were initially scattered out of the detector plane 
have the possibility to be scattered back into the detector plane by multiple scattering events. 
For amorphous samples, multiple scattering results mainly in a fiat background, that can be 
corrected for by the formalism developed by 1. A. Blech and B. L. Averbach. They found 
that for cylindrical samples of copper the multiple scattering part can make up to 85% of the 
total diffuse scattering 1146). This correction can be computed from the sam pie geometry and 
scattering cross sections and eventually results in subtraction of a diffuse background. 

To derive the theoretical framework of scattering events, the statie approximation has been 
used. The statie approximation states that deviations from elastic scattering are supposed 
small. For neutrons that are counted by a given detector this assumtion is not always true. At 
continuous reactor sources inelastically scattered neutrons can usually not be distinguished or 
eliminated, as it is possible for time of fiight detection at pulsed sources. The signal thus needs 
to be corrected for inelastic scattering processes in the sample, that are not covered by the 
static approximation. This can be done by estimating the am ou nt of inelastie scattering, based 
on sample weight and scattering vector. This correction is named after the czech physicist 
George Placzek (1905-1955) who made important theoretical contributions to various fields 
of physics, in particular neutron scattering. This correction is the bigger the more light atoms 
are contained in the sample. It can be expressed in the form 

[
da ] self [da] self 
-(q) = (q) [1 + P(q)], 
dQ measured dQ corrected 

(A.58) 

where P( q) typically is a polynomial expansion in powers of q2 and the ratio of mN / Ma of the 
neutron 's mass to that of atoms in the sample. Inelastie effects are difficult to correct for with 
a priori knowledge of the matter, in most cases this correction is come by on the basis of an 
iterative trial and error process with the aim of determining P(q). In practice a function to the 
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second or fourth power of q is often fitted to the high-q part of the signal and then subtracted 
from the spectrum. 

Normalisation 

To access the static structure factor, the virtually q independent diffuse scattering, resulting 
from variation in scattering length over sample atoms, and the coherent self scattering still 
need to be removed from the total remaining signal (for further information please see sec
tion A.2.1 and the very illustrative figure 2 on page 245 of 11471). For convenience these 
contributions shall be referred to as incoherent scattering. The ratio of the incoherent scat
tering to the total signal can be computed by calculating the ratio of the incoherent signal 
to the total signal and then subtracting it. For high q the differential cross section goes to 
b;oh + b~nc' the incoherent signal is q independent and is of magnitude bfnc' the incoherent 
part of the signal so makes bfncl(b;oh +brnc). In the case of Oecalin b;oh = 1241.7 fm2 and 
brnc = 293.8 fm2

, which makes the ratio brnc/ (b;oh + b~nc) = 0.19. Multiplying the zeroth or
der fit parameter for P(q) with this factor gives the fraction of incoherent signal that can then 
be subtracted from the total signal. 

The signal can finally be normalised to absolute units by relating it to a reference mea
surement of a weIl defined Vanadium sample. The amount of Vanadium in the beam allows 
normalisation of the signal on the detector, from there the signal can be related to the number 
of actual sample units (atoms, molecules) to finaIly obtain the da / dQ normalised to one sam
pie unit. As an alternative or complementary way of obtaining the same result, the spectrum 
can be divided by the value it tends to with q going to infinity. The intuitive reason for this 
being that for a properly normalised curve the limit towards high q should be one. As this 
method turns out to be quite accurate - it typically delivers results identical to the Vanadium 
normalisation - it is widely accepted. It is also very quick way of normalising the signal and 
is therefore qui te popular. With aIl corrections applied, the spectrum should be normalised to 
one formula unit. For Oecalin this formula unit is one molecule and the normalisation should 
therefore yield the self scattering of the molecule for the small q limit (which results from 
small q limits of equation (A.22) and (A.25)). In our case the normalisation to the vanadium 
signal and the normalisation to the asymptotic high q value of the curve are in good agreement. 
The self scattering low q limit also is reproduced with good accuracy. 

General remarks 

Oecalin as weIl as Cumene consist of carbon and hydrogen only. 80th systems are readily 
available in deuterated form, where virtually aIl hydrogen in the sample is replaced by deu
terium. For measurements on neutron diffractometers this has a welcome consequence. The 
coherent scattering lengths determine the intensity of the scattered signal carrying structural 
information. In carbon and deuterium they are sufficiently similar to be treated as identi
cal. Therefore ail coherent scattering, unimportant if coming from the same or different atom 
types gets the same weight in the interference function of equation (A.38), which simplifies 
things considerably. This implies that the coherent part of the scattering can be treated within 
the framework of the theoretical formalisms developed earlier. While this simplification is 
important and will be used for the correlation functions, we in general want to treat the data 
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as precisely as possible and use exact values for the respective atoms and systems whenever 
possible. 

The ultimately prepared differential cross section [da /dQ] is as close to S(q) as one can 
get. From S(q) one can obtain the pair correlation function g(r) ,the density function D(r) and 
the radial distribution function (RDF) as a function of distance RDF(r) by Fourier transform of 
S(q) -1 (see equations (A.27), (A.32) and (A.33)). From the RDF, the numbers ofneighbours 
can be extracted using expression (A.34), which then aIlows analysis of coordination numbers. 
Before application of the Fourier transform, the structure factors are typicaIly convoluted with 
a window function to suppress errors introduced by artefacts in the data, resulting from the 
beam stop and the high q range. A widely used window function is the sine function 

w(q) = sin (Jf~) , 
qmax 

(A.59) 

with a period of double the maximum q value qmax found in the experiment. The simplicity 
of the sine function with its good damping characteristics of low and high q influences seem 
to make it a popular choice. In this work however sufficiently good Fourier transforms could 
be obtained without use of window functions. 

A.2.3 Intermolecular structure factors 

By combining experiments and calculations one can attempt to obtain a structure factor that 
describes intramolecular contributions only. Because aIl contributions to the differential cross 
section are linear, it is possible to subtract the part corresponding to the form factor of the 
molecule from the total coherent signal. This leaves only contributions from atoms on dif
ferent molecules and a q independent coherent self part. By making use of this separation 
method, one obtains information on the correlation of molecules rather than the correlation of 
atoms. 

Form factors 

To apply this method to a molecular system, in addition to the total structure factor from 
the measurement, the form factor of the molecule is needed. The molecular form factor is a 
function of the geometry of the molecule and would therefore need to be determined for aIl 
conformations a molecule can adopt at a given temperature, ideaIly weighted by the probabil
ity of finding the molecule in the respective conformations. For simple molecules that do not 
show multitudes of conformations and for which the pair distance distributions do not change 
much in the various conformations, the form factor of the ground states commonly are quite 
good matches to the decisive high q regions of the total structure factor. In literature the terms 
intramolecular S(q), or also fI (q) are commonly used synonymously for form factor. 

In systems that are not at zero temperature, thermal effects on the atoms of the molecule, 
that are not taken care of in the form factor can degrade the quality of the obtained form fac
tors. Thermal effects blur discrete pair distance distributions. Apart from the thermal move
ments of the atoms around their equilibrium positions non zero tempe ratures can also activate 
molecular modes. As a consequence of the nature of molecular modes their directionality 
typicaIly is different from the isotropic character of thermal movements. Molecular modes 
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often have weil detined trajectories for the involved atoms. To obtain form factors as accurate 
as possible, one can account for both of these types of motions and produce an average form 
factor, that comprises thermal effects. 

Several approaches to obtention of form factors exist. In most of themall of the addressed 
influences in the geometry are considered to a strong extent, the philosophy of dealing with 
these effects can vary from approach to approach. One method used for simple molecules 
1117\ is to use known temperature dependent thermal displacement parameters for calculation 
of the thermally averaged form factor. Other approaches involve taking known or estimated 
pathways of normal modes as a starting point and then iteratively adapting them by taking the 
match of the form factorto the high q range of the structure factor as a quality criterium 1148\. 
Yet another approach is to trust a computer program, as for example a molecular dynamics 
code, to to take these matters into account. This can be done by simulating a single molecule 
at a given temperature to then obtain a form factor from the simulation trajectory. 

Preparation 

The coherent differential cross section is composed linearly of the contributions from coherent 
self, intramolecular and intermolecular scattering, as can be seen from equation (AA8). After 
subtraction of the coherent self scattering, which typically is normalised to one we are left 
with the intramolecular and the intermolecular part, of which the intramolecular part is just 
the form factor of the molecule. 

From a known molecular structure, one can extract the form factor by means described in 
the previous section. This form factor fI (q) is subtracted from the structure factor to yield the 
intermolecular contributions DM(q), which result from the scattering of atoms on different 
molecules. In the high q range the shapes of the form factor and the experimental data are 
practically identical. The form factor in the case at hand was produced from a molecular 
dynamics simulation and had to be slightly adjusted in intensity to match the experimental 
data best possible. 

After subtraction of the form factor, the intermolecular structure factor DM(q) becomes 
apparent, it carries its main signal in the low q region. However the low q region is not only 
determined by intermolecular contributions, the signal of the form factor increases strongly 
from q values of 1.5 Â -1 down. In our case this affects the tirst peak in the structure factor 
considerably. While this might not pose a problem for this type of analysis, the fact that the 
intramolecular signal cuts right through the tirst maximum of the total structure factor can be 
important for temperature dependent analysis. The form factor of a molecule is more or less 
independent of temperature, if then the intermolecular structure factor changes only by little, 
the effect on the total structure factor can be strong. 

With the structure factor freed from contributions of the molecular structure, one can 
Fourier transform DM(q) to obtain the intermolecular pair correlation function. This func
tion holds information on the distribution of distances between pairs of atoms of different 
molecules. Considering that the atoms are organized in molecules these organisational units 
can be recognized in the signal and the distances between these units then estimated. This 
quantity does not show direct correlation between molecules, but differences to direct corre
lation of molecules are little for molecules of spherical shape. 
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A.2.4 Correlation functions 

After correction and normalisation of the obtained diffraction data, it is possible to access the 
structural information in the data. The information is contained in the static structure factor 
S(q) that is then Fourier transformed to give the pair correlation function g(r), which indicates 
the probability of finding pairs of atoms as a function of distance. 

Ail curves obtained from the measurements on 7c2 contained a high degree of noise, that 
data treatment could not eliminate (see figure A.2). Noise in the data produces additional 
unwanted signais in the Fourier transform, which make the pair correlation function more 
difficult to evaluate. But despite the relatively high noise level in the data, the correlation 
functions could be extracted without needing to smooth the structure factor beforehand. Other 
unwanted influences in the data comprise the beam stop at low q for example. To diminish 
the importance of such influences a sine window function w(q) = sin(nqjqmax) (A.59) is 
often applied to the structure factor before the Fourier transform. However, for this work 
the application of a window function was not necessary neither in order to obtain acceptable 
results. 

Several codes and routines exist for performing Fourier transforms on structure factors 
resulting from amorphous diffraction. The tested 04_FFT routine, as implemented in the data 
treatment package LAMP 11491 was tested on the previously treated experimental data as weil 
as a customised code called 'TFSeno', by Gabriel Cuello. The final data treatment and Fourier 
transform however was performed using the 'correct' software package, as implemented in 
the 04 (ILL, Grenoble) data treatment routine. The 'correct' package provided very accurate 
and efficient data treatment, it performs the whole range of treatment on the spectra, from 
background subtraction to Fourier transform. It is also much easier handling and more robust 
than most comparable programs. 

A.2.5 Separation of signal contributions 

For many analyses in neutron diffraction experiments it can be very interesting to separate spin 
incoherent scattering from other contributions. In ordered materials the parts of the scattering 
pattern that do not belong to Bragg peaks of any kind are related to diffuse scattering. This 
diffuse scattering provides information on the deviation from perfect long range order in the 
material and can therefore be useful information. To determine the diffuse scattering, the spin 
incoherent part must be determined and subtracted from the spectra. 

On the instrument 07 (ILL, Grenoble) it is possible to separate nuclear, magnetic and 
nuclear spin-incoherent scattering 11161. Using the 'xyz' polarisation analysis 11501, the men
tioned contributions can unambiguously be separated for ail scattering angles simultaneously. 
For this to be possible, the spin state of the incoming neutron and outgoing neutron needs to 
be known, which raises the need for polarisation analysis at both ends of the instrument. By 
intelligent combination of polarisation manipulations, the 'xyz' polarisation analysis can be 
applied to the measurements, allowing determination of the spin-incoherent scattering. For 
detailed information on the technique the reader is referred to the two articles mentioned ear
lier. 
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A.2.6 Simulation results 

Computational tools are very helpful in the analysis of diffraction data. Results are com
monly obtained from calculations on a single molecule or molecular dynamics calculations 
in ensembles of hundreds or thousands of molecules. Classical force field potentials are not 
very demanding on computational resources and typically give very good results for organic 
materials. The molecules these calculations were pelformed on have the particular advantage 
of being rather simple. For more details on the employed methods and potentials, please see 
section A.5.1 A very big advantage with simulations is the availability of information in the 
spatial domain, that can only be accessed indirectly from experimental data. 

(a) Molecular dynamics cell, 100 molecules (b) Molecular dynamics cell, 1000 molecules 

Figure A.3: Illustration of molecular dynamics simulation cells containing 100 and 1000 molecules. 
For treatment of the structure the big cell was employed whenever possible, dynamics and temperaturc 
dependent studies were carried out on the small cell mainly. 

Correlation Functions, Structure and Form Factors 

A structure factor is the diffracted image of a specific assembly of atoms, as resulting from a 
neutron scattering experiment for example. The result of a molecular dynamics calculation is 
the trajectory of molecules contained in a simulation box at a certain temperature as a function 
of time. To access the structure factor of a simulated trajectory it must therefore be Fourier 
transformed (A.3I) in order to calculate S( q) from the available g(r). 

A molecular form factor is very useful for comparison to experimental spectra of molec
ular liquids. It gives a good idea of the experimental q range dominated by intramolecular 
contributions, rather than intermolecular contributions. For obtention of the molecular form 
factor, the trajectory of a single molecule is recorded in an infinitely big box at a given tem
perature. With this choice of box size there is no interaction of the particle with itself as there 
would be with periodic boundary conditions and forces of purely intramolecular nature deter-
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mine the behaviour of the molecule. Converting such a trajectory to the wave vector domain 
yields the form factor fI (q). 

When one runs a molecular dynamics simulation with big boxes and many atoms, the 
ultimate aim is reproduction of the behaviour of the system. Periodic boundary conditions are 
used where behaviour of the bulk material is of interest. The box size is chosen in order to 
assure realistic conditions for the type of evaluation aimed for. In case structure factors need 
to be produced, the size of the box should be sufficient in order to assure confident production 
of the q values of interest. The simulations used for production of S(q) typically use box sizes 
of about 65 Â in each dimension and accommodate one thousand molecules. 

To determine structure factors from simulation trajectories, the program package nMol
dyn 1112, 1131 was used. nMoldyn is a package designed for extraction of neutron scattering 
related quantities from molecular dynamics trajectories. For extraction of real space corre
lation functions simulations have the advantage that these can be accessed directly in the 
trajectories. For simulations the base function for the correlation functions just becomes a 
histogram of pair distances within the limits given by the cell size and periodic boundary 
conditions. This way good verification of data can be assured both ways, the S(q) of the cal
culation with the one directly obtained from the measurement and the g(r) of the measurement 
with the one directly obtained from the calculation. 

A.2.7 Voronoi Tessellation 

The Voronoi tessellation is a method allowing allocation of volumes in a given n-dimensional 
space. It is named after the ukrainian mathematician Georgy Voronoi (1868-1908). A space 
with discrete points can be divided up so that ail points that are doser to a given point th an 
to ail others define a volume of a cell. The borders endosing these cells then are of equal 
distance to the points, for which the cells share this border. This method of decomposition 
is known under as Voronoi tesselation and finds many applications. In three dimensions the 
Voronoi tessellation can be used to identify volumes left to a given element by its neighbours. 
Within this work it was applied on molecular dynamics trajectories to identify the nearest 
neighbours, which delimit the volumes. 

Within the problem of defining nearest neighbours the Voronoi tessellation can be em
ployed to define the term nearest neighbours. The requirement that the Voronoi cells of near
est neighbour share a wall is a very intuitive and geometrically correct definition of nearest 
neighbours and was used in this context. For cases, in which points do not describe the form 
of the neighbouring objects very weil, as for example for more-dimensional, non-spherical 
objects, this definition may not be the most suitable. However for our specific case of cis 
Oecalin there are two ground states that, in terms of shape, are comparable to spheres and for 
which this definition would seem suitable. The same should be true for Cumene, which also 
to sorne extent can be approximated by being of spherical shape. Trans Oecalin is locked in a 
quasi-flat structure for which this assumption a priori is not the best one. 

The Voronoi method was used to analyse molecular nearest neighbours in molecular dy
namics simulations. For an analysis of the nearest neighbouring molecules, ail molecules were 
reduced to centers of mass in the molecular dynamics trajectories. The trajectories prepared 
this way were analysed with the Voro++ package 11511, which offers exhaustive possibilities 
in analysing properties that are accessible in Voronoi tesselations. It is available in the form 
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(a) Voronoi tessellation in two dimensions (b) Voronoi tessellation in three dimensions 

Figure A.4: Voronoi tessellation on generic examples (courtesy of Chris Rycroft). Lines mark the 
edges of cells produced by the tesselation . 

of a modular C++ library, allowing direct analysis or incorporation into existing code. Among 
the quantities one can extract are the number of neighbours , neighbour lists and Voronoi cell 
volumes. 

A.3 Inelastic Neutron Scattering 

Inelastic neutron scattering is an important part of neutron science with man y facets. For 
elastic neutron scattering information on the structure of the sample typically is the main 
interest of a measurement, with inelastic measurements the dynamics of a system can be 
investigated. There are many variations of inelastic neutron scattering instruments of which a 
selection is to be presented hereafter. 

A.3.1 Time of Flight 

The neutron is a particle with rest mass and therefore a velocity lower than the speed of light. 
The speed can be calculated from its total energy and in neutron scattering experi ments it 
typically is far lower than the limit for relativistic calculations. As the neutron velocity is 
relatively low, it can be measured quite accurately. This is the key feature used in a time of 
flight spectrometer, which record the time of flight and angle of neutrons scattered from the 
sample. 
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Introduction 

For time of flight neutron spectrometers more than for other spectrometers sorne, partially 
simple geometrical, parameters need to be known to good precision: The exact layout of the 
machine is needed to determine the flight paths of the neutrons, from which their velocity and 
finally their energy is computed. Aiso the wavelength of the incoming neutrons needs to be 
weil known as a reference for the scattered neutrons, lastly in order to have a weil defined 
initial condition for the neutrons, they ail need to hit the sample simultaneously. Pulsing and 
monochromation of the incoming beam can be achieved in a single go by the use of chop
pers. Using weil defined phases and rotation speeds only neutrons that fulfill a given velocity 
condition are able to pass the sequential assembly of choppers. Due to the working nature of 
choppers, pulsing of the beam is provided at the same time. The so-prepared neutrons then hit 
the sample and are diffracted. On impact on the detectors, a time signal is recorded with the 
impact. 

From the so collected information, a count rate can be determined as a function of wave 
vector transfer q and energy transfer w. In the case of a monatomic sample, this count rate 
can then be related to the so-called scattering function S(q, w) by 

(A.60) 

where k i and k f are the moduli of the initial and final neutron wave vectors, N the number 
of atoms in the sample and b the scattering length. The scattering function is related to the 
intermediate scattering function J (q, t) by the time Fourier-transform 

1 Joo S(q,w) = - J(q,t)exp(-iwt) dt. 
2n -00 

(A.61) 

The intermediate scattering function is related to the time dependent atom positions r(t) and 
the scattering vector q by 

1 
J(q,t) = - '\" (exp[iq. ri(t)] exp[-iq· rj(t)]) 

N~ 
l,} 

J(q,t)inc = ~ ~ (exp[iq· ri(t)] exp[-iq· ri(t)]). 
NI 

(A.62) 

(A.63) 

The intermediate scattering function is also related to the time dependent pair correlation 
function g(r,t) by the Fourier transform 

g(r,t) = (2~)3 J J(q,t) exp(iq· r) dq. (A.64) 

Here, as for most other cases in neutron scattering, the incoherent part of the intermediate 
scattering function describes the interaction of a particle with itself at different times. The 
coherent part of the function describes interaction between physically different particles. 

When investigating relaxations, the linear response theory is often used to describe the 
reaction of a system to a small perturbation. Within the linear response theory a connection 
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between the scattering function and the relaxation function R(t) of the system can be estab
lished by 

w .R(w), S(q, w) = exp( -(3hw) - 1 

where R( w) is the time-Fourier transform of the relaxation function R(t) by 

R(w) =_1 !R(t)exP(-iwt) dt. 
2n 

(A.65) 

(A.66) 

These relations are not valid for time of flight methods exclusively, but are mentioned here for 
they were used mainly for transformation of data collected on time of flight machines. 

For solids, especially in the crystalline state, it can often be very informative to look at the 
vibrational density of states of the system. Using inelastic neutron scattering, the generalised 
density of states G( w) can be probed. Applying the incoherent approximation and neglecting 
multiphonon effects, the generalised density of states relates to the double differential cross 
section by 

d2
a 1: Na) kj 2 -2W G(w) - qe 

dQdEj - J 8nm) ki w[l-exp(-hw/kBT)]' 
(A.67) 

with the Debye-Waller term e-2W , initial Ei and final energy E j of the neutron, the Boltzmann 
constant kB, the atom mass m) and the incoherent scattering cross section a) of the nuclei, 
where the index j runs over the types of nuclei present in the sample. The Debye-Waller 
factor for a given atom k is defined as 

Wk(q) = 1/2((q.Uk)2), (A.68) 

which is weil described in [1521. Determination of the generalised density of states is partic
ularly helpful in connection with lattice dynamical calculations, for which a similar quantity 
can be extracted. 

Data treatment 

For time of flight measurements it is often advantageous, sometimes necessary to make mea
surements other than the sample measurements, a spectrum of an empty sample cell is typ
ically used to eliminate background effects. For cases in which the spectrum of the sample 
holder changes notably with tempe rature it can also be important to measure this background 
at several temperatures. Like for neutron diffraction measurements, a measurement of a piece 
of vanadium shaped to the form of a sample can is necessary for correction of detector effi
ciencies. Additionally it can be used as a resolution measurement and taken for determination 
of the elastic line, which is the time dependent peak of the elastically scattered neutrons. 

Raw time of flight data is often stored in a time channel - angle matrix format. To get the 
data from this format to one depending on w and q, the necessary arithmetic conversions have 
to be carried out on the data set. Other corrections performed in parallel to these steps com
prise exclusion of faulty detectors, normalisation of the spectra to the number of counts and 
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normalisation of the detector efficiency to the Vanadium measurement. With the se corrections 
performed the data can be used for further evaluation. In the framework of this thesis, the in
termediate scattering function was calculated by Fourier transform, as weil as the generalised 
density of states was determined from the data. 

A.3.2 Neutron Spin Echo 

The neutron spin echo technique is a relatively recent technique, it picks up the basic idea of 
time of flight spectrometers with a different approach to timing individual neutrons [1531. This 
approach is not in need of a pulsed neither strictly monochromatic beam and can therefore be 
advantageous in terms of neutron flux and energy resolution. Concise information about this 
chapter can be found in 1154, 1551. 

Introduction 

Spin echo spectrometers typically use polarised neutrons and strong magnetic fields to mea
sure inelastic effects. The incoming neutron beam is polarised before it hits the first of the two 
large precession magnets between the polariser and the sample. In this precession magnet ail 
neutrons precede at a constant rate and arrive at the sample with an orientational phase shift, 
that de pends on their velocity. Between the first and the second precession coil this phase 
is fixed, while the neutrons probe the sample. In a simplified picture the second precession 
magnet is identical to the first, with the difference that the orientation of the magnetic field 
is inverted with respect to the first magnet. If ail neutrons are scattered elastically the phase 
they picked up in the first coil is annihilated, as ail neutrons precede back to the initial po
larisation. If the scattering is inelastic, the polarisation will not match the initial polarisation, 
where the phase difference depends on the energy transfer between the neutron and the sam
pie. The polarisation analyser after the second precession magnet accepts only neutrons of 
initial polarisation to hit the detector. 

The intensity on the detector of a spin echo spectrometer is determined by the change of 
polarisation vector in the magnetic field before and after the sample. The change of polarisa
tion is de pende nt on the time, the neutron spends in the magnetic field and the strength of the 
magnetic field <P = y . J / v, where y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the neutron, J the integral of 
the strength of the magnetic field across its extensions and v the velocity of the neutron. The 
transmission function T (v, ôv) of the analyser(s) in front of the detectors is a function of the 
cosine of the resulting neutron phase 

1 [ (YJ YJ)] T(v,Ôv) = - 1 + cos -- + -- . 
2 v V+ÔV 

(A.69) 

Here the possible energy transfer between neutron and sample is acknowledged by the veloc
ity change ôv in the second term. To determine the signal on the detector, the wavelength 
distri bution of the incoming neutrons w( v) and the distri bution of energy transfer expressed 
as a function of velocity change w( ôv, q), which may also be q dependent, must be taken into 
account. The resulting relation reads 

1 = cS(q) ff T(v, ôv) w(v) w(ôv,q) dvdôv, (A.70) 
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where the parameter c is a calibration factor and S(q) the structure factor of the system. By 
replacing velocity with energy and an expansion series for small energy transfers w, the in
tensity at the detector can be written as 

J 
m2 

l=c/2 [S(q) + cos(yJ~À3 w)S(q,w)dw], 
2nh 

'- -v- ./ 
time 

(A.71) 

where the finite wavelength spread of the neutrons is neglected. Here mn is the neutron mass, 
À the neutron wavelength and w the energy transfer on scattering. The marked argument of 
the cosine has the unit time, it depends on the third power of the wavelength of the incoming 
neutrons and is typically used as the abscissa of a spin echo measurement. In the resulting 
function, called intermediate scattering function, the integral represents the cosine Fourier 
transform of S(q, w) with respect to w. In a neutron spin echo experiment the Fourier time is 
typically changed by variation of the magnetic precession field strength. 

Data treatment 

In a typical spin echo experiment a wavelength is chosen by balancing Fourier time range 
needed and the available flux at the wavelengts. A measurement is then accompli shed by 
measuring for a given time at a certain magnetic precession field strength, which translates to 
a certain Fourier time. On completion the magnetic field is changed and a measurement at the 
new magnetic field launched. The range of Fourier times measured is given by the capacities 
of the magnets (maximum current at the high end and influences of external fields at the low 
end). The range is typically divided into roughly twenty logarithmic steps. 

An important part in neutron spin echo data treatment is the normalisation of the signal. 
For this purpose a system that scatters purely elastically in the given energy range is measured 
for a reference. Often the sample itself at very low temperature is sufficient for this purpose. 
Recorded sample spectra are then normalised to this reference spectrum, giving an absolute 
normalisation in the range of energy transfer, spin echo machines are sensitive to. 

Often the detectors of a spin echo machine coyer a given angular range. Within this angular 
range the grouping of the detectors can often be chosen by the user. Many systems show 
a q dependent relaxation behaviour, the term De Gennes narrowing is often used, and the 
relaxation belonging to a given q vector can therefore be very specific to a given q value and 
the structural entities that scatter neutrons to that q value. This is relevant mostly for coherent 
scattering, but can also apply to samples exhibiting mainly self-scattering with spatially weIl 
defined relaxation patterns, as for the case of hopping between given sites for example. 

It is worth looking at possible errors that can occur with spin echo measurements, sorne 
of which can be linked to points of a certain Fourier time. The magnetic precession field 
can be created by two coils, one for small and one for strong magnetic fields. There can be 
deviations in the signal on the detector when changing from one to the other coil. Normally 
there is overlap between the two ranges, which decreases the extent of this effect. Sometimes 
the type of solid, the system forms for the low temperature measurements, can be a problem. 
If the material crystallises, the appearing Bragg peaks can alter q dependent normalisation 
according to the change in q dependence of the scattered intensity. 
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A.3.3 Backscattering 

Neutron backscattering spectrometers allow measurements of slightly inelastic effects with 
very high energy resolution. The setup of a typical such spectrometer e.g. INIOA is realised 
through a movable monochromator, which can either statically reftect neutrons or slightly 
change their energy using the doppler effect by carrying out a continuous sinusoidal move
ment. After the monochromator the neutrons are diffracted on the sample into the sample 
chamber. There they hit analysers, arranged concentrically around the sample, at the angle 
of 180 degrees to be backscattered into the detector which sits opposite of the sample. The 
backscattering geometry makes for a very high energy resolution which can be exploited in 
either elastic scans, in which the percentage of elastically scattered neutrons is monitored, 
or quasi-/inelastic scans by changing the energy of the incoming neutrons using the doppler 
effect of the monochromator. 

Through the Debye Waller factor (see equation A.68) the elastic incoherent scattering 
function I(q) is linked to the mean squared displacements of the sample atoms. When measur
ing samples with dominantly incoherent scattering cross section on backscattering spectrom
eters, set to elastic scan mode, one probes exactly this elastic incoherent scattering function 
I(q). By assuming incorrelated movements of individual atoms and harmonic vibrations of 
the atoms around their equilibrium positions, one can deduce the relation of I(q) to the mean 
squared displacement (u2 ) to 

I(q) ~ exp ( q' ~u') ) , (A.72) 

where q is the magnitude of the scattering vector. In elastic scan mode a backscattering 
spectrometer records only the neutrons that have scattered elastically on the sample. If now 
this elastic intensity is dominantly incoherent, the signal dependence on q is as given in the 
formula and can be fitted for extraction of the mean squared displacement of the system. 

A.4 Other Experimental Techniques 

As a student at one of the main neutron scattering facilities, there is relatively good access to 
the hosted machines and great abundance of related knowledge, which stimulates use of these 
techniques. However, techniques other than neutron scattering were also used for this work. 
These not neutron scattering related methods shall briefty be presented in this section. 

A.4.1 X-Ray Crystal Powder Diffractometry 

People from the fields of neutron and x-ray scattering sometimes tend to see their techniques 
as rivaling. Where this can be the case in sorne fields, the two techniques are also highly com
plementary. Where the cross section of atoms increases steadily with the number of electrons 
for x-ray diffraction, the cross section in neutron scattering appears to be an unpredictable 
roller coaster ride over atomic numbers, often with substantial differences between different 
isotopes of an atom. By exploiting this fact, the visibility of elements can be inftuenced no
tably in samples. For case at hand the main difference encountered in the two techniques was 
the high resolution one can obtain on x-ray diffractometers. 
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In the framework of this effort two types of x-ray diffractometers were used, a high resolu
tion powder diffractometer and a powder diffractometer with two dimensional detection. Both 
are driven by the ESRF synchrotron light source in Grenoble. The samples measured on these 
machines were in the form of crystalline powders. Due to the different type of interaction, 
x-ray diffractometers measure coherent contributions to the scattering only. 

The data from both x-ray machines was reduced to one dimensional patterns, dependent 
on 2e and then stripped of background. For calibrated machines using one dimensional detec
tors, the resulting spectrum can be used without further treatment. For calibrated spectrom
eters with a two dimensional detector, the pattern can be reduced to a single dimension by 
radial integration of intensity as a function of scattering angle. Calibration is often performed 
for each experiment and typically achieved by measurement of a characteristic, weIl known 
scatterer. With the sample in cans made from amorphous material, no empty cell or back
ground measurement needs to be made. The background can easily be distinguished from the 
sharp diffraction peaks and subtracted after having been fitted by a polynomial function. 

Now the experimental diffraction pattern is to be related to the physical structure of the 
sample. By searching through reftections of low scattering angle, one, typically a computer 
program, tries to find suitable elementary crystal cell dimensions. This elementary cell is 
refined using higher angle reftections. Systematic absences of reftections are acknowledged 
at the same time, for determination of the space group of the crystal. It should be noted, that 
for synchrotron radiation the se rules of systematic absence are different to the ones in neutron 
scattering. Once this step is finished, ideally aIl peaks of the diffractogram have been indexed 
with a reftection of the determined crystal structure. 

So far the indexing routine has only indexed the pattern to a cell and symmetry system, 
which gives only the positions of the reftections. The intensities fitted to the experimental data 
at this stage are arbitrarily chosen to obtain a best possible match to the data. Depending on 
the cell volume, macroscopic density measurements and sample composition, a corresponding 
amount of atomic constituents of the system is then somewhat arbitrarily placed in a virtual 
crystal cell used for refinement of the structure. For molecular systems the constraint of 
molecular structure needs to be imposed before the position of the atoms can be refined to the 
experimental pattern. During refinement a diffraction pattern of the virtual cell is calculated 
and compared with the experimental pattern. Agreement of the calculated and experimental 
pattern is improved by iteratively moving atoms in the virtual cell. For calculation of the vir
tuai diffraction pattern thermal movement of the atoms and other factors are considered and 
refined to the experimental pattern. A level of agreement parameter Rwp can be calculated 
from the experimental and calculated patterns to reftect the quality of the determined struc
ture. Once this parameter has reached a sufficiently small (minimal) value and a reasonable, 
unambiguous structure been found, the resulting virtual cell is considered an image of the real 
atom cell. 

A.4.2 Differentiai Scanning Calorimetry 

Differentiai Scanning Calorimetry or DSC is a thermoanalytical technique allowing measure
ments of the heat capacity of a given sample as a function of temperature. It typically mea
sures the energy needed to heat up the sample at a constant rate and compares it to the energy 
needed to heat an empty sample holder at the same rate. In sorne cases the machines are 
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operated on cooling, where the heat flow is measured analogously. OSC machines are used 
to measure processes in the sample that manifest in temporary or permanent change of heat 
capacity. Among those melting, crystallisation, but also the glass transition are visible. 

sample 

~~~~~Temperature------'l=r===;--\ sensor 

reference 

heater 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 var. coupling 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

""""'" """"'" 
low temperature bath 

Figure A.5: Sketch of a differential scanning calorimeter. The low temperature bath is used for cooling 
of the retainers and often decoupled during the measurement on heating. 

The heart of a typical differential scanning calorimeter consists oftwo sample retainers, for 
the sample and a reference, which typically is an empty sample pan. These retainers are made 
from thermally highly conductive material and connected to a heat bath. For temperature 
increase the heat bath usually disposes of an electric heater, for cooling it is brought into 
contact of sorne sort with liquid nitrogen. For standard OSCs the two samples are heated at 
a constant rate during a measurement. The difference of heat flow to the two samples for 
maintaining this rate is determined and the temperature dependent heat capacity calculated 
from it. For calibration, weil known samples with a sufficiently constant heat capacity in the 
calibration tempe rature range are used. For a normalised machine an integral of the curve 
over temperature corresponds to the change of enthalpy in bringing the system from the initial 
to the final temperature. 

A.4.3 Optical Kerr Spectroscopy 

Optical spectroscopy is a common instrument for the study of the liquid-glass transition and 
the dynamics in the supercooled range. Methods based on the optical Kerr effect (OKE) can 
give insight into structural relaxation mechanisms. The instruments of the European labora
tory LENS in Florence, which utilise the optical Kerr effect were employed in this work. 

Within the frequently employed depolarised light scattering technique, two main effects 
contribute to the resulting signal: The rotation of optically anisotropic molecules for one 
induces a change in the susceptibility tensor, but also the dipole-induced-dipole (010) mech
anism plays a role. It describes induction of a dipolar moment on a given molecule by the 
dipolar moment of other molecules and corresponds to center of mass correlations between 
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the molecules. For systems to which both effects are applicable it is very difficult to separate 
the two contributions in the resulting signal. In the OKE technique the translational part, com
ing from interaction of the dipoles with a field gradient, is kept negligible by using very short 
excitation pulses and adapted pulse shapes 1124\. The OKE technique therefore measures 
almost exclusively relaxation due to rotation of the sample molecules. 

At the European institute LENS an instrument employs the OKE effect for measurement 
of relaxation behaviour 1123\. It uses a powerful 20 fs long laser pulse of polarised light, 
called the 'pump' to induce reorientation of the molecules. The molecules align to match their 
polarisability tensor with the polarisation of the light of the pump. A second, less powerful 
laser beam of polarisation identical to the pump, is used to read out the remaining polarisation 
after a defined time delay. By reading out the remaining polarisation of the sample as a 
function of time delay, an orientation correlation function can be recorded as a function of 
time. The relaxation time range covered by this technique is exhaustive to short times. For the 
structural relaxation only the tails of the recorded functions can be evaluated. In comparison to 
relaxation functions recorded with neutron scattering techniques, the resulting OKE technique 
measures the derivative of the actual relaxation function. The fit procedures therefore need to 
be adapted 11241 to this facL 

A.5 Computational Methods 

The year 1965 saw the electronics and semiconductor industry in its infancy. Existing com
puters were big enough to fill whole rooms, for they were to a majority still based on tube 
technology or big mainframe machines. However a trend was apparent at the time already: 
Gordon E. Moore published the prediction that the number of transistors on integrated circuit 
boards should double every 18 to 24 months 11561. Today more than fourty years later, this 
prediction is still being fulfilled and brings big advantages to the field of scientific computing. 
Performance of machines is at a sufficient level to allow calculations even on amorphous sys
tems of considerable size. The demanding molecular dynamics simulations can be executed 
for times long enough to allow comparison of dynamical observables to experimental data. 

In this work two kinds of techniques have been used. Calculations on amorphous charac
teristics of Decalin were carried out using molecular dynamics simulations. To obtain long 
simulation times for this kind of calculation, classic force field potentials were employed. On 
the other hand the crystalline structure of Decalin was investigated. For this purpose the dy
namical spectrum of the crystalline system was calculated from the model of a crystal cell. 
Demanding ab-initio density functional theory potentials were used to obtain the most accu
rate results for these calculations. 

A.S.I Force field molecular dynamics calculations 

Molecular dynamics calculations are a widely used tool in computational physics, they make 
it possible to study systems under the influence of temperature. Molecular dynamics can be 
run on models from the size of a crystal cell, containing several dozens of atoms, to the scale 
of biological systems, containing ten thousands of atoms. Ab-initio potentials can be used 
as weIl as classical force fields. The latest potential parameters for force field codes descri be 
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simple systems remarkably weIl. Hereafter the technique is to be described in context with 
the work at hand. 

Molecular dynamics calculations are run on representations of systems, that do not have 
any symmetry imposed. On such models temperature can be introduced in the form of kinetic 
energy of the atoms. The system is then left for a given amount of time. The evolution of 
the system progresses in steps of a given time difference. The deciding quantities are itera
tively recalculated after every step: First the new positions from the old positions and the old 
velocities, then new forces from the new positions and interaction through the potentials and 
finally the new velocities from old velocities and the new forces. The evolution is disturbed 
only for regulation of temperature or other quantities, which depend on the thermodynamical 
ensemble imposed. 

The size and shape of the simulated system in the case at hand varied from one to a 
thousand simulated molecules. For the study of ensembles of molecules, simulation boxes 
of cubic shape, containing one hundred or one thousand molecules were used. For the small 
boxes the cell parameter is roughly 30 Â, for the big boxes about 65 Â. The cells are prepared 
by Monte Carlo routines, which are designed for assembly of amorphous systems from their 
constituents. On the boxes a target tempe rature was then imposed and the system relaxed in an 
NPT ensemble for a given amount of time (500 ps for the small and 200 ps for the big ceIls). 
The cell parameter resulting from the equilibration was then imposed for the production runs. 

There are many engines around, that run force field molecular dynamics calculations. 
From those the package Discover, as implemented in the Materials Studio suite, the code 
namd2 and OLPoly were compared. While results from Discover and DLPoly were both 
very close to the experimental results, OLPoly proved to be easier handling and was used 
exclusively thereafter. The charge and Lennard-Jones force field parameters are taken from 
the OPLS-AA mode111571, the bond, angle and dihedral parameters are from Corne Il 11581. 
A simulation time step of 1 fs was used throughout ail simulations. The frame save frequency 
was adapted as a function of the quantity to be extracted, ranging from 50 fs to 2 ps. Extraction 
of general or neutron scattering related quantities from molecular dynamics trajectories was 
done with the program nMoldyn 1112,1131. 

A.5.2 Ab-initio lattice dynamical calculations 

For lattice dynamical calculations small models are typically sufficient for obtention of real
istic results. The calculations in this work were performed on crystal cells in an environment 
of periodic boundary conditions. Due to the small size of the used crystal cells, highly sophis
ticated and accurate potential models are often used. In this work ab-initio density functional 
theory (OFT) potentials have been used to probe the dynamical properties of the crystal. 

DFT is among the most sophisticated potentials used for lattice dynamical calculations. 
Nevertheless there are sorne drawbacks in connection with its application to organic systems: 
DFT is a one-electron theory in which the local electron density and its gradient are the key 
variables. DFT cannot therefore describe long-range, electron-electron correlations that are 
responsible for dispersive interactions, the attractive part of the van der Waals interaction. 
Oespite this f1aw good results can be obtained for organic systems 11591, however the lack of 
van der Waals interaction often needs to be compensated by measures including application 
of (uniaxial) pressure to the crystal cell. 
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The 'direct method' for determination of the dynamical properties of the crystal was used 
in this work. With the direct method, aIl atoms that are not equivalent by symmetry are 
displaced for a small distance in the three dimensions. The resulting forces on the remaining 
atoms are obtained by performing an ab-initio single point energy calculation and tabulated. 
From the forces determined with this method, the dynamical properties of the crystal could 
then be calculated. To avoid artefacts due to the periodic boundary conditions, the crystal cells 
are typically assembled to supercells of roughly 10 Â cell parameter for the calculations. In 
the case at hand the cell was doubled in the c direction, which left only one parameter lower 
than ten Ângstrom, the a parameter with 7.8 Â. 

In this work the engine VASP of the University of Vienna 11081 was used for the ab-initio 
DFT calculations. This code implements the local density approximation functionals. Pseu
dopotentials and plane wave basis sets are used for description of the electron-ion interactions. 
High energy cutoff (700 eV) pseudopotentials were used for high accuracy. The calculation 
of the dynamical properties is then performed by a separate code called PHONON 11091. 
The dispersion relations and vibrational density of states were extracted from the data by the 
PHONON code. 



AppendixB 

Additional Information 

B.l Vibrational density of states 

Vibrational modes in the trans Oecalin crystal were investigated in section 2.1.2. In the given 
context the density of states was shown as generalised density of states, that is including a 
weighting of the partial contributions by the ratio of scattering power to atom mass. Hereafter 
the partial contributions are to be shown in the correct weighting for a vibrational density of 
states. 

Ab-initio calculations on crystalline trans Oecalin in a 1-1-2 supercell (details in sec
tion A.5.2) gave the dynamical matrix. The vibrational density of states was then computed 
from this matrix by PHONON [1091. Results on protonated and deuterated versions of the 
system were obtained from the same ab-initio calculation. The atom species were specified 
on treatment of the data in the PHONON program. Figure B.l shows partial contributions of 
hydrogen and carbon for protonated and deuterated calculations. 

119 
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(a) protonated trans Oecalin crystal l.5eml 
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(b) deuterated trans Oecalin crystal 
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Figure B.I: Partial vibrational densities of states as determined From ab-initio calculations on the 

crystal. 
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B.2 Time of flight measurements 

Relaxation curves were computed from time of f1ight data in section 3.1. The corresponding 
curves in energy space will be shown hereafter. 

The experiment was carried out on the thermal time of f1ight spectrometer IN6 at the ILL, 
using incoming neutrons of 5.12 Â wavelength. A vanadium spectrum was recorded at 200 K, 
empty cells at 230 and 260 K. Spectra were cleansed from faulty detectors, background and 
converted to energy. Figure B.2 shows spectra for deuterated cis and cis l transI Decalin that 
have been corrected this way. 
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Figure 8.2: Inelastic neutron scattering data From time oF f1ight measurements. 
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B.3 Processed neutron relaxation spectra 

Section 3.2 treats the preparation of the relaxation data from neutron scattering. The prepared 
data sets containing ail relevant temperatures can be found hereafter. 
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Figure 8.3: Relaxation data 
for cis Decalin in untreated 
and processed form. Full 
symbols represent IN Il 
NSE data recorded at 5.5 Â, 
fat open symbols represent 
1 Nil data recorded at 3.85 
Â and light open symbols, 
which extend furthest to 
short times, represent IN6 
time of flight data. For com
parison of NSE instruments 
renormali sed data for cis 
Decalin, recorded at 4.5 
Â on SPAN is shown as 
crosses. 

Figure 8.4: Relaxation 
data for cisl transI Decalin 
in untreated and processed 
form. Full symbols rep
resent SPAN NSE data 
recorded at 4.5 Â, fat open 
symbols represent SPAN 
data recorded at 2.5 Â and 
light open symbols, which 
extend furthest to short 
times, represent IN6 time of 
flight data. 
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Figure B.5: Relaxation 
data for ciss trans3 Oecalin 
in untreated and processed 
form. Full symbols rep
resent SPAN NSE data 
recorded at 4.5 Â, fat open 
symbols represent SPAN 
data recorded at 2.5 Â. 
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B.4 Dynamically correlated molecules in m-Toluidine and 
Glycerol 

The number of correlated molecules as determined in section 3.3.7 has also been determined 
for rn-Toluidine and Glycerol. While results can be found in the main part of the thesis, the 
connected data is to be presented hereafter. The fit parameters have been inter- and extrap
olated based on fits to experimental curves at temperatures ranging from 290 to 350 K for 
Glycerol l and from 230 to 273 K for m-Toluidine2 . The curves of temperatures experimental 
data is available for are black. Coloured curves outside the extreme black curves result from 
extrapolation, coloured curves delimited by two black curves result from interpolation . 
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Figure 8.6: Relaxation curves from inter- and extrapolated fit parameters. 

1 Glycerol MCf; measured temperatures used: 290, 300,3 10,320,330,335 , 340 and 350 K 
2m-Toluidine MCf; measured temperatures used: 230,235,240,248,257 and 273 K 
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B.5 Several point susceptibilities and mode coupling param
eters 

Earlier the dynamics of Oecalin in the supercooled liquid range was studied with help of 
relaxation data (see section 3.3.7) . The main part of the data were intermediate scattering 
functions from neutron experiments, which have been fitted using various models. One of 
the se models is the mode coupling theory, which was employed in a form using two coupled 
correlators. A brief description of the MeT fit routine used can be found in 3.3.1, more 
detailed information about this approach is given in 11291. 

(a) Illustration taken from 11601 (b) X4(t) from this work 
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Figure B.7: Connection of several point susceptibilities to MCT parameters (a) illustration From Tarzia 
el al. showing the relation of mode coupling parameters a and b to the susceptibility (b) experimentally 
determined four point susceptibilities X4(t ) at temperatures just above Tc normalised to Ta . The fits 
and fitted ranges are marked in red. 

As already described, this routine determines a set of temperature dependent vertex pa
rameters VI and V2 when performing fits to the data. The temperature dependence of these 
parameters can be modelled by linear functions and this linear dependency then be exploited 
to inter- and extrapolate the vertices. From the se vertices the corresponding relaxation curves 
can then be generated for smaller temperature steps than experimentally measured. In the 
analysis concerned with determination of the number of correlated molecules such relaxation 
curves were generated at 1 K temperature intervals (see figure 8 .6). These relaxation curves 
then led to a lower bound for the four point correlation function X4(t), from which the number 
of correlated molecules was determined. 

Very recently a connection between these several point susceptibilities and critical mode 
coupling exponents has been established 11601. In detail the article points out that ifthese sus
ceptibilities have been obtained from mode coupling fits certain parts of the susceptibilities 
correspond to the a and {3 relaxation process (see figure 8.7(a». From fits to these domains 
the mode coupling parameters a and b can be extracted and compared to other results. In 
detail the relation Àc = [r(1 +b)F j [r(1 +2b)] and Àc = [r(1-a)]2 j [r(1 -2a)] (r denotes 
the Gamma function) connects the se fitted parameters to the parameter Àc , which can be de-
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termined directly from the fits to the relaxation data (described in section 3 .3.1) 11611 . Aiso 
the critical exponent y can be determined from the a and b parameters fitted to the suscepti
bilities from the relation y = Ij(2a) + Ij(2b) and this parameter y should then describe the 
divergence of the a-relaxation time on approach of Tc given by La = c(T - Tc) - y 1131. 

(a) La(T) from this work (b) Ncorr (La) from this work 
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Figure B .8: Curves related to four point susceptibilities as determined in this work: (a) fits lO ra(T) 
with critical exponent y imposed on the fits (b) fits to Ncorr (ra) without constraints, the slope of the 
curves is to correspond to 2j y, curves are normalised to individual r values for c1arity. 

Figure B.7(b) shows susceptibilities )(4(t) that have been determined for the various sys
tems. The susceptibilities correspond to temperatures just above the critical temperature Tc. 
The values of a and b have been determined from the fits and used for computation of y and Àc 

for each system. The computed y parameters were then imposed on a fit to the a-relaxation 
time as a function of temperature, for which figure B.8(a) shows the results. 

A third relation for which the parameters can be tested relates the maxima of the suscep-

tibility curves Ncorr to the a-relaxation time by Ncorr oc L~/Y 11621 . To employ this relation y 
was extracted from fits to Ncorr , the maxima of the susceptibility curves, as a function of La. 
The ys resulting from these fits and various other parameters are given in table B.I. 

Let us compare the Àc parameters determined from the a and b parameters from the sus
ceptibility curves with Àc extracted from evolution of the fit vertices. Here the agreement is 
best for mToluidine, for the other systems the Àc(b) determined from the MeT b parameter is 
generally c1oserto the vertex value than Àc(a). This should be at least parti y due to the badly 
defined slope, the a parameter is extracted from. The y parameters from the fits to NcorrLa) 
(figure B.8(b)) and the y parameters calculated from a and b show reasonable agreement. This 
interesting way of comparing theoretical predictions with experimental results will be subject 
of further investigation. 
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cis ct Gly mTol 

Parameters from susceptibility curve sI opes 
a 0.45 0.41 0.47 0.38 
b 0.63 0.67 0.66 0.85 
Exponents calculated from the se parameters 
y 1.92 1.97 1.82 1.91 
Àc(a) 0.30 0.45 0.17 0.55 
Àc(b) 0.71 0.69 0.69 0.58 
Parameters from fit vertices 
Àc 0.57 0.57 0.63 0.56 
Tc 1 90 1 91 282 228 
Parameters from fits to data 
y 2.02 2.02 2.17 1.78 

Table B.l: Critical exponents as calculated on X4(t) susceptibilities from this work using the method 
described in [1601 and cross comparison of the se values for cis Oecalin (c), cis j transj Oecalin (ct), 
Glycerol (Gly) and mToluidine (mTol). 
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B.6 Cumene 

Cumene, CgH12 is the common name for isopropylbenzene, an organic compound consisting 
of an aromatic ring and a sidechain (see figure). It is used as an industrial chemical for further 
refinement to phenol or acetone. At ambient conditions it is a molecular liquid with a density 
of 0.862 g cm-3

. Its glass tempe rature is 127 K, the melting point is at 177 K and it has a 
fragility of m = 90±5 11631. 

Figure B.9: Three dimensional representation of the C9Hl2 Cumene molecule. 
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